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Seniors vote down
en masse ceremony
No final decision yet

Vandalism
FXPFNS1VF GRAFFITI. The university is
offering a $I.IMMI reward for information
lending lo the arrest and conviction of those
persons responsible for defacing the Newman
Lake bridge and a dorm on Greek Row

Preliminary investigation indicates that the
vandalism was not done by .lames Madison
I'niversity student, according to I)r William
Hall, vice president of student affairs.
photo by Bob Ltvtron*

By BRITF OSBORNF
The majority of seniors who voted in a poll before spring break
want to graduate individually instead of en masse, Student
Government Association President Darrell Pile told the SGA
Tuesday.
Of the 434 seniors who voted, 264 prefer individual awarding of
diplomas, while 170 prefer to graduate en masse.
A graduation committee had proposed that graduation be
conducted en masse this year, instead of the traditional individual
awarding of diplomas. The poll was conducted to determine
seniors' views on the proposal.
President Ronald Carrier hasn't made the final decision yet,
but "I'm 99 percent sure we'll graduate the same way as last
year. "Pile said.
In other business, the SGA voted to give $350 to the Data
Processing and Management Association.
"This is a new organization. It's very active, and very helpful
for students." the finance committee chairman said.
A new rule which states that any financial proposals must be
read to the senators at least twice before a formal vote is taken
was temporarily suspended for this proposal.
Funding requests by the English Club and Chrysalis were
turned down by the finance committee
The English Club's request "was not as well looked into as
perhaps it should have been." according to the finance committee
chairman.
(Continued on Page 4)

Protest kills dining hall hair code
curtails
By TIIFRFSA BFAI.F
Opposition from student
food services employees has
led to the alteration of two new
dining services and the
abolishment of an employee
hair code
Student employees Monday
submitted a
letter of
grievances to food services
director Robert Griffin. A
grievance about an employee
hair policy had caused the
most controversy among
students according to senior

Related story,
Page 2
student manager Kevin
Haggins
The hair code, which was
implemented Monday,
required all male food
services employees to have
hair trimmed above "the
collar, to keep sideburns no
lower than the ear lobe, and to
keep moustaches trimmed no
lower than the lower lip The
hair code also prohibited
hoards
One student manager.
Herman Turk, was asked last
month to shave his beard or
resign from his position. Turk
questioned the validity of such
a hair policy and resigned He
- is-,-now taking, his appeal

through university grievance
procedures.
Turk's case was referred to
in the students' grievances
which stated that "unfair
prodecures (were ) taken
against a student manager for
a nonexistent policy "
Student managers and
supervisors met Wednesday
with Griffin and Graham
Ross, dining hall manager, to
discuss the grievances. The
group resolved to abolish the
hair policy and discussed
solutions to problems caused
by two new dining services.
Beginning Monday. Gibbons
Dining Hall evening hours
have been extended from 6:30
to 7 p.m. Student employees
said the extended hours
conflict
with
classes,
according to Haggins. Griffin
suggested that the extended
hour be in effect only on
Sundays. The dining hall will
resumeclosingat6:3np,m. on
March 21.
Also
on
Monday,
hamburgers, hot dogs or pizza
have been offered in addition
to the lunch and dinner
entrees. Student employees
have complained that serving
facilities are inadequate for
such an expanded menu,
Haggins said. Upon Griffin's
suggestion, student managers
will meet with the dietician to
plan entrees that can be easily
served with the new additions.
Haggins said
AH, •. ..nesoUitions
were
m

presented to a mass meeting
of all student food services
employees Wednesday night.
To solicit student input on
future
food
services
programs.
the 'student
supervisors are planning to
form an advisory board or
council for food services

employees.
The extension of dining
hours and expansion of
entrees were suggested by the
food services advisory
committee of the Student
Government Association,
according to Haggins.
"They are not, I feel, an
accurate representation of the

student body," he said. "They
have good suggestions but
they have no idea of our
logistical problems."
Student employees will be
sending representatives to the
SGA committee, as well as
forming their own sounding
board. Haggins said.
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Governor Dalton signs bill
opening board meetings
By DWAYNF YANCFY
Governor John Dalton has
signed a bill opening meetings
of state college boards of
visitors to the public.
But first the General
Assembly
tacked
on
amendments allowing certain
items to be discussed behind
closed doors.
Dalton had asked for the
amendments before he would
sign the bill, which will
become effective July 1.
The bill's sponsor. Del. A. R.
"Pete" Giesen (R-Staunton)
said the amendments added
nothing, new, but merely
clarified the bill.
Others, such as Del. Clinton

Miller (R-Woodstock) said the
amendments
Dalton
requested considerably
weakened the measure.
The bill makes the Freedom
of Information Act applicable
M boards of visitors of state
colleges and universities.
The FOIA requires public
agencies to hold open
meetings, except when
discussing certain legal and
personnel matters, such as
employment, assignment,
promotion and demotion.
The new amendments allow
boards of visitors to meet
behind closed doors when
discussing the "performance"
of certain employees or
departments, as well as when

Former manager
files grievance
By VANCF RICHARDSON
A grievance has been filed
as a result of an ultimatum
given to a former student
manager of food services here
that he either shave his beard
or take a demotion.
Herman Turk said he was
given the ultimatum by the
director of food services on
Feb. 15. resigned the next day,
and filed his grievance the
following week.
According to Turk, Robert
Griffin claimed that there was
an unwritten policy that
prohibited student managers
from wearing a beard.
However, no other student
managers were aware of this
"oral policy." Turk said
"In essence, I was forced to
resign my position for a policy
that did not exist." Turk said.
"Initially. I was the only
person in food services asked
to leave as" a result of my
appearance. I feel that I was
unfairly
discriminated
against."
A
hair
code
was
implemented by food services
Monday, apparently as a
result of Turk's grievance.
After complaints from
student employees, the hair
code was dropped Wednesday
night and the director of food
service. Robert Griffin, has
offered Turk the opportunity
to discuss getting his job back.
(According to other food
service employees, the

IIFRM.W TI'RK. minus the
hea^ri Hint prompted
;i short
live* iMuHUffltr1 e«1 «•••••••«

considering admissions and
expansion plans.
The FOIA currently allows
public agencies to meet
privately with lawyers or staff
members to discuss "actual
or potential litigation "
The new amendments also
allow boards to discuss such
matters privately without
lawyers or staff menioers
present.
In
addition
to
the
amendments requested by
Dalton. the General Assembly
had earlier approved two
other exemptions: when
boards
are
discussing
disciplinary action against
students or when considering
donations from private
individuals who wish to
remain anonymous.
The move to open meetings
of boards of visitors had been
opposed chiefly by university
officials, who said discussion
of sensitive topics that come
before the board.

RUN A
MILLION-DOLLAR
BUSINESS IN LESS
THAN A YEAR.
Supply officers are the professional
business managers of the Navy. Financial management, auditing, merchandising, purchasing-- everything it
takes to keep the Navy moving, moves
through them. Even at a junior level,
the Supply Officer responsible for a
single ship runs an operation equivalent to a million dollar-a-year
business.
Navy Representatives will be
, on hand 3-S April 1979.

student manager at Dukes
Grill shaved his beard after
receiving an ultimatum
similar to Turk's)
Another student manager,
who asked to remain
anonymous, said. "I thought
this kind of crap went out with
the Ws"
Turk said his problem
began back in the fall of 197B
when he started growing a
beard while working as
student director of catering
He said Griffin told him not to
return to work until he had
shaved his two-week growth.
Turk complied and returned
to work
Since no policy was laid
down. Turk claims he
interpreted Griffin's remarks
to mean that "beards as such
were acceptable but growing
them while at work was not."

Related story,
Page 1
Between the fall term of
197» and this semester, Turk
grew a beard while on break.
He returned to' school and
worked for a month with "no
complaints"' from
his
supervisors, he said. Then,
during his fifth week of
working with his beard. Turk
was informed by the assistant
director of food services,
Graham Ross, that he would
have to shave.
Turk refused to shave, he
said, "because of the principle
of the matter. There still was
no written policy." he said.
After resigning Turk filed a
formal greivance asking that
his previous position be
reinstated and that he
"receive financial
compensation for the duration
of ihis) forced absence."
The greivance procedure
was initiated in April of 1977
by Univeristy President
Ronald Carrier. It is a fourstep process for handling
student grievances related to
employment.
The first step involves
discussing the problem
informally
with
the
employee's
immediate

for the mountains.
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Wanna bet?
Turning vacation money
into sunny profits
lly PUT iVhIARI.ANF
Most college students who
spend Spring Break in Florida
usually return to school with
little, if any. money
But for James Madison
sophomore James Naquin.
last week was somewhat more
profitable
Naquin invested four dollars
in hets at the Dania Jai-Alai
iust outside Fort Lauderdale
and turned them into $435.60.
He net two dollars on the
winning quiniela returning
$•47 «n, and two on the perfecta
yielding $387.80,
Jai-Alai is a popular betting
sport in Florida and is played
much like handball or
racketball Players throw a
softball-size ball against a
wall with basket "scoops"
fastened to the players' hands.
Spectators can place bets on
the players or teams they
believe will win
The Quiniela requires the
bettor to chose the top two
finishers in the match and the
perfecta wagers on the top
three placers
Naquin's winning bets were
on numbers one and three in
the quiniela and one. three.
five for the perfecta. He made
two other bets on the quiniela
for the same match.
How did Naquin come up
with
the
winning
combination?
"Those numbers just

popped into my head," he
said, "so T went with them. It
was pure luck but that's the
way it happened."
He hesitated in going to the
window to collect, but
received four one-hundred
dollar bills when he was paid
off
"1 had to sit there about five
minutes to get up the courage
to go to the window and
collect." Naquin said
After receiving the money.
Naquin "wanted to just keep
looking at the bills" but was
told by some friends to put the
money away, he said.
Naquin said he took $210
with him to Florida and
returned with the four
hundred-dollar bills He said
he spent the "change" during
the week
"I came back from Florida
profitable, that's for sure," he
said.
Naquin said he has no plans
yet for spending the money,
but added that he "has a few
ideas floating around in his
head." One possible idea, he
said, was to use his earnings
to paint his car.
The winning bet was the last
of the night for Naquin. but he
claims, jokingly, that he's
ready for another winning
wager
"Well. I have this system,
vou see. and..."

Wll \T\ WAY TO GO! .lames Narquin found hrealc in Fort Lauderdale where he won a bet
himself film richer returning from spring in the Jai-Alai games.

Photo by Sandy Paetow

HEY GRADS& SENIORS
Peace Corps & VISTA
people will be on campus:
March 19-20
Sign up today at your
placement office for interviews. Talk with
former volunteers.

ENTAM

mstm

In AssociationWith Alex Cooleyj
LIVE IN CONCERT
In Peace Corps you can become
involved in an important movement for world peace by helping
people with problems of poverty,
hunger, ignorance and disease.
In VISTA, you'll empower America's poor
by developing their
leadership skills.

For more info call:
(800)424-8580X38
or write:
Peace CorpsA/ISTA
171-3HSt.,N.W.
.Wash., D.C. 20525

IMLLK NELSON
SHai omt liON RUSSELL
Friday, March 23. 8:00 P.M.
Tickets: $8.50 $7.50
All seats reserved
ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER
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TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY NIGHTS (FROM 5-8),
ARE JMU NIGHTS AT BONANZA. WITH ANY RIBEYE,
TOP SIRLOIN, NEW YORK SIRLOIN OR T-BONE DINNER,
THE DRINK IS FREE WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR ID.

DR. IIFI.FN WOI.FF. Founder's Pay speaker.

Wolfe will give
Founder's lecture
Dr. Helen B. Wolfe, general
director of the American
Association of University
Women (AAUW) and the
AAUW
Educational
Foundation, will deliver the
James Madison Lecture
during the annual Founders
Day program here Friday.
Wolfe
directs
the
implementation of policies
established by the AAUW
from
the
association's
Washington. DC. office.
She received a bachelor's
degree from the State
University of New York at
Buffalo, a master's degree
from Cornell University and a
Ed D degree from the State
University of New York at
Albany
Wolfe was the recipient of
the
1976
Distinguished
Alumna Award from Buffalo
State University and is listed
in "Who's Who of American
Women" and "Who's Who in
the East."

The Founders Day activities
also will feature the
presentation of the official
James Madison University
Mace.
Mrs
Emily Lee of
Columbia. S.C.. will present
the mace on behalf of the class
of 1943 to JMU President Dr.
Ronald E. Carrier. The class
of
1943
financed
the
construction of the mace as a
gift to the University.
The mace, which was
designed and built by Ronald
J Wyancko of JMU's art
department, will be used as a
ceremonial device.
The mace is constructed of
14k gold, silver and rosewood.
It stands 32 inches tall and
weighs about in pounds.
Etchings of James Madison.
JMU's Wilson Hall and the
eternal flame of knowledge
are featured on the outside
border of the mace's crown.
The Founders Day program
is scheduled to begin at 1 p.m.

*SGA
(Continued from Page 1)
Chrysalis's request was tabled, and the art magazine no longer
needs the $300 it had originally requested, the chairman said.
. The joint faculty senate and SGA dinner went "very well."
according to Pile.
Approximately 14 student senators could not attend the dinner,
but most agreed that it would be worth having a similar meeting
again.
SGA Parliamentarian Barbara DeBellis said she is
"concerned" about articles in The Breeze which she said have
expressed negative opinions about the way SGA meetings are
conducted.
DeBellis asked that each senator submit some written
feedback to her about parliamentary prodedure.
The finance committee is working on setting up a date for the
budget hearing meetings. SGA Treasurer Don Haag said:The bus to 'towntown Harrisonburg and Valley Mall will
continue*) run on Saturdays for the rest of the school year, the
student services committee chairman said.
Proposals to allot money for the utility coop and for six voting
machines for the SGA elections were sent to the finance
committee.
A birthday cake was brought in to surprise Pile, who turned 22,
and the senators sang the appropriate tune for the occasion.
'.'No one's calling for a speech? Pile wryly mentioned before
"successfully blowing out all the candles.

DISCOVER BONANZA
829 E. Market St.

Check around your campus community. You, too,
may be able to collect an educational award of up to a
thousand dollars if you Pitch In! Groups from campuses
all over the country were awarded $8,750 last year by
participating in Pitch In! Week.
This year, Budweiser and ABC Radio Network will
again reward participating colleges, universities and
approved campus organizations who participate in Pitch
In! Week. Five groups will win $1,000 in first place
educational awards, five second place groups will win
$500, and five third place groups will win $250.
For entry rules and the Pitch In! Week program kit,
simply send in the attached coupon.

1979 National College Pitch Inl Week Of
April 2-6. Pitch In! And Win Cash.
NAME
COLLEGE

.

Budweiser

I

ADDRESS
CITY

_
-STATE

.ZIP.

ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS
I4
!
Mail to College Pilch In! Week Desk, c/o ABC Radio Network
1330 Avenue ol the Americas. New York. NY 10019
Compejilion i/oid where prohibited by law.

.V«MEU«R BUSCM INC • 5T LOUIS
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Hunger Project
Center's methods questioned
Ry DFRRIF YARD
The goal of the Hunger
Project is to end starvation on
the planet in two decades.
The goal is commendable,
however, the method used by
The Hunger Project to attain
it has been the source of great
controversy.
,
The purpose of the Hunger
Project, which has a center at
49 West Water St., near the
parking
deck.
in
Harrisonburg. is to create
awareness about hunger and
to creat a commitment to end
it. Donations do not go to feed
starving peoople. instead, the
money
is
used
"for
communication, in the form of
presentations, the printing of
educational and enrollment
material, the production of
films and the publication of a
newspaper."
This is the part of the
project which has fallen under
criticism from opponents.
They think the money should
do something for the hungry,
not just to publicize the
problem Proponents say that
only awareness and the
subsequent commitment can
end starvation, since, as they
point out. nothing else has
worked yet.
"Newsweek." lAug. 28,
I97H> "Mother Jones." (Dec.
197R) and several other
magazines have investigated
the Hunger Project and have
concluded that the project is
less than ethical in some
respects and mentioned that
questionable financial
dealings were involved in the
project.
Spokesman for the Hunger
Project called the "Mother
Jones" article "sensational.'"
The article referred to in
"Mother Jones" called the
Hunger Project a 'thinly

veiled recruitment arm for
est"

Est. 'Erhard Seminar
Training), developed by
Werner Erhard, is described
by "Mother Jones" as "one of
the evangelistic human
potential movements of the
70's." which has "recently
expanded its horizons from
the self to the world."
Est is a combination of
Eastern mysticism. Dale
Carnegie, and behavior
modificatioon techniques,
according to "Mother Jones."
According to Jane Van
Orden. an est-graduate now
working at the Harrisonburg
center, est is working in
support of The Hunger
Project, but those who work
for The Hunger Project are
not pressured to take est
training as the "Mother
Jones" article, which she
called a "scam." implies. In
the article, it was noted that
"Hunger Project staffers, who
busily
recruit
Project
volunteers into est, insist that
to understand the Hunger
Project, you mast understand
Werner
If you want to
understand Werner, take the
training."
However, those who take
the training "become more
conscious about how the world
works and want to do
something about it," said Van
Orden
"I consider est and The
Hunger Project to be two of
the most ethical organizations
in the world," she said.
Harrisonburg residents
Conrad Baer and C. Richard
Lotts disagree. In a letter to
the editor of the Daily NewsRecord «1-10-79). Baer stated
that the aim of the Hunger
Project to "Make people

TIIF 1HNC.FR PROJECT has its only small town center at 19 W Water St
believe that hunger will end in
1997." is like "collecting 10
billion dollars to make people
believe a man can land on the
surface of Mars by 2000. while
neglecting to build the
hardware which would make
the trip a reality." He also
said that The Hunger Project
does not "faintly resemble a
good charity" and " if one
sniffs the breeze a bit. one can
sense the aroma of a cruel
hoax ." He suggested, as did
the Mother Jones article, that
there are more efficient and
ethical ways to aid hungry
people such as through church
relief groups.
Baer also
mentioned that a financial
statement was unavailable at
the time he visited the center.
Spokesmen
for
the
Harrisonburg Hunger

Project. Carl Hartel. Larry
Hoover and Van Orden replied
to Baer by restating the
philosophy that "The Hunger
Project is about commitment
to end starvation by 1997 in a
world where the means
clearly exist to do so." They
went on to say that a financial
statement was available for
inspection and then, further
explained the organization.
Lott's letter (DNR 1-20-79)
cited the "Mother Jones"
article as background. Lotts
urged the '"more than 1000
people from this community"
said to be involved in the
Hunger Project to read this
enlightening report (Mother
Jones") before continuing
their association," and
repeated that "there are
many religious and truly non-

profit organizations taking
positive action to combat
hunger in the world."
A Presidential Commission
on World Hunger has recently
been formed by Jimmy
Carter.
Members of the
subcommittee on public
participation are singers John
Denver and Harry Chapin.
both of whom are allied with;
The Hunger Project said Van
Orden. Their mission is to
look at all the groups that
have worked on hunger for
years. They need to look at
what has been done, the failed
efforts to know what works
For example. Van Orden
said, during a recent
earthquake
in
Central
America, the United States
Continued on Page •

Fasting, lobbying are part ofHunger Project
RY DFRBIF YARD

All attempts thus far to end world hunger have obviously failed
because hunger still exists. This is because hunger has not been
fought within the appropriate context yea'., according to a Hunger
Project pamphlet entitled. "It's our Planet - It's Our Hunger
Project."
"It is the creation of a context the end of hunger and
starvation on this planet which aligns and effectualizes what we
do." according to this tract.
Three generating principles that make The Hunger Project
unique are cited in the pamphlet. They are . first that what the
"little individual" does is an important factor. "The Hunger
Project is based on the innate and natural experience of
responsibility within each of us for making the worH work for us
all." This feeling of responsibility excludes the negative feelings
of guilt and shame, since these accomplish nothing.
Secondly, is the principle that The Hunger Project is "an
alignment of wholes, not a sum of the parts/' This means that
" vou are the source of The Hunger Project" and that "no one gets
credit for the project and each of us is allowed to own the project
completely." the pamphlet says.
The third principle states that The Hunger Project is "an idea
whose time has come." This philosophy is taken from a quotation
by Victor Hugo, which states. "All the forces in the world are not
so powerful as an idea whose time has come." The pamphlet
states. "When an idea's timecomes. miraculously, whatever is
done begins to work...the end of hunger and starvation on this
planet will occur naturally when its time comes."
Three primary forms of participation are also cited in the
pamphlet These include: a personal fast on the fourteenth day of
anv month in commemoration of the first Hunger Project fast
held on Nov. 14. 1977 in which 50.000 people participated, a
contribution of the money one would usually spend on food and
alcohol during their fasting day. or a communications aspect
where the faster would convince his friends and family to join him
in his fast and contribution to the Hunger Project
Other forms of participation are: expanding one's own
awareness of the problem of starvation, seeing one s legislators
(Continued
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* Hunger
(Continued from Page 5)
sent aid in the form of food
which has airlifted into the
area.
The
effect
was
"devastating." she said,
because the people neglected
to save what food they could in
the fields because there was
no need to with all the free
food handed to them
Consequent!v. when the U.S.donated food ran out, they had
no additional resources to turn
to
Thus, people in the United
States concluded that this had
happened because the people
of that country were Ia7.y and
wouldn't work to feed
themselves instead of seeing
that in reality,
they
themselves were to blame.
Van Orden said
This, along with other
misconceptions, such as "if
these people don't starve, the
world will be overpopulated."
are exactly why hunger hasn't
ended yet. she said.
"When there is enough
political will, when enough
people are committed, what it
takes to do the job. will get
done." she said.
"The American people
have not been committed to
anything since World War II.
when everyone was doing
something to assist the war
effort, she said.
"It'stime now for that kind
of commitment against
hunger." Van Orden said.
She quickly agreed that the
money collected by theHunger Project does not go
directly to feed the hungry,
but she added, "neither does
the money collected by some
other organizatioas. such as

•Bread for the World.
(According to Van Orden.
"Bread for the World, is
concerned
with
the
congressional
legislation
dealing with hunger \
The Hunger Project allows
each individual to create his
own form of participation.
Jim Hoover of Full Tilt
Haircutters (Van Orden's
brothers funds the center as
his form of participaation. she
said
The center in Harrisonburg
was created in Nov. 1978 by
several individuals who
attended a Hunger Project
seminar in Washington. DC.
Van Orden said "It's more of
a human potentaial center
than anything else
• 'The center here is the first
and only small town center,"
she said. "We pictured it
staffed six days a week all day
long, but it hasn't turned out
that way."
"We're
being
more
realistic now and are working
back up." she said. "We've
realized that people are not
going towalk into the center of
their own volition, that we're
going to have to go out to
church groups and civic
organizations to explain the
project."
The organization has
advertised in the Daily NewsRecord, at last summer's
Rockingham County Fair, at a
local radio stations's festival
and has shown John Denver's
film. ""I Want to Live." at
Roth's Theater 1-2-3. several
times, she said.
"We have to work
carefully." Van Orden said.
"This is a small and
conservative area."

Four new organizations
approved by commission
By
IMTTI
TILLY
The Commission on Student
Services approved
the
constitutions of four new
student organizations at its
meeting Feb 27
The commission recognized
the
James
Madison
University Chapter of the
Data Procesing Management
Association <JMU DPMA).
the JMU Men's Lacrosse
Club. Beta Beta Beta, and the
JMU Association for the
Education of Young Children
The four organizations will
become officially recognized
after the University Council is
notified that the commission
has recognized them, and
President Ronald Carrier has
given his approval.
The purpose of the JMU
DPMA will be to help data
processing majors understand
data processing in the real
world and how it operates.
said Diana Quick, president of
the organization
Among
services offered by the
organization will be a key
punching service and a
tutoring service available to
all data processing majors,
and other students taking
Data Processing 201. Quick
said
The goal of the Men's
Ixicrosse Club is to become a
varsity sport in two to three
seasons, said club president

Rill Borges All varsity sports
have to start as clubs, he said.
Beta Beta Beta will be a
Biology honor society. Tina
Currin said
The JMU Association for the
Education of Young Children
will be the first organization
here for students in that field
The
Commission
also
discussed proposed revisions
in the Student Government
Association constitution.
Among proposed revisions are
student senate representation
changed to three Greek and 13
off-campus representatives.
elections to be held during the
twelfth week of second
semester, and a student
running for president would
have had to attend JMU for
two full semesters prior to the
election
In addition, a salary
revision has been proposed to
change the SGA president's
paid hours from 20 to 25 per
week, and those of the
administrative
vice
pressident, legislative1 vice
president, treasure* and"
secretary changed from 15 to
20 hours
In further business, reports
wen* made by representatives
from the residential facilities
subcommittee.
the
management subcommittee,
and the environmental
development subcommittee

0OLBEI COBHIi
Family Steak House
1580 South Main

_-,

"Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come By & Give Us A Try

'We have a steak in your future'
College Special vv/ID
7:00 til close;Mon,Tues,Weds.

10' off
any menu item.

■Announcements

Story telling

Valley mall bos

he Institute in Education
will feature Diane Wolkstein.
noted children's author, and
David Holt, traditional music
specialist, in Storytelling for
Children:
The Southern
Tradition The program will
be held in Warren University
Union, from 9:30 am to 3:30
p.m . March 17 Registration
is won for students with a
valid dining hall contract or
*7,5n if luncheon registration
is desired
Send a check
payable to James Madison
University to Department of
Library Science-Educational
Media by March 7, if you
would like to attend.

Because of the strong
support and use of the
shopping bus to downtown and
the Valley Mall, the bus will
continue to operate every
Saturday throughout the
semester It will run on the
<nme schedule leaving
Ctbbons Dining hall at i.no
->m and 3:nn p.m.

Job workshop
The Career Planning and
Placement
Office
is
sponsoring a Job Hunting
Workshop. March 19 at 9:30
a m in Mezzanine Room A of
the Warren University Union.
The workshop will outline the
complete job hunt process
from determining a job
objective and initiating
contacts to the first day on the
job

Library plans
Plans for the new library
addition will be available for
student and faculty viewing in
the Warren University Union.
Room B. March 16. from 9:30
to 11:00 a.m. and from 2:30 to
4:no p.m. The architect and
members of the University's
Advisory Committee on the
Library Addition will be
present to answer questions
and receive reactions At 9:30
and at 2:30 the architect will
present a brief explanation of
the drawings, but persons
may come and go at will
throughout
the
hours
designated.

Dance concert
The Modern Ensemble of
the
James
Madison
University Dance Theatre will
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present a Modern Dance
Concert. March 15, 16. and 17
■it x no p.m in the La timerShaeffer
Auditorium.
Students, faculty, and staff
with JMU ID will be admitted
for $1 on. adults for $2 on, and
children for $ 50 The concert
is a benefit performance for
the Dance Program-Fund.

Road, invites all interested
students to a wine and cheese
tasting and Purim decorating
party on Saturday. March 17
at 3:00 p.m
For more
information contact Dr.A.
Kohen. Economics
Department

Wine A Cheese

Congratulations to Mike
Blake, winner of the Sigma
Alpha Iota stereo raffle held in
the Post Office Lobby from
February 13-20.

Rabbi John Adland of
Temple BethEl. Old Furnace

Raffle results

'Sentence'
Performance dates for
"Sentence'*
have been
changed until weekend. The
play, written by Dwayne
Yancey and directed by Phoef
Sutton. will be presented in
Wampler Experimental
Theatre Thursday. March 22Sunday. March 25 at 8 p.m.
Continued on Page 8
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'Nothing works like a good story
By GARY IV\VIS
The
library
science
department here will present
an all day storytelling
program entitled
"Storytelling for Children:
The Southern Tradition" on
March 17 in the WUU
ballroom
The program will feature
two of the nation's finest
storytellers. David Holt and
Diane Wolkstein. according to
Inez Ramsey of the library
science department. "Both
will present stories taken

from the Jack Tales (a group
of traditional stories from the
south > which encompass a
wide range of thrilling
stories." Ramsey said.
Also included
in the
program will be workshops to
help participants improve
their
own
storytelling
techniques
"Everyone
participating in the program
will also receive a chance to
exhibit their own skills in our
open storytelling sessions."
said Ramsey
Mike Parent, a professional
storyteller
from
Charlottesville will make an
unscheduled
appearance
during the program, said
Ramsey.
"I aiso expect to have a
JMU student, a high school
student, a librarian, and a
faculty member there to give
presentations." she said.
Both of the program's main
storytellers.
Holt
and
Wolkstein. have impressive
backgrounds, according to
Ramsey.
Wolkstein is a collector of
traditional tales and has
traveled throughout the
United States delighting
audiences with her stories.
She is New York's official

storyteller and appears
weekly on a radio program in
the city
Wolkstein has
written four books, the most
recent of which is "The Magic
Orangetree and other Haitian
Folktales."
Holt has appeared on
numerous programs at an
Ashville N C television
station and has appeared in
major southern folk festivals
throughout the U.S. He has
also toured India and Nepal
making presentations for the
U.S. Department of State and.
is director of music at Waren
Wilson College in North
Carolina.
"Holt takes more of a
musical approach to his
stories He usually uses a
variety of instruments during
his stories to add to the
excitement of the story."
Ramsey said.
"Persons participating in
our program will find the
stories they learn very helpful
especially if they are trying to
get a group of kids quiet
because nothing works like a
good story." said Ramsey.
250 persons have registered
for the storytelling program
and registration has been
closed.

MANF WOl.KSTFIN New York's official storyteller, will be
here tomorrow for the storytelling program sponsored bv the
A% library science department
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We Feature
Reasonably Priced Food
* *••••*••/*

it Announcements
(Continued from Page 7>

Tutors
Need alittle extra money?
Tutors are needed for Public
Administration 265 and
Economics 135.
Contact
Shirley Cobb. Counseling and
Student Development Center.
433-45552. 2nd floor Alumnae
Hall.

Interviews
Sign up sheets are now
posted in the Placement
Office for interviews with
Kings Dominion. Camp Airy,
and Camp Louise.
The
Placement Office also has
information on many other
summer job opportunities
For additional information,
contact the Placement Office,
2nd floor Alumnae Hall.

Careers
Recruiters from Fauquier
County
Schools
and
Montgomery County Schools,
Maryland, will be here on
March 19. seeking LiberalFine Arts graduates.
For
more information, contact the
Career
Planning
and
Placement Office

Film

-**v

The film "Sermon on the
Mount Now" will be shown at
the Wesley Foundation. 690
South Mason St.. March 18 at
6:30pm. The film attempts to
relate the mind of Christ to
some of the choices,we face
today.

Graduate social
A Graduate Student Social
Hour will be held Friday.
March 16 from 4 to 7 p.m. in
Dining Room 1 in Gibbons
Dining Hall There will be a
$.50 cover charge. Cheese and
crackers will be served, liquid
refreshments will also be
available. Graduate students,
faculty and guests are invited
to attend

Camp placement
The Mercury Club, in
conjunction
with
the
Department of Physical and
Health Education, will be
hosting Camp Placement on
March 21. Students will have
the opportunity to meet and
interview representatives
from summer camps who are
actively seeking summer
employees.
Walk-in
interviewing will begin at 9
a.m. and continue through 4
p.m. in the South Ballroom of
Warren University Union.
For further information,
contact Bill Clevenger, 320
Godwin Hall, or call 433-6527
or 433-6145.

* 50 item soup and *■
*
Salad Bar
*

*•••••••••

•SRT-V

rue* mwiXP

Steaks, Seafood, Chicken
Sandwiches and Spaghetti
Lucheon Buffet
Private Meeting Rooms
Available

i M

II
isom

MIXED BEVERAGES
NOW AVAILABLE

• After Enjoying A Delicious Meal
GO BELOW to the :
XJZ-—-—>£JT¥*K

Open Thurs.-Sat.

Thkwrrk:

HELICOPTER

Honor council
Students may pick up
applications for the position of
Honor Council representative
from the dean of their
respective academic schools
beginning Monday. March 19.
Representatives will serve
from September. 1979. to May.
1980
Deadline
for
applications is Monday. April
2.

y^wm

LARGE
DANCE FLOOR,
9-2:00 a.m.
• +Wtkmtt aH MAOISM Stwkiite* •

NATURALLY
All the Taste - Naturally
An Honest Beer
with an Honest Taste
OAMBV'S DISTRIBUTORS

* » * » • »•'»••» •••

i * » •

.

Mt. Crawford
m
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Math, science workshop
set for March 30-31
A workshop for freshman
and sophomore college
women who are planning to
major in math or science at
one of seven Shenandoah
Valley colleges will be held at
James Madison University
March 30-31
The "Women In Science"
workshop will focus on
opportunities for women in the
sciences and will provide
continuing
support for
participants during their
undergraduate years as they
make curricular and career
decisions

HEY GRADS & SENIORS
Peace Corps & VISTA
people will be on campus:
March 19-20
Sign up today at your
placement office for interviews. Talk with
former volunteers.

In Peace Corps you can become
involved in an important movement for world peace by helping
people with problems of poverty,
hunger, ignorance and disease.

A variety of activities have
been planned for the workshop
to
allow
participants
interaction with professional
women
in
educational.industrial and
governmental careers
representing ten different

For more info call:
(800)424-8580X38
or write:
Peace Corps/VISTA
1713HSt.,N.W.
.Wash., D.C. 20525

In VISTA, you'll empower America's poor
by developing their
leadership skills.

areas
of
science
and
mathematics.
Dr Dorothy M. Skinner, a
senior research scientist at
pak
Ridge
National
Laboratory and a professor of
biomedical sciences at the
University of Tennessee's Oak
Ridge Graduate School of
Biomedical Sciences, will
deliver the workshop's
keynote address on March 30
She will discuss the future
prospects for women in
science.
Margaret A. Gordon, An
associate professor of biology
at JMU. is the workshop's
coordinator
She was
awarded a National Science
Foundation grant for the
"Women
In
Science"
workshop.
For additional information
contact Margaret Gordon at
(703)433-6204.

Chorale concert slated
The
James
Madison
University Chorale will
perform a wide variety of
sacred and secular music
during its spring concert at
JMU's
Wilson
Hall
Auditorium on March 18. at 3
p.m
The highlights of the
program will be "Mass fn G
Major"-by Francis Poulenc
and an oratorio section
including "The Heavens are
Telling" from "The Creation"
by Joseph Haydn.
The chorale is directed by

David A Watkins. Watkins is
an associate professor of
music and the vocal-choral
coordinator at JMU
Dr. Richard McPherson. an
associate professor of Music
at JMU. will accompany the
chorale on the organ.
The chorale has performed
for the Southern Region
Convention of the American
Choral Director's Association
and throughout Virginia and
Maryland.
The concert is open to the
public at no charge.
tL

APPLICATION

Women In Science Career Workshop; JMU; March 30-31
RETURN TO: Margaret A. Gordon, Director; Women in Science Workshop; Dept. of BiologyJames Madison University; Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807.
Nam?
College

Mailing Address
Major

Recommending Professor
(Circle) I am a
Freshman

Sophomore

Phone
Minor (If any)
Current Grade Point Average

Other

SAT Test Results

(verbal)

Or
(math)

Area of Science Career Interest.
Check any of the following, appropriate blanks. I am most interested In:
Personal Appointment with a Woman Sdentbt___ In the Retd of
»
Small Group Interaction
With Scientists—— Other Students____
Employment Possibilities in Science for Women__ Career Planning_ Curriculum Choice.
Non-Tradltlonal Occupational Outlook
Other (specify)

Life Problem Solving for Women In Science
~-

Those students not currently in residence at JMU.
please note the following information:
Will Commute
Reimbursement for
miles;
Planning to arrive (Date/time)
__
Will need room/board while on the JMU Campus__
Single

Double

Enrollment is limited to 200 participants. If accepted, you will
receive notification and
all necessary, additional information by mall.
i

L

BtpneflHOiaanttMaaMNHDn^^

mw>.wm\ww
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After six months of rehearsal:

Modern dance concert runs for three nights
By IHVAVNF VANCflY
If you think modern dance is
a trifle avant garde, then
vou're right.
But if you think it's only for
the avant garde, tben you're
wrong
The
Modern
Dance
Ensemble draws the fine line
between the two at its annual
concert
this
weekend.
Performances
began
Thursday night and will
continue Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m. in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre
Modern dance is sometimes
rather difficult to define for
the-lavman In fact, perhaps
the only absolute one can give
is that no. disco is not an
example of modern dance.
The ensemble's concert
contains eight separate
dances, which range from the
ballet-like pieces one might
expect to the abstract.
One of the highlights of the
concert, and one which
explores some of the more
exotic forms of modern dance.
is "The Menace of Smaug."
based on the fearsome dragon
in J R R Tolkien's book
"The Hobblt."
Choreographed by
ensemble *co-director Karla
Zhe. the dance is performed
under
eerie
lighting
. conditions, with the dancers
sometimes crawling across
the stage, or scittering to and
fro in fear, using short, jerky
motions.

pieces began in September
Imagine a football team
practicing six months in order
to play just a five minute
game.
Unlike musicians, who can
take a score home to practice,
dancers can only rehearse
together
Much of the
movement comes from the
dancers working with a
structure the choreographer
gives them
"The
thing
about
choreographing stuff on your
own is that your body is
different from anybody else's
body," said James Another
dancer may not be able to do it
exactly the same way and it
would have to be reworked.
Student Wendy Schneider
agreed "The hardest thing is
to take an idea from your
mind to your body to the
dancers' body because it's
about three generations
removed."
"La Luna Del Fuego." by
James, uses live music by a
guitar-flute-soprano trio. In
the dance. James explores
different female qualities and
moods The first part of the
suite is more subdued and
virginal, she said, while the
second is more fiery
Senior
Lisa
Gibbs
choreographed "Dead End
Street." based on the song
"Village Ghetto Life" bv

Stevie Wonder

"One person goes out and

Sides howT

Linda James.. .'Basically I just corral people and say 'you
will choreograph next year, won't you?"
PtKrto bv David H»yco»

c^LrtsCS, People

The background "music" is
a combination of electronic
rattles, howls, glurgs and
churgs.
The dancers represent
small creatures who live in
holes, much like Tolkien's
hobbits. said Zhe.
"It's an abstract piece with
a story line." she said.
"There's an ominous presence
threatening them that directs
their movements. For me. it
was the image of Smaug.
Whether the audience sees
that or not doesn't matter. The
important thing is that the
dancers communicate a
feeling
of
fear
and
hesitation."
"The Menace of Smaug"
will be entered in competition
at a dance festival in
Conneticut next month.
Zhe choreographed a second
piece for the concert mat is
even more abstract.
The dancers move in 3-4time against music in 4-4 time.
Hence, the name "Cross
Rhodes"
Of the six other pieces, one
was choreographed by
ensemble co-director Linda
James, one by a guest
choreographer, and four by
James Madison University
students.
"This year we've had more
student choreographers than
ever before," said James.
"Basically I just corral people
and say you will choreograph
next year, won't you?"
The reason it's sometimes
so difficult to find student
choreographers is the time
involved in working on a
piece.
Rehearsal for most of the

n

comes back and tries to show
the others that yes. you can
make it." said Gibbs. "but the
others are frightened. The
ghetto is the only life they
know The person who came
back is an outsider. She'
dances around them, and they
pretend to go along, but don't.
Finally, they destroy her.
feeling they've won a victory..
But. of course, they really
haven't"
"frlandaise." by' senior
Wendy Schneider, is based on
a jazz flute compostion.
"I play the flute." she said,
"and the flute is mostly
circles and holes. So I thought
of a danoe with circular
motion, something bright and
sunnv"
''Look At Me When I'm
Talking To You " by JMU
graduate Laura Labieniec. is
described as "tongue-incheek" It uses a lot of
"quirky"
motions
and
"there's a lot of arrogance in
it." said Schneider, "For
example, take the title~we
never look at the audience."
Junior Holly Richards
choreographed
"New
Countrv." a "showy, hammy
piece" with fast movement
using jazzed-up fiddle music.
Nada Diachenko. a guest
artist who worked with the
ensemble" in
January,
choreographed "Coral
Garden "
The concert is a benefit for
the
Dance
Program
Scholarship Fund. Proceeds
will go toward scholarships
and travel expenses.
Tickets are $2 or $1 with
JMU ID

Ensemble co-director Karla Zhe on 'The Menace of
Smaug\..tthe important thing is that the dancers
communicate i» fedwft of A^AndJb^JHl^^jmwm'tm-
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Checking out...
The Modern Dance Ensemble's
spring concert, which opened
last night and runs through
Saturday night in LatimerSchaeffer Theatre. The concert
consists of eight dances,
ranging from ballet to the
abstract. To the left, dancer
Marilou Moore strikes a classic
ballet pose, white below
members of the ensemble
perform co-director Linda
James9 piece "La Luna
Del Fuego."

photos by
David Haycox
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EMC students question African speaker
By MAIN WAI.KFR
Two African students at
Eastern Mennonite College
remonstrated South African
policies when an official of the
country's embassy spoke here
Feb. 26
Abel Tjingaete and Ben
Kara mat a challenged the
sincerity of Johann de Wet's
speech. "The Realities of
South Africa" The students
also
objected
to
a
governmental proposal that
would
end
racial
discrimination in South
Africa.
Information Attache de Wet
gave a synopsis of the
government's plans to create
"homelands" for South
Africa's seven black nation
states at a meeting of the
Young
Americans
for
Freedom.
"The (plan) envisages that
each population group (White.
Colored, and Asian) will have
self—determination over its
own affairs without asking
advice from any other group,
said de VHt.
The parliament for each
racial group will have full
authority to execute its own
decisions when dealing with
matters which are the
exclusive concern of each of
them, he explained.
The parliaments will share
political equality on the
proposed Council of Cabinets,
said de Wet. The council will
discuss legislation affecting
all three racial groups, but i
final decision on such matters I
rests with the state president,
he said.
The ratio of 4:2:1 will be the
proportional representation to
be applied for membership on
the Council of cabinets, said
de Wet. He claimed that the
ratio was based on population
figures of 4.4 million whites,
two million coloreds. and
nearly one million Asians.
But the EMC students said
that de Wet was not conveying
the correct impression of the
realities" in South Africa.
Blacks do not want a
homeland, but rather wish
that South Africa "to be kept
as a state." said the students
"We want to see all racial
Kolicies abolished so that
lack and white can live side
by side." said Tjingaete.
' 'The blacks in South Africa do
not accept these homelands."
he said.
Karamata questioned if the
government will free all
political prisoners.
The
leaders of the proposed black
nation states are puppets, he
said. Those nation—states are
not recognized by other
countries or the United
Nations h*» said

Tjingaete also doubted de
Wet's population figures
saving that nearly 80 million
blacks are being forced into
the poorest parts of South
Africa
He claimed « that
blacks "are being oppressed
in South Africa, racially,
politically.
and
economically "
"That's a myth." blacks are
not being suppressed, de Wet
said. Each racial group elects
its own leaders, he said.
"Independence is not forced
on these people "
"In terms of South Africa's
policy of plural democracy,
the Republic of South Africa is
regarded as the homeland of
the white South African
nation,"said de Wet But "in
the geographical sense. South
Africa also includes three
independent black statesBotswana. Lesotho, and
Swaziland —and several
proposed nation—states that
are the historical homeland of
the South Africa's black
peoples." he added.
The
Republics of Transkei and
Bophuthatswana are already
independent.
In his brief exposition of
South Africa's policy of plural
democracy de Wet said the
government "is helping
develop the various territories
occupied by the different
black natioas into independent
nation states."
The final
objective is that the white
nation and the nine black
nations will eventually be
linked in a South Africa
economic community or
commonwealth, while
retaining their own identity
and political sovereignity."
De Wet also claimed that
many of South Africa's mines
are in Transkei, which the
government
has
made
independent. "Too often the
realities of internal progress
are ignored by U.S critics, he
said
"We
believe
evolutionary change is better
than revolutionary change."
he added.
"The
South
African
government is committed to
moving
away
from
discrimination." said de Wet.
Non—segregation of races in
all work facilities has been
officially endorsed and
supported by the government,
he said.
(Key mining jobs are still
segregated in South Africa.
Abolition of the
'job
reservation' system in the
gold minesf has met strong
protest by the white miners
who staged wildcat strikes
last week.
(White union members will
never allow blacks to work
alongside them, according to

* Grievance
convene the appropriate panel
(Continued from Page 2))
supervisor
The next step
to hear the grievance
In Turk s
case the
calls for the complainant to
submit his grievance in
appropriate panel is the
Student Employee Hearing
writing to the department
head if his immediate
Panel, composed of one
supervisor fails to resolve the
student.
one classified
issue The third step is to
employee, and a faculty
forward the grievance to the
member
appropriate vice president
Turk's grievance is now at
who then has ten working days
step three of the procedure, in
the hands of Col. 'Adolph
in which to resolve the issue.
If. after the ten working days.
Phillips, vice president of
the greivance is still not
business affairs.
resolved, the grievant may
Turk said that he would be
proceed to step four by
"very willing to conform to
submitting a written request
policies that are written,
for a panel hearing to the
approved, and enforced
university president.
indiscriminately or that are
.Upon.receipt of the written .. knowjv-.^irJoc-.-ta-- job
request, the president will
acceptance

Union Leader Arrie Paulas
Rlack
miners are
not
represented in trade unions.)
De Wet claimed that 41
multi-racial trade unions
existed in 1975
But other
categories of statutory job
reservations still exist in
South Africa, he said.
The African students also
argued de Wet's claim that the
l%7 student riots in Soweto
wete implemented by a
minority of the college
students who advocated
communist and socialist
beliefs
"I took part in those
demonstrations." Tjingaete
said "Students from all over
South Africa participated
because they wanted to end
racial injustice "
But de Wet stood firm in his
assertion saying that students
were pressured to participate
in the riots by their peers.
"The students had foreign
ideologies
such
as
communism and socialism.
They were not fighting the
government's policies, they

were fighting the system,' lie
said
Using a socio-economic
viewpoint, de Wet said that
South Africa "is politically the
most stable country in
Africa "
Many black
countries— Botswana.
Lesotho, Swaziland. Zambia,
and Zaire- "depend on South
Africa for their economic
well-being, despite political
differences with the South
African government." said de
Wet
US economic support has
been instrumental in the
advancement
of social
progress in South Africa,
according to de Wet.
Removing "U.S. investments
from South Africa would
nullify the growing U.S.
concern in promoting social
justice." arid "the first to
suffer would be South African
blacks" — if "any economic
sanctions were effective,"
said de Wet "United States
firms now employ an
estimated loo.oon blacks in
South Africa, and an even

larger number of South
African blacks work for
industries supplying these
U.S. firms
These blacks
might
well
become
unemployed (because oft
disinvestment
or trade
restrictions
De Wet said that South
Africa is making progress in
social justice, and that U.S.
corporations have influenced
the living standards of South
Africa's blacks
/
De Wet claimed that from
1<»62 to 1975. "the South
African government spent
more than double the amount
on development for the
blacks, than the United
Nations did on development
for HO million people in SB of
the
world's
poorest
countries." He also claimed
that real progress and
prosperity in South Africa
depends'
on
foreign
investments and
businessmen, and that, he
said, "is the best way of
ensuring economic and social
stability "

.ntroducing a new BusdrBeer.On the
outside, there's a bold new labeLOn the
inside, therefc a brand new beer. Brighter.
Smoother. More refreshing. Born ofcostly,
natural ingredients and brewed the slov^cold
natural way So don't just reach for a beer.
Head for the mountains.
I '*■»!■ IMI W

*LMM>

JOHN

D.

BLAND CO., INC.

RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE: (703) 248-8131
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Total of $1000 given:

SGA allots funds to two student clubs
fty ItlU ( F OSIIORN'F
The Student Government
Association
voted
unanimously to give a
IIQflfl to two clubs at itsj
meeting.
Circle K. a service
organization, received $750
nnri Sigma Alpha Iota, a
music soroityy. received $250.
Circle K will ase the money
to
send
members
to
conventions, to recruit
members and to finance an
aluminum can recycling
drive, the finance committee
chairman said.

The SGA normally doesn't
fund sororities, but Sigma
Alpha Iota is "really in need,"
according to the chairman.
The club held fundraising
events to try to alleviate the
inancial
troubles,
money is just to "keep things
rolling I don't foresee them
coming back to us in the
future." he said
After allocating the funds,
the senate passed a proposal
which will delay voting on
finance committee matters
for one week after the Initial
announcement bv the finance

chairman
In other business:
Officers will be elected for
the
Virginia
Student
Association next month. Dave
Martin, administrative vice
president, said
Martin.
Darell Pile. SGA president,
and Leslee Ledden. SGA
secretary, attended a meeting
at the College of William and
Mary recently at which
statewide sudent leaders
talked about their SGA's.
Piles speech 'capTured the
crowd for 45 minutes." Martin
said
"We came off very

impressive We seem to be
one of the better student
governments around."
The Student grievance
procedure about faculty will
he publicized through letters
to The Breeze and to the Dhall digest, the chairman of
the
curriculum
and
instruction committee said
Furthermore, an effort will be
made to publicize the
procedure in the faculty
handbook, department heads
will be requested to call
meetings and announce to
majors how the system works.

MONDAY*
4:0* - MIDNITE
treat
Spaghetti
and Salad

LIVE
at the

"All

ELBOW ROOM

IN

Tim Eyermon ondthe
East Coast Offering
This Weekend
Downtown Harrisonburg

(Continued on Page 23)

The Luck of the Irish
can be yours at

™

Lee
Lee's
Thurs.-Sat.

Cam Bat* |

>• $2.95

ITS

and students will be surveyed
to see if the system is working.
The
religious
center
committee established a
subcommittee to try to
convince the administration to
allow the committee to make
policies instead of "talk.' Pile
said
Jacob Savior resigned his
senatorship in order to devote
more time to his campaign for
third district Rebublican
chairman.

Mis- large Pitcher
Seer (M #2.) 11.75
(It ft. Mug 75)

Draw for discounts on any
new spring item in the store

YVilla

Discounts valued
from 20% to Free 11

STOP IN FOOD STORE
^WEEKEND SPECIALS*
• Old Milwaukee
12

•

bottles

1.59

cans

1.89

• Rolling Rock
case

4.49

• Pabst Blue Ribbon
6 pk

1.89

• The NEW Busch Beer
6 Pk 1.99
* Popcorn
bag

.20*

* 10% off all Party Snacks
That's Old Milwaukee.
Named after the city that
means hear. And it's a beer that
tastes as great as its name.
So when you heve to get the beer, don't
fool around. Get the best name in the business.
Old Milwaukee Beer.

DOD DISTRIBUTING CO.

Hours: 6 am- 1 am
7 Days a Week
J050 S. Main St
Catering to JMU's Every Need

VERONA, VA

© 1979 Jo* Schlitz Brewing Co

-*

■"■"«■
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Milwaukee and other cifias.
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COd
Rockingham County may be site for brewery
Editor's note: Conrs is considering
building ;i brewery on the Fast Const
;ind is currently looking at two sites one in Rorkingham County and one in
North Carolina.. This has excited
considerable debate

\

hoth pro and

con in the community and various
local bodies including the Student
Government
\ssocintion have
endorsed Coors Because of' the
interest in Coors and its impact on the
community The Breeze will he
keeping track of developments
By TOM PITTS
and STEVE ( IIM.DRFSS
Two miles sotiin of Elkton in
eastern Rockingham County, the
Shenandoah River cuts through some
of the flatest farmland in western
Virginia. The land is patched with
wheat and alfalfa and has rich layers
of sediment that was carried down
from the mountains by rain or
deposited even earlier by the river
that once flooded the valley.
It is here that the Adolph Coors
company may build a brewery.
Coors announced the possibility in
December, following a celebrated
"hush-hush" visit of Virginia
Governor John Dalton to meet with
the Rockingham County Board of
Supervisors.
Coors has also been looking at a site
along the Peedee River in Anson
County. North Carolina.
Whether Coors will build at either
location is not yet certain. If Coors
officials have made that decision,
they've been keeping it a secret. Bob
Keyser. public information director
for Coors. told The Breeze recently
that Coors had not yet decided which
site they will choose for the brewery
or if it will even build an east-coast
facility.
Bill Coors. company president, had
been quoted repeatedly in the past few
years denying any intention of his
company to build another brewery
outside the parent plant in Golden.
Colorado.
But Coors lucrative California
market has been seriously hurt by the
growth of Budweiser and a Teamsters
union boycott, and industry
spokesman point to the need to open a
new market in the east, and thus the
need for a new brewery.
And Coors has been active in the
east.
Coors has obtained options on about
1750 acres of land near Elkton.
according to Henry C. Clark, a
Harrisonburg attorney representing
the company.
Clark said this
constituted the "critical options."
that is, for land essential to . the
brewery.
As of Feb. 23. "we found out that we
had all the necessary options signed
that we would need to build a facility
if the decision were made to come into
Rockingham County." Keyser said.
This means that Coors has until the
end of this year to decide if they want
to buy the land No one else may buy
the land and the owner is legally
bound to sell to Coors within the
specified time period.
In addition to the land under option.
Coors has actually purchased 215
acres of land in the county via a spinoff company established by Clark.

Craphic b\ «*cotl Worner

Clark said-the Stonewall Land
Company is an "independent ro
company" formed at the request of
Coors.
Clark said that Stonewall is buying
the land now because it is unable to
obtain options on it. The Land that
Stonewall bought was on the market
and the owners wanted to sell now.
rather than take options. Clark said.
Keyser said a similar company has
been established in North Carolina
and that some land there has already
been purchased.
The land in Rockingham County is
on a three mile stretch alo^g Highway
340 Abon* •** .,,,« own land within
the area, with a total assessed value
of $3,250,000.
Most own small parcels. of land,
some with houses, but a few own
much larger tracts.
Kenneth R.
Harner with 515 acres, is the largest
landowner. His land has an assessed
value of $500,000
Most of'the land owners have
indicated they are in favor of the
brewery
"If there's any chance of getting
them in here. I'm all for it," said
William H Hensley. owner of about 13
acres "We need jobs in this section of
the county."
At least one owner refuses to sell.
"Wedon't want to sell. We wouldn't
sell at any price." said Benjamin E.
Kirtley. who owns a 107 acre farm.
"I'm not going to sell out the younger
generation "
Although the brewery would occupy
only about 100 acres. Coors wants the
rest of the land to protect the water
supply from other industries that

might locate in the area.
"We have a very, very firm
commitment to the environment and
as a result, we would like to have an
environment buffer." said Keyser.
The Shenandoah River is too
polluted in this area for Coors to
consider it as a source of water for
their beer.
Coors plans to drill wells down to an
underground "river" known as an
aquifer that runs some 200 feet below
the proposed site.
The majority of Rockingham
County residents appear to be in favor
of the brewery locating here,
according to surveys conducted in
Elkton and Harrisonburg.
"Tt would help this town out a lot,"
said Neil Herring of Elkton "I'd like
to see it"
Although there is more opposition to
the brewery in the Harrisonburg area
than in Elkton. 63 percent of 75 people
polled in Harrisonburg favored the
brewery while only nine percent
opposed it
A rally to show support of the
brewery was recently held in Elkton
which drew a reported 400 people.
The major source of opposition to
tho brewery comes from Concerned
Citizens of Rockingham County, -a
group formed specifically to oppose
the brewery
"The basic issue," said Fred Smith.
Concerned Citizens' co-chairman and
treasurer, "is rural or industrial. It's
not right to fie up that much prime
agricultural land "
Smith, a dairy farmer from
McGaheysville. along with cochairman Eugene Souder. pastor at

the Mount Vernon Menonite Church,
head the opposition group. No group
has a "total input from 40 or 50
people." said Smith Typical of some
opposition argument is Smith's claim
that Coors eventually plans to
purchase from 5000 to 6000 acres and
Smith said he received this
information from "Mr. Coors
himself." although he was not sure
which of the two Coors brothers he
had spoken to.
"We are looking at approximately
2000 acres There have been a lot of
figures floating around between 1000
and 5000 The figure is 2000." said
Keyser.
The letters and phone calls Coors
has been receiving are about equally
pro and con. said Keyser.
One east Rockingham church, the
Mill Creek Church of the Brethren,
actively opposes the brewery. The
church ran full page ads in area
newspapers last month warning
against the hazards of alcoholism
Of 191 voting members of the
congregation of that church. 76
percent opposed the brewery and 24
percent were in favor, said Reverend
Thomas Geiman
"People really don't know what to
oppose." said Smith "They don't see
the impact it's going to have on the
total economy."
The
Rockingham
County
supervisors last week declined to
order an economic impact survey on
the potential effects of Coors and
other industries
They, along with other area
residents, will apparently just have to
wr.it and see
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'Superpatriot makes 'the cocaine of beers
Hv WRON CROSS
"Rill Coors IN adamant about not
huilriinu another plant in the
fnrsoonhlo fiilnrr For one thing that
••Rncky Mountain SprinR Water"
theme would ho sorely strained if tho
boor were made on tho hanks of tho
Wiihash "
Fortuno Nov 1972
"Fventualiy we might huild othor
breweries '' says Kill Coors. "'but if
vnu tako a circle up around from
where wo alroadv ship to in northern
California vou hit Atlanta. Ga."
Forbes Magazine ",",»

Coors "the beer that won the West."
may he coming East —possibly to
Rookingham County.
The Coors Brewing Company and
tho Coors family, is as controversial
.is beer is legendary.
The
ttltraconservative Coors family is
known for political activism, and the
company has had numerous clashes
with government agencies.
Just who is Coors? What is the
background of the company and the
family that runs it? And why does its
hoor have such a glamourous
reputation?

PR \FT nODCFR TO OR AFT RFFR
In 1(173. Adolph Coors, a beer hitch
driver who had fled Germany to avoid
tho draft, built a brewery amidst the
gold mining camps west of Denver.
Today, his two grandsons. William
Coors and Joseph Coors. control the
fifth largest beer company is the U.S.
Only Anheuser-Busch. Schlitz.
Pahst. and Miller are larger.
Tho company had been owned soley
by the Coors family uniil the spring of
1975. when a public stock was issued.
In June. 1976 the family controlled
W percent of the class B stock, valued
then at $7K2 million. Coors Co. has no
lone term debt
\SFNVTFf IRCtS
WDRIRTIl CONTROL
According to Harry Carlson, a
moderate Republican who served
with company vice—president,
Joseph Coors on the University of
Colorado board of visitors: Coors is a
••siiperpatriot." who believes in
interpreting the First Amendment "to
suit himself."
Once nominated for a.position on
the
Corporation
for
Public
Broadcasting. Coors described his
confirmation hearings before the
Senate Commerce Committee as a
"circus "
From Newsweek. 1975
Stephen 1 Schlossberg. general
counsel of the United Auto Workers,
opposed Coors on the ground of
alleged antiunionism
Pluria
Marshall, of the National Black Media
Coalition, accused Coors of racist
hirinc practices Marshall also joined
former Federal Communications
Commissioner Nicholas Johnson in
leveling tho most potentially
damaging charge against Coors:
since his initial nomination by former

President Nixon in August 1974. Coors
has attempted to influence CPB
policy
"Last January. 1973, Coors wrote to
CPB president Henry Loomis
protesting an award—winning
documentary < 'The American Way of
Death* on behalf of a good friend in
tho mortuary business.' Should the
fjlm 'wrongly attack the industry.' he
warned, it is the type of thing which I
will be very interested in watching
closely if I ever become confirmed to
vour fine board "
The committee tabled his
nomination, citing a conflict of
interests. At that time, the Coors
family owned an independent
television network. Television News
Incorporated
This company was
formed because Joseph believed that
most "network news is slanted to the
liberal left"
Coors termed the
committee's veto "a bad and unfair
decision based strictly on political
angles."
Joseph served in the 1960's on the
University of Colorado Board of
Regents, where he denounced the
SDS. bankrolled an '"alternative"
student newspaper, and attacked the
university's practice of giving birth

control advice to female students.
College campuses in the 1960's were
characterized by turmoil, but as one
regent put it. "the chief disruptive
factor at CU is Regent Coors himself,
who by his arrogant attitude and lack
of understanding of how a university
should operate has needlessly
arroused the people of the state."
Coors- has made generous
contributions to the right wing John
Birch Society He and his wife made
the maximum legal contributions to
Ronald
Regan's
presidential
campaign fund
New York Times Magazine alleged
that he has spent large sums of money
to set up ultraconservative lobbying
activities in Washington. He has
campaigned against several liberal
congressman, including Timothy
Wirth. a Democrat from Coors* home
district in Colorado.
ARMTW1STINC. AND BOYCOTTS
Coors' penchant for controversy
seems to have spread to his brewery.
In 1971 the Federal Trade
Commission charged Coors with
restrictive distribution policies.

alleging that Coors refused to sell
draft beer to bars unless they carried
it exclusively.
Coors was also
charged with controlling prices to
protect its image.
In 1976 the Supreme Court upheld
the FTC decisions.
Coors beer has been boycotted by
the Teamster's Union in California
after Coors Oakland distributor
"decertified" his drivers who had
voted themselves out of the Union.
The Colorado Health Department
has charged Coors with polluting
Clear Creek, in the same village
where the Rocky Mountain spring
water rises.
Coors was fined $4,000, but Frank
Rozich. a spokesman for the water
polution bureau said. "Coors is one of
our more co-operative industries."
COCAINF OF RFFRS
Coors is a legendary beer. It is chic.
It has a mystique. It is the cocaine of
beers, with a reputation far exceeding
its market.
Until recently it was only sold in
Western states Coors is one of the few
beers that is unpastuerized and
therefore subject to spoilage, and so it
is stored in refrigerated warehouses
and shipped near freezing to keep it
fresh.
Within the last decade its reputation
spread as travelers to Colorado
"smuggled" the beer back East.
sometimes selling it for triple the
retail price.
Paul Newman and Clint Eastwood
are reported to require icy Coors on
movie sets. President Ford and his
secret service men would bring Coors
back to Washington Air Force One
though (This practice was halted
after one agent was discovered with
3fl cases on board»
What makes Coors so magical?
'I can't explain it.' says Ernest P.
Pyler. editor of Brewer's Digest in a
1975 issue of the New York Times
Magazine. "Coors. by brewing
standards, is a good beer, but so are
many others. I think it's mostly
because of its unavailability.
"Coors is a light—bodied beer,
meaning it is brewed with less malt,
fewer hops and more rice than beers
with a tangy taste. Compared with
Heineken's or other more full—bodied
foreign beers. Coors does seem
almost flavorless and it is this quality
that could account for its popularity
among young people just starting to
get acquainted with the pleasures of
beer drinking."
"Locals scoff at Coors, calling it
"Colorado Kool—Aid" but according
to Pyler. "if you conducted a
blindfolded test of the four leading
beers, the chances of picking out
Coors would be minimal."
Indeed, one national newspaper
conducted an informal test among
eight beer drinkers, finding that only
three could correctly identify Coors.
In short, the difference between Coors
and any other decent beer could be
l.BOO miles.
Maybe, if Paul Newman suddenly
switched to Schaefer. Denverites
would pay $15 a case for it.
J...MM.W. ♦»<»■;

.
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Eastern religions
discussed here
By

CINDY

FI.MORF

Rpinrarnation is like an
economic transaction since
the quality of one's next life is
determined by the morality of
one's current life, a James
Madison University religion
teacher said.
Dr
Wade
Wheelock
discussed Indian Hinduism
and
Southeast
Asian
Buddhism at a Wesley
Foundation Feb. 25.
"A sizable percentage of the
world's population do hold
these traditions." he said,
adding that the Buddhism in
.Japan.
Taiwan.
and
communist
China
is
significantly different than in
the rest of Southeast Asia.
Reincarnation in both
Hinduism and Buddhism is
based on the premise that
there is "an endless series of
lives" for each person, he
said The body dies, but the
soul lives on.
"The important thing to
realize is that no matter what
future existence you get-even
it will come to an end and you
will be reborn as something
else." he said.
A person can even be reborn
as a dog, cat or ant if he leads
an eyil life. Wheelock said.
"There is always an
element of uncertainty about
the future: and endless calling
to answer for your deeds." he
said "There is never a point
where you could call it quits."
For these religions, justice
is inevitable, even if not in this
lifetime For instance, even
an evil
person
"will
eventually get his-." he said.
Reincarnation is believed to
be the natural law: no deity
presides over it.
That's
simply the way the world
works, he added.
However, there is a class of
religious elite who want to find
an end to the never-ending
cycle of reincarnation.
Wheelock explained
For Buddhists, the Buddhas
was a great man who found
his wav out of the cycle of

reincarnation and then taught
others his way. Wheelock
said
The monks, in particular,
arc on their way to liberation
from reincarnation and.
according to Wheelock. it is up
to the masses to support them
with food and gifts. "This is
the highest form of doing good
deeds." he said, "because
monks represent the ideahof
humanity "
Both traditions deny that
there was any beginning to the
world, he explained It is like
a circle, with no point on that
circle as the beginning.
Buddhism has a simple
statement defining evil, he
said, explaining that one
should not kill, steal, lie.
commit adultery or drink
alcohol
Many Buddhist even have
hooks to write down all their
good deeds, he stated, thus
determining how pious a life
they
had
lived.
and
eventually, influencing their
next existence
Evil, for the Hindus, is
specified by one's social
class or niche in the caste
svstem
One must do the
duties of his social level; for if
not. society's harmny will be
disrupted. Wheelock said
One cannot decide what
class to be in. for one is born
into it. he said, adding that the
social hierarchy is wellplanned The lower classes
hope to live a good life so that
they can possibly move to a
higher level in the next
existence.
"Praying does occur in
Hinduism, but it is not
emphasized," he said. "The
deity is not loved according to
what he can give you in the
world but because he is the
most worthy of love."
However, those who are
extremely devoted to the deity
can gain liberation from the
reincarnation cycle: "a true,
final salvation comparable to
the Christian tradition," he
said.

Horn'sJMnl^ Market
• Beer by the Keg or Case*
y
WELCOME BACK
1
AFTER SPRING BREAK
Celebrate your return
Old Mill 1/2 keg
Schlifz 1/2 keg
Schlitz 1/4 keg
Miller 1/2 keg
Strohs 1/2 keg
Pabst 1 /4 keg
• eiftritttt (lartti) *i.70 •

Phillips 66 across from Ualky Mall
JJI.U. Cheths honored
Party Snaths ami Ice

mn*m.+**«.JHMTIV

,

NEED AN INTERESTING AND
CHALLENGING FOURTH BLOCK
COURSE? REGISTER FOR AAISC
102 - ORIENTEERING - 2 CREDIT
HOURS MISC 102/PE 152
1400-1545 MWF
This course introduces the student to
Orienteering, a challenging "life time"
sport that requires both physical and mental
individual effort, it is designed to provide the
student with the necessary knowledge and skill
to successfully participate in organized Orienteering events to the intermediate level. Maps,
compasses, and textbooks are provided by the
Department of Military Science.

•

.
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Sonner 'sells university' to CSC

Camera Shop

Kv
KRIS
f\RI.SO\
"If you run into anybody
with any extra money, now
you know what to do: if they
don't Rive it to you. tell them
to give it to me," the vice
president of University
Relations told the Commuter
Student Committee Tuesday
Dr. Ray Sonner. whose
department is responsible
for the "selling of the
University." was the fourth in
a series of guest speakers
from the administration to
talk to CSC
Sonner told the committee
that, according to a recent
Breeze survey, less than one
percent of the student body
knew who he was. and that one
student wrote on the poll that
Sonner taught geology.
"I may have rocks in my

Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplier
and free Film on Kodaeolor
and B&W Film

20%FORDISCOUNT
STUDENTS
on all (iiniciji shim

supplies photo finishing mid hoth
color and black «\

whiir

79 E. Market St.

fn-r film

434-5314

Wayne's
Salon

Our haircuts
and Body Waves
are designed for
Men and Women
with a style
of their ovvrr.

head, but I'm not a professor
of geology." he joked.
Most of the work done by
University Relations does not
come in direct contact with
students. Sonner said, but
without University Relations
activities, "we wouldn't have
James Madison University."
Some of the responsibilities
of University Relations,
according to Sonner. include:
interpreting JMU to the
public
promoting
the
advancement of JMU by
securing funding and public
support: administering the
student emergency loan fund:
promoting the JMU athletic
program- promoting the
University President: and
runninn the Career Planning
and Placement office.
In other business. CSC
member ban Fraser reported
that the Utility Deposit
Organization should start
signing up students by midApril: that sample contracts
for the student members are
being drawn up: and. that the
membership fee still has not
been determined.
The organization will serve
as a deposit coop for students
using city utilities, and could
save students up to $250 in
annual deposits for the $5 or
$lfl membership fee.
The
organization will not include
Continental Telephone
Company, however.
The CSC will hold a flea
Market on March 24. from 9
am to 5 p.m.. on the athletic
field near Godwin Hall.
Task
and
Manpower
coordinator Jeff French

reported that Campus Police
will transport injured students
around campus if they needed
help, and that temporary
parking stickers for certain
up-cam pus parking lots are
available for those students.
Also. French reported that
clearing
icy
campus
sidewalks down to their
surfaces is not feasible, since
the high concentration of salt
or gravel that would be
necessary for this would
destroy the sidewalk.
In business on Feb. 27, guest
speaker Dr. William Hall, vice
president for Student Affairs,
said there was "no doubt in his
mind" that the CSC's actions
during last semester's city
zoning changes were the
cause of improved University
relations with the community.
Even though Harrisonburg
changed the zoning contrary
to CSC desires, "they did win
the respect of the people of
Harrisonburg. which in the
long run will be a more
significant victory." Hall
said
The CSC a Iso went on record
in backing Jacob Lewis
Saylor. a former CSC senator
to the Student Government
Association and a member of
the CSC for three years, in his
campaign for the Young
Republican
region
III
representative.
A
resolution
passed
requiring that any person
involved in a fund raising
project for the CSC turn over
any money to the CSC
treasurer within three days.

T"

Bobby

Kathy

Wayne

(Wayne's Master hair cutters for Men& Women
57 West Market Harrisonburg, Va. 434-1617

Looking for ERIE?
Look to: Harley Showaiter
Ingurance Agency, Inc.
We have the superior insurance
service to go with the superior
insurance products of the

^W\

ERIE INSURANCE

EWELJLJ.

GROUP

NSU^NQ «! 53KenmoreSt.
GROUP
(neorDMV
HarrisonSurg, Va. 434*5931 |

129 Carlton
Harrisonburg

EN1AM
The ENTERTAINMENT AMUSEMENT CO
PRESENTS

$ 1.00 OFF
Records & Tapes
Good til March 24th
JMU Students bring this coupon in and
save $ 1.00 on all record and tape sales
(over $5.00 purchase)
Offer good until March 24
wivnwwM

TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 8 PM
TICKETS: S10 00.59 00 ALL SEATS RESERVED
ON SALE: ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER. HERONIMUS STORES. AND BLUE
GOOSE RECORDS
MAN. OWOERS BILLY JOEL. CO ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER. PO BOX
13005. ROANOKE. VA 24030 CERTIFIED CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS
ONLY CALL 981 1201 FOR INFORMATION

ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER
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Regional gymnastics meet today
Three-time champ Louisville heads 11-team field at JMU
Twelve gymnnastics teams from Virginia.
Kentucky, South Carolina. North Carolina and
Tennessee will compete in the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) Region
II Gvmnastics Championships March 16-17 at James
Madison University.
.
The University of Louisville, winner of the regional
gymnastics championship the past three years, will
return to defend its title against Eastern Kentucky.
Memphis State (Tenn.). North Carolina, Appalachian
State (NO. William and Mary. Kentucky, Western
Kentucky, Radford. Duke, South Carolina and host
James Madison.
Memphis State. North Carolina, South Carolina and
William and Mary are the champions of their
respective states.
The Kentucky
state
championships were scheduled for last weekend.

The top gymnasts will compete for honors in the
Host James Madison placed third in the Virginia
individual championships at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow.
AIAW gymnastics championships,
Only two of last year's individual champions
"There's been a tremendous improvement in the
level of women's gymnastics in just one year's time." return. Cindy Trahan. a junior from the University of
said meet director Hayes Kruger of JMU. "We saw it I^ouisville, is back to defend her uneven parallel bars
at the Virginia state meet and we're sure we'll see the title, and Robbi Ann Hunt, also a junior at Louisville,
will defend the title she won last year in the floor
same improvement at the regional meet."
Three rounds of team competition will be held cxerise
today. Radford, Duke. James Madison and South
One local athlete will be competing in the regional
Carolina are scheduled to compete at 9:30 a.m., while
championships.
Bonnie Wampler. a freshman from
Appalachian State, William and Mary, Kentucky and
Western Kentucky are slated to compete at 1 p.m. Radford College and a graduate of Harrisonburg
High School, will take part in the vault and uneven
Louisville. Eastern Kentucky. Memphis State and parallel
bars competition.
North Carolina will compete at 3:15 p.m.
Admission
for the meet is $2 for adults and $1 for
Gymnasts whose teams-did not qualify for
students
per
day. Adults may purchase a two-day
regionals but who qualified as individuals will also
ficket for $3. Tickets will be available at the.door.
take part in the meet

William and Mary dominates state gymnastics
The women saw its two-year
reign as champions snapped
and the men met a dominating
William and Mary squad in
state gymnastics action
William and Mary was also
the culprit in the Duchesses'
dethroning by edging Radford

College on Feb 24 in the
Virginia Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (VAIAW) held in
Radford. Va
The Indians tallied 121.9
points compared to the
Highlanders' 121 7. JMU was

third with 117 95, followed by
Virginia Tech (106.35) and
Lnngwood (106.105).
JMU sophomore Laura
Mills tied for first place in the
uneven parallel bars-with an
l! 35 performance.
William and Mary, Radford
and JMU advance to the

Regional meet which begins
today in Godwin Hall.
The Dukes could muster
only a third-place finish in
their state championship meet
held in Godwin Few teams
could do much better,
however William and" Mary
swept five of six events and
routed the rest of the field by

collecting 200 95 points. JMU
was second with 147 9 and
Virginia Tech third at 139 65
Sophomore Dave Carter
took the only place of the meet
for the Dukes. He finished
third in the floor exercises
with an 8 5 total
•IMU finished the regular
season with a 5-8 record

Basketball season 'almost'
Dukes fall three wins short of 21

CAPTAIN RON FFRR1S performs on the rings during the slate
gymnastics finals. Unfortunately for Ferris and the rest of the
.IMF team, William and IMarv dominated the meet" and won
easily.

Photo by Ed Edwards

By DAN McNIEL
"Almost" was the word this
year for the football team as
four points separated James
Madison University from the
the Division III tournament.
Almost was the word again
for the 1978-79 JMU basketball
team.
A total of five points was the
difference between an 18 and
21 wins season. Or the
difference between inactivity
and
a
post-season
appearance.
For the second straight year
the Dukes dropped a pivotal
game
to
Virginia
Commonwealth University in
Godwin Hall by onepoint on a
last-second shot. The ECAC
defeat was the first of four
consecutive
losses
to
conference opponents that
ended any Duxes' notion of
playing after the regular
season.
Robert Morris College
surprised the Dukes with a 5048 upset that dropped JMU to
17-7 after JMU had routed the
Flashes 98-73 a month earlier.
Georgia State overturned
the host team in the finals of
the JMU Invitational, 66-64. to
account for the other narrow
defeat. The loss marred an
otherwise successful
December that included wins
over Virginia Military and
George Washington
University.
The season began with an
abundance of question marks
after the departure of the
school's two'all-time leading
scorers. Pat Dosh and
Sherman Dillard.
Complicating matters was
crippling injuries to freshmen
Rick Williams and Joe
Buonincontri before the Tippff Tournamenent at the
University of Virginia.

Buonincontri returned in
mid-season but Williams
missed the entire campaign
with a fractured ankle.
Another injury that occured
in the middle of the year may
have been the turning point
for the entire season.
Tyrone Shoulders was
averaging almost 15 points
per game just prior to injuring
his ankle in the final practice
before JMU's game with Old
Dominion on Jan. 25. The
sophomore forward missed
the next two games and tallied
only 13 points the rest of the
year. His prescence could
have made the difference in
more than one of those close
games.
Sophomore guard .Chip
Rosenberg filled in as a key
reserve late in the season
after missing a number of
games with monoculeosis
near the start of the year.
So much for the bad news.
The good news for the

Dukes i this year was the
multiple suprises who took up
the slack injuries and
graduation had created.
Many believed the Dukes
fortunes rided on whether
Steve Stielper could give a
repeat performance of his
freshman season when he
averaged 20 points per game
after Dillard was lost for the
season with a broken foot.
The junior center exceeded
his freshman year's output,
and everyone's expectactions"
with a spectacular recordbreaking season at the pivot.
Stielper finished the regular
season with a 25.7 scoring
average which placed him
tenth among the nation's
leaders and number one in the
state, in addition to breaking
the school record for highest
season average.
Stielper set other singleseason records as well: most
field goals, points, free throws
Continued on Pai»c 21

Stielper second team
All-District selection
Basketball standout Steve Stielper has been named a second
team selection to the National Association of Basketball Coaches'
All-District IV team
Stielper has also been named an honorable mention selection to
Basketball Weekly's All-Atlantic Coast Region team
Stielper led the Dukes in both scoring and rebounding during
the 1978-79 season The 6'8" junior from North Linthicum. Md.,
averaged '25 7 points and 8 4 rebounds a game. He established six
JMU individual single-season and two JMU individual singleen me records during the 1978-79 season.
Stielper was ranked tenth among Division I players in the
nation in scoring in the latest statistics released by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). He was ranked second in
•coring in the latest statistics released by the Eastern College
Athletic Conference I ECAft)
JMU finished the 1978-79 season with an 18-8 record.
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Bobbled

.IMF'S .1FFF CF1MPRF is safe at first when Kutztown State's
Tom Ciilavarin can't hang onto the hall at first. The Dukes had

Baseball team takes
two from Kutztown

The JMU baseball team
stretched its winning streak to
seven straight with a sweep of
Kutztown
State
here
Wednesday. 16-7 and 12-1.
Freshman shortstop Tom
Rocock. a transfer from
National Rusiness College,
and center feilder Phil Titus
had five hits apiece to lead the
Pukes_who are now 8-2 on the
season
Titus was 4-4 in the opener
with three singles, a triple,
and four runs batted in.
Rooock had three singles in
the first game and a single
and a double in the night cap.
Joe Rono also had a perfect
came with two singles and a
double and three runs batted
in from his third base position
in the first win.

Holt wins
.lames Madison University
rider Kim Holt won the
individual high point award at
the
Hollins
College
Intercollegiate Horse Show on
•March I
Holt, a sophomore from
Frorioricksburg. won a hackoff for the award after four
riders had identical high point
totals
She won a first place ribbon
in open horsemanship on the
flat and finished second in
open horsemanship over
fences

Kutztown knocked out
JMU starter Dave Rlondino
with a six run second inning in
the first of two Pete Wojicki
stopped the threat and limited
the visitors to one run and
three hits the rest of the way
in picking up his first win of
the year
The Dukes tied the score in
the sixth before exploding for
five runs in the third and fifth
to complete the rout.
The first game wasshortened one inning in order
to complete the second before
darkness
Mark Dacko surrendered
a home run to the first batter
be faced. Scott Seiz. in the
second game of the twin bill.
Dacko shut out the oppostion
for the remainder of the
contest in earning his third
complete-game
victory
against no losses
JMU catcher Rob Sica
tallied a pair of singles and a
triple for the Dukes who
hanged out a total of 29 hits for
the day Designated hitter
Mike Estes clubbed a pair of
douhles and added two runs
Kitted in in the second game.
Pirsl Gamr
Kulilnw" Stair
MO. 100— 7 10.4
lames Madison
4?s OS* — H h» 4
weaver. Silvestri (3). Rorillo IS) and
Yeakel Hlondino. Woicicki (?) and Sica
w
woicicki (1 ni, i.
weaver (l I)
Second Gamr
Ku'dpw"State loo. loo. o — I
J..J
lamisMadison'OI 0*3 •< - 17 13 0
McCallin. Schlechter <S> and Borlllo
Oncko and Sic«. Harmon (7) W —
Onckn 110), I
McCallin (0 1)

little trouble with the Rears,
douhleheader. IB-7 and 12-1.

sweeping the Wednesday
Photo by Mark Thompson

JMU improves to 20- 7
By RON IIARTI.MB
It all started with a 44-point loss. The ending
was even a less glamorous 53-point setback.
Rut sandwiched between the two. 14 school
records were either tied or broken as the JMU
women's basketball team mounted what may
have been their best season ever.
Eight team records were rewritten during
the campaign which saw JMU finish second in
the state. Among the records were the most
victories in a season. The Duchesses won 20,
while onlv losing seven, breaking the old school
record of IT victories.
Senior Mendy Childress also made her
presence known, breaking five records and
tying a sixth. Among her milestones were
most points in a season (473) and most points in
a game (35), which she did twice.
"I think she had a terrific season," sais
assistant coach Pam Weigardt. "She did a lot
better all-around than last year."
Improved defense was one of the keys to the
offensive success of the 5-foot-ll center.
Childress. who has had problems throughout
her career with fouls stayed out of trouble in
many instances and averaged over 30 minutes
of playing time a game in mounting her 17.5
scoring average and 8.7 rebounding pace.
Rut it was usually a team effort that won the
eames. not the dependance on an individual.
"We really don't have any superstars,"
Wiegardt said "They all provide a specific
uniqueness in team cohesion."
Three other seniors ended their James
Madison University careers in the state
tourney All three were starters throughout
the season
Sharon Cessna and Kathy Peter, the second
and third leading scorers for JMU. both will be
lost to graduation Cessna averaged 12 6 points
and 5.5 rebounds, while Peter contributecf eight
points.and r}6febpunds. a. .contest.

The fourth senior is 5-foot-3 guard Anna
Harvey. Though Harvey averaged only 2.4
points a game, she added many Tittle extras.
"What can you say about Anna." Wiegardt
said.
"Her greatest contribution is her
enthusiasm and hustle on the court. She's a
great leader."
The season began with a 92-48 loss to
Maryland after a pair of wins over Salisbury
State and East Tennessee State, the Duchesses
enjoyed a great boost in confidence during a
defeat.
The Czechoslavakian National team,
considered a prime contender for the gold
medal in the upcoming Olympics, invaded
Godwin Hall and only managed an eight-point
victory over JMU. Everyone expected it to be
a lot worse.
"It gave us a lot of confidence. It was helpful
in our pre-Christmas record." said Jaynes.
After the encounter with Czech team. JMU
won nine of their next ten outings. Included in
the stretch were first-place victories in the
James Madison and the Towson State
Invitationals.
Rut then came Old Dominion.
Though they didn't play badly, the
Duchesses fell by 37 points in the regular
season contest and continued on to lose three of
their next four. Two of the losses came against
VAIAW opponents, leaving the Duchesses tied
'for the cellar and fighting for a playoff berth.
Rut then came Rridgewater.
JMU set a school record, hitting 57.1 percent
of their field goal attempts to break their fivegame slide with a 79-50 victory. Seven more
victories followed, until Old Dominion once
neainT-layed tbe role of the spoiler with a 98-40
victory in the state finals.
Rut all-in-all. most of the players and
coaches agreed it was a good year. And
coming off a 9-14 season of a year before, 20-7
looks even better

-
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Wild Bunch edges Underdogs for football title

\ '
\

By O/ZY OSBOBNF
Versatile Joe Baden and a
strong defensive stand carried
the Missippi Wild Bunch past
the Underdogs. 14-6, for the
men's intramural flag football
championship Feb. 29.
Baden. Who alternates
between quarterback and
defensive back, ran for one
score, passed for another,
intercepted three passes and
even punted onced for the
undefeated Wild Bunch.
The Wild Bunch's defensive
stand came near the end of the
first half with the score 6-0. A
long punt return had put the
Underdogs at the Wild
Bunch's ten-yard line, first
and goal.
Two running plays later, the
Underdogs had penetrated to
the Wild Bunch one. but at this
point the Wild Bunch line
stiffened. Two dives came up
short, the Wild Bunch took
over, and the half ended.
Participants at the frigid
encounter were complaining
from the outset about the
-conditions.
"Bad news." said one
player, testing his traction on
the sidelines.
"It's crazy, is what it is."
his teammatge chimed in.
But the game was played.

with the Underdogs winning
the opening toss and electing
to play offense They were
forced to punt after failing to
move the ball.
The Wild Bunch then picked
up a first down on a Baden
run On the next play. Baden
hit wide receiver Greg
Marshall with a 35-yard bomb
that appeared to be good for a
score.
The
touchdown
was
nullified, however, because
Marshal was wearing only one
flag. The ball was placed on
the four-yard line, and Baden
scurried around left end on
second and goal to open the
scoirng:
The point after
touchdown attempt was
hobbled by two Wild Bunch
receivers before falling
incomplete.
The
score
remained 6-0.
Baden intercepted long
passes on each of the
Underdogs
next
two
possessions to protect the Wild
Bunch's precarious lead. A
fired-up Underdog defense
stopped the W\\A Bunch on
downs twice before the long
punt return set up the
defensive stand to end the
half.
After intermission, the Wild
Bunch's explosive offense got

by booting it out of the end
zone
The Underdogs' last-ditch
offensive effort was erased by
Buddy Martin's interception
with one minute remaining,
and the Wild Bunch ran out
the clock for the victory.
The playoffs had started
four days earlier with 16
teams in the running.
In the first round, the Wild
Bunch beat the Land Sharks,
the Underdogs beat the
Unknowns, the Undesirables
beat Pi Kappa Phi, the Liar's
Club beat Gifford. Sigma Nu
beat Ashby. TKE beat CCM.
the Old Boys beat ROTC and
the Outlaws beat the Blue
Ridge Bucks.
In the second round, the
Wild Bunch blitzed the
Undesirables. 27-6.
the,
Underdogs got
by thfc
Outlaws. 6-n, Sigma Nu scored
on the first play of the game to
beat the Liar's Club. 6-0. and
TKE took the Old Boys. 16-6.
In the semifinals, the Wild
Bunch shut out Sigma Nu. 18n. and the Underdogs blanked
TKE. 6-0, to set up the final
confrontation.

back in gear. On its first
possession. Greg Marshall
made a catch that was good
for a first down around
midfield
On the next play. Baden
connected with his other
favorite target, wide receiver
Todd Chasteen. in the end
zone to make the score 12-0.
Greg Duncan caught the PAT
pass to make it 14-0.
But the Underdogs stormed
back on their next possession.
After picking up two first
downs running, the Underdogs
had a third and goal inside the
Wild Bunch ten. Halfback
Skip Eastman ran around
right end to pull the
Underdogs to within 14-6. as
the PAT pass fell incomplete.
The Underdog defense held
Baden and the Wild Bunch on
the next series, after a TD run
by Baden was called back on
a penalty.
With less than five minutes
left, Baden hit Marshall, who
made a picturesque onehanded grab to pick up a first
down Then the Underdogs
tightened and Baden took over
the punting duties, starting
the Underdogs to their own 20

In women's action. Dr.
Pepper
surprised

Frederickson. 6-0 for the
championship.
Eight teams competed in
the women's playoffs.
In the opening round.
Frederickson beat Eagle A,
Sigma Kappa beat Phi Mu.
Dr Pepper beat the Sigma Nu
Little Sisters, and Chappelear
beat Dingledine.
In
the
semifinals.
Frederickson got by Sigma
Kappa and Dr. Pepper
overcame Dingledine to set up
the final match.
In men's wrestling, the
winners were as follows: 118
pounds-Wallace Coles. 126Ray
Payne.
134-Tom
Jennings.
142-Mike •
Woodward.
150-Gxady
JSmbrey. 158-Mike Umruh,
167-Buddy Friend, 177-Mark
Mueller, 190-Robert Fisher
and Heavyweight-Skelly Ind.
FINAL BRFFZF TOP TFN
1. Mississippi Wild Bunch.
2. Underdogs
3. TKE
4. Outlaws
5. Sigma Nu
6 Liar's Club
7 Old Boys
H. Undesirables
0 Ashby
10 I^nd Sharks

Dukes leave Fla. with 6-2 record
By DENNIS SMITH
Like many James Madison
University students. Mark
Dacko and Lorenzo Bundy
went to Florida over spring
break.
But they didn't lav around
the beach like the rest.
Instead, they led JMU's
baseball team to its best start
(6-2) since 1971.
Dacko went the distance in
two games, including one
shutout, and saved another.
Bundy batted at a .419 clip,
while hitting two homers and
knocking in seven runs.
"I was pleased with the way
I pitched in Florida." said
Dacko. "You can never tell
how you're going to pitch at
the beginning of the season.
"The team backed me up
well and I started getting
ahead of the batters in my
second win. It's nice to have a
lead, it takes a lot of pressure
off me "
The trip began on a rough
note when the Dukes dropped
two of their first three games.
However. JMU won the next
five, including three straight
shutouts to to finish the trip.
The Dukes won their season
opener
over
Florida
International. 11-6. behind the
Dacko's pitching and fine
team hitting. Dacko scattered
eight hits and struck out two.
while pitching his first
complete game.
Bundy and freshman
shortstop Tom Bocock each
went three-for-five at the
plate. Bundy hit two doubles
and racked up two RBIs. while
Bocock hit one double.
. Thirdbaseman Joe Bono
drove in a run and went threefor-three. All three hits were
singles.
The next day. Florida
International staged a threerun ninth'inning rally to dump

JMU. 8-7. Relief pKfcher Ellis
Berkowitz gave up five
consecutive hits in the ninth
and suffered his first loss.
Outfielder Phil Titus capped
a five-run fourth inning with a
three-run homer. Bundy and
catcher Bob Sica each had two
hits in the game
Starting pitcher Pete
Wojcicki went eight full
innings and threw to two
batters in the bottom of the
ninth before Berkowitz came
on in relief.
The University of Miami
handed the Dukes their second
straight loss, 20-8. Each team
belted 14 hits, but JMU
Sitchers walked 13 batters and
it one another.
The Dukes were leading 8-5
going into the bottom of the
seventh and starting pitcier
Mike Estes had allowed only
three hits. But Randy
Guerra's lead-off* single
sparked a nine-run rally.
Miami followed Guerra's
single with four consecutive
hits and knocked Estes out of
the box.
Berkow4tz replaced the
losing pitcher but could do no
better allowing one hit and
three bases-loaded walks. The
Hurricanes added six more
runs in the eighth.
JMU got back on the
winning track with a 4-3 win
over Biscayne College.
Bundy's first-inning homer
with one on jumped the Dukes
to a 2-0 lead and the team
never trailed.
The Bobcats got one* run in
the second but freshman Russ
Dickerson and veteran Rob
Krowiak countered by each
driving in a run on singles.
Dacko snuffed out a bottomof-the-ninth rally to save the
game for winning pitcher
. Dave, Blondino. It was
freshman Blondino's first win

in the collegiate ranks.
The Dukes then ventured
into the world of professional
baseball by playing a
doubleheader with the Kansas
City Royals of the American
League's Western Division.
JMU dropped both games,
losing 7-4 and 7-0. The twotime division champion
scored two runs in the first,
second and fourth innings in
the opener;
The Dukes got on the
scoreboard on outfielder
Woody Jackson's two-run
double, and Sica's following
run- scoring single. Bundy
scored the Dukes last run on a
sacrifice fly by Estes.
JMU dropped the second
game in much the same
manner.

Freshman pitcher Wiyne
Crumb won his first collegiate
game over Florida Memorial
9-1 to boost the Dukes record
to 3-2
Bocock and outfielder Mike
Cravotta each had two RBIs
for JMU
The Dukes pitchers then
threw three straight shutouts
and the team averaged 13 runs
per game
JMU opened the scoreless
string with a 22-0 bombing of
Florida Memorial. Estes and
Titus each hit homers for the
Dukes. Estes hit his in the
sixth with two on. while Titus'
came in the second with one
on.
Berkowitz pitched five
innings of scoreless ball, then
freshman John Kwiatkoski
threw for the final two

innings Berkowitz struck out
seven and walked none.
Dacko picked up his second
win of the trip by shutting out
St Joseph's. 11-0 The win
improved JMU's record to 5-2.
Dacko fanned nine batters
while giving up just two
walks. His earned run
average stands at 2.37.
Bundy collected a double
and a homer to pick up three
RBIs Bono, who finished the
trip the Dukes' leading hitter
at .467. went four-for-four with
three singles and a double.
JMU completed the trip
with a 7-0 beating of Biscayne
College Titus opened the
scoring in the first inning with
a grnd slam homer and Estes
protected the lead from the
mound. He walked three but
struck out gjpe.

Childress named All-State
Old Dominion University
dominated the Virginia
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (VIAW)
Commonwealth Division AllState Basketball Team
released Wednesday (Feb. 28)
by the VAIAW.
Old Dominion players
Nancy Lieberman. Inge
Nissen and Angela Cotman
were all named to
the
VAIAW-All-State first team
and Liberman received
VAIAW Player of the Year
honors for the third straight
vear. Also named to the
VAIAW All-State first team
were Mendy Childress of
James Madison and Beverly
Davis of Norfolk State.
Both Liberman and Nissen .'
had been named to the VAIAW
.

All-State first team the past
two years, and Cotman and
Childress were second team
selections last season.
Named to the second team
were Valerie Ackerman and
Jackie LaBerge of Virginia
and Kelly Tipton. Sheila
Branch and Shirley Jones of
Radford Tipton was a first
team selection in 1977 and
Branch was a second team
selection in 1978
Old
Dominion
coach
Marianne Stanley was named
VAIAW Coach of the Year
The selectioas were made
by a vote of the coaches of the
nine VAIAW Commonwealth
Division schools.
Lieberman. a 5'10" junior
guard from Far Rockway.

this season wsith 203. She is
averaging 17.6 points a game
for the I-ady Monarchs.
Nissen, 6'5" junior center
from Denmark, led the
VAIAW in scoring (20.2). field
goal percentage (54.2) and
blocked shots H13). She also
average 9.6 rebounds a game.
The third ODU player. 5'7"
junior
forward
Angela
Cotman of Charles City. Va..
averaged 12.4 points a game.
Davis of Norfolk State, a
5*11" freshman forward from
Suffolk. Va.. led the VAIAW in
rebounding tin?). She also
averaged 20 1 points per
contest,
A 5'11" senior center from
Lynchburg. Childress of
James Madison averaged 17.9
points and 8.8 rebounds a
; - pa me- for the Ducheses- - - -
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ODU trounces JMU in state finals
Hv RON H\RTI.M'R
BLACKSBURG-AI1
American Nancy Lieberman
scored 19 points, yanked down
11 rebounds and handed out
four assists as Old Dominion
University routed James
Madison University, 93-40. to
win the Commonwealth
Division championship of the
Virginia Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women iVAIAW). March 3rd.
at Virginia Tech

The 5-foot-9 junior guard
scored 14 of her game-high
points in the first half to help
the
top-seeded
Lady
Monarchs to their third
consecutive state title. ODU.
who is also ranked first in the
nation, has since won the
regional title and are looking
toward nationals
The loss was an unbefitting
end for the Duchesses, who
came into the tourney as the
number three seed. JMU
edged Virginia Tech- and
blasted the University to
reach the finals.
Tn the first round, it took two
Kathy Peter free throws with
five seconds left to lift the
Duchesses to a 66-64 win over
the host team
Peter had

missed her three earlier
attempts in the game.
"We wanted verv much to
heat Virginia Tech, because
they beat us in the regular
season." said assistant JMU
coach Pam Wiegardt Earlier
in the year, the Lady Gobblers
handed the Duchesses a 57-49
setback
The Duchesses led most of
the game but VPI never gave
up. despite trailing by as
many as nine points in the
first half Led bv the scoring
of Sis Spriggs. Tech rallied to
take a 64-62 advantage with
only 39 seconds remaining. It
was a pair of free throws by
the VPI guard that gave the
I-idv Gobblers their only lead
of the half.
Rut after apparently
playing the role of the hero.
Spriggs soon became the goat.
Following a pair of successful
foul shots by JMU's Sharon
Cessna with 31 seconds left.
Spriggs drove into the lane,
missed the shot and charged
into Peter The JMU senior
went to the other end and
connected on both ends of the
one-and-one to seal the fate of
the Lady'Gobblers.
Four players finished in
double figures in scoring for

JMU. Mendy Childress and
Cindy Waddell each scored 16
points For Waddell. it was a
season high
Other top scorers for JMU
were Cathy Hanrahan with 13
and Cessna with 10
Spriggs led Tech with 15
point
In the semifinals. James
Madison scored the initial
eight points and coasted to a
73-45 win over the second
seeded Cavaliers It was the
second win this year over
UVa by the Duchesses.
The last time the two teams
had met in Godwin Hall, the
Duchesses set a school record
by hitting over 84 percent of
their free throws It was hot
shooting again that did in the
Cavaliers.
JMU hit 50 percent of their
shots from the floor for the
game, as compared to only 35
percent by UVa.
The
Duchesses also tallied 21
points from the foul line in 28
attempts for 75 percent, while
Virginia attempted only nine
foul shots of which they hit
five
Childress, who set a school
record for most points in a
season early in the second
half, led the scoring with 18
points Childress finished the
season with 473 points.
breaking the old recoraset by
Katherine Johnson.
Aside from Childress. nine
other JMU players found their
way into the scoring column.
Cessna had 16 and Waddell
added 11 to lead the rest of the
pack
'

After everything seemed to
go right against Virginia, less
than
24
hours
later,
everything went wrong
against ODU
The Lady Monarchs. who
advanced via a lon-66 victory
over Radford College, scored
30 of the first 33 points and
were never threatened by the
team they had defeated 99-62
earlier in the year.
"I feel we were still a little
too up from the night before."
said Wiegardt. "We never
brought ourselves down
enough after UVa. It's hard to
play three games in a row."
Another thing JMU found
hard was conquering the fullcourt press implemented by
ODU The Duchesses turned
the ball over 14 times in the
first half and trailed 60-22 at
ha If time as a result.

* Basketball
(Continued from Page 18)
attempted, free throws made
and field goal percentage.
He was the Dukes leading
scorer in 24 of 26 contests
including a record 51 points in
the win over Robert Morris.
He led the team in rebounding
with over eight per game and
averaged only 16 shots from
the floor while compiling the
impressive point totals.
JMU's second leading
scorer was another surprise
who filled in immediately and

PIZZA
50c Off ANY PIZZA
w/ coupon
Beer Now on Tap
Syn.-Thurs. 11AM-12 midnight
Fri-Sat. 11 AM-1AM

434-5375
Fast Carry Out

—HTil

SAINT PATRICK'S DAY
TAPE SALE
The green light is on for you to save on all
your favorite 8-Track and Cassette Tapes
THIS SATURDAY-MARCH 17
$7.98 list price Only $4.99
8 Track & Cassettes

RKORDS

Old Dominion placed three
players
on
the
AllTournament squad announced
afterward
Joining
1,ieberman. who was voted as
the Most Valuable Player,
were teammates Inge Nissen
and Jan Trombly. Childress
of JMU and Kelly Tipton of
Radford rounded out the AllTourney team.
Radford finished third in the
tournament, followed by
Virginia. Virginia Tech.
Norfolk State and Virginia
Commonwealth.
The Duchesses ended the
season with a 20-7 record.
•* :

NEW YORK STVLC

778 E. Market

In the second half, the
Duchesses switched to a
person-to- person defense to
slow down the Lady Monarch
offensive attack, but it wasn't
enough, as ODU won going
away.

was one of the most consistent
players in the last half of the
season. Freshman Linton
Townes tallied an n 6-point
average and finished second
on the team to Jeff Inman in
assists.
Inman proved to be a
valuble playmaker in his first
year, directing the attack with
the poise of a veteran. Inman
started a few games filling in
for the injured Roger Hughett,
appeared in all 26 games.
Sophomore forward Steve
Blackmon averaged 10 points
and six rebounds per game
over the final ten games of the
season, filling the spot
vacated by Gerard Maturine
who left the team after the
loss to ODU.
Graduation claims guard
Roger Hughett who finished
with a career total of 1,037
points, team captain Jack
Railey and reserve guard
Dick Duckett in addition to
Maturine.
The Dukes finished 5-5 in
state competition with
Victories over V.M.I, and
William and Mary (twice)
George Mason (twice).
Virginia, Virginia Tech, Old
Dominion, and VCU (twice),
were L's in in the won-Ioss
column.
JMU finished 9-5 in the
ECAC in compiling their
seventh consecutive winning
season in their third year at
Division I. Thirteen of 18 wins
were by a spread of 17 points
or more. The figure includes a
string of five consecutive
routs over Salisbury State,
Towson State, Dickinson,
Baptist and York- all at
Godwin Hall.
Coach Lou Campanelli
viewed the season with mixed
emotions.
"Our record for the 1978-79
season was better than any
prediction we had made as a
coadhing staff before the start
of the season," he noted. "You
certainly can't complain
about an 18-win season, but
then we're not completely
satisfied either. We've got a
lot of promising players back
next year and I certainly think
we'll be competitive again."
The future would seem
bright with eight veterans
along with a couple of
promising newcomers
(Williams, 6-3 transfer Barry
HaoUer,), returning , for;,{he .
Dukes.

<*,
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Student artwork exhibited
An exhibition of works by
.I;iiTios Madison University art
'.tiidents Cnndice Aucott and
Catherine Flaherty will be
featured at the Artworks
Gallery Marrh 12-24
An opening reception for the
exhibition will he held on

March I? from 7 )'. p m

The Artworks Gallery is
located in Zirkle House at «M«
Street
in
South
Main
It is open
llarrisonbure
Snndavs from -I fi p m .
Thursdays from 12 h p m

and Wednesdays. Fridavs and

* Fasting
(Continued from Page S)
and participation in specific groups, according to the pamphlet.
Donations are used "for the project." not to feed people,
according to the pamphlet It permits the project to print more
materiial about the Hunger Project.
"The project is not about researching new technological
solutions, growing food, or feeding people directly-but rather
creating a context of commitment to eliminate starvation on the
planet within two decades," the pamphlet says.
Members of the current Hunger Project Council include John
Denver, composer, musician and entertainer: R. Buckminster
Fuller, philosopher, designer and inventor of the geodesic dome:
Dick Gregory, nutritionist and leading advocate to end domestic
and world hunger, and Valerie Harper, actress and a former
Erhard Seminar Training Media Advisory Committee ..lmember.

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
EARRINGS
ALL GOLD
JEWELRY

JEWEL BOX

TO ALL JMU STUDENTS
20 % OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE
gffjJk
po- ■
with student I.D.

$5.00 EAR PIERCING
PRICE INCLUDES STUDS

GOOD FOR ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR!

THE BODY SHOP

Schaeffers 6 pk bottles

1:29

7 up 8 pk. 16 oz. bottles

99*

Carlo Rossi

magnums

2.69

Libby's tomato juice 46 oz.
69<
Libby's fruit cocktail
(16 oz.) 2 for 1.00
Libby's Vienna sausages
5 oz. 2 for 1.00
Ann Page Pizzas
12 oz. pkgs.

69'

U-i-U-H-t-ii
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SALE /
LEE, LEVI, & WRANGLER CORDUROYS [
ALL MEN'S & LADIES' SPRING
"4
& SUMMER SHIRTS & TOPS 25% OFF-J
Special shipment of D.C. painter S
pants 6.99 and bibs (all colors) 9.99

w

Open Thurs-Fri Til 9 2 N. Main St.
'The Purple Buildings' Downtown Harrisonburg

Why Tuesdays are
something else at
Arthur Treacher s.

Sealtest Ice Cream
2V4 gallons 3.00
Wagner Fruit Drinks
3/32 oz. bottles

Our
Budget Banquet

1.00
vSSSi

Smithfield dinner franks
1.49 1b.

** *

A&P Sauerkraut 2 lb. pkg. 49f
A&P Sausages

Strawberries
Bananas
r>

Tomatoes

^~

SS

lb. .99
-A»*J»»

i

Box-O-Chicken

'J

¥ \J ***T "

'*£&!*&&£*'_

lb. .49
58* piftt
4 lbs. 1.00
89* lb.

II used lo be that 1he Best ihintf you could say
about Tuesday .va? ilia! it wasn't Mgnda.
But that was belore Arthur Treacher s Tuesday
Budget Bang,.c!
Arthur Treacher s delicious lish and chips served
withcole slaw and your choice ol Uevera>je'-all If* the
low Tuesday-only price ot *\**
No wonder Tuesdays are Something I

'*\\H\V4

Students don't forget your ID i« good (or
a 15% discount on all regular price order*.
We are something else!

DALE WEGNER CHEVY CITY
When it comes to value...
J.M.U. comes to Chevy City
New & Used Cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg

• SGA
(Continued from Page 13)
Charlie Harris, legislative
vice president, is meeting
with the food services director
in order to discuss heer sale
policies in the hallroom. he
said
A questionaire was passed out
to each senator to elicit
"general impressions about
how students feel about

UtiftNEft 7 DAY MARKET
» Party Patkajr Starr* Uttk War Crib
Thur- Sat.
*I5 $. Wtji St. 434-6M5

Cigarettes Carton All Brands
Millers Lite Party Pack Cans
Millers High Life Party Pac
Schaefer Premium Bottles
Andecker "Golden Supreme"
Budweiser "Natural Light"
Coors
Heineken Holland Import
LaBatt's "Blue Canadian"
Old Mill & Pabst- "Longnecks"
Blue Ribbon Suitcase 24
Budweiser King "Longnecks"

3.o5
U9
I.W
Ut
LM
I.W
2.W
3.M
2.49
5.99
6.25
6.99

"LITTLE IMNE CELLAR "

Lancer Portugal Red-White
Good Monk Liebfraumilch
Blue Nun Liebraumilch
Paul Masson Bur-Chablis-Rose
Taylor's Al Calif. Cellars
T.J. Swann All Flavors
Riunite Rose-White-Lambrusco

3.69
2.69
3.79
3.79
3.99
1.49
2.69

"PARTY REO SPECIALS"

Blue Ribbon Party Keg 7!/2gal 14.50
Blue Ribbon Party Keg 15 gal 21.95
17.95
Budweiser 7V4 gal
29.00
Budweiser 15 gal
"FREE ICE" WITH KEG SPECIALS
Milk Shenandoah Pride gal jug 1.79
.49
Bread Buttermaid
.99
Potatos No.l 10 lb. bag
1.39
Bacon Lambtown Brand lb.
.79
Extra Large Country Fresh
1.(9
Sausage Smithfield Farm lb.
Photo Processing 30% Discount
Coke Party Special 2 Its.
.89
vtewmmwmrkhhtttibhmmBmimmnmHumuuumi
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alcohol on campus," on Haag.
SGA treasurer, said.
Ledden will speak with
athletic officials about
acquiring more seats for
students at basketball games,
she said More lights and a
basketball court will be
installed at the University
farm. Ledden said.
A "swing type barricade"
will be installed at Godwin
Hall to protect people
attending concerts, the
buildings
and
grounds
committee chairman
reported Cost will be $500.
"Spring fever" will be a
"three-day affair" this year.
Dave Imre. University
Program Board chairman.
said Spring fever will run
April 19-21 and include a Tom
Chapin concert, an outdoor
concert, and a carnival
festival

"A lot of people are
interested in vegetarian
meals", the chairman of the
food service advisory said. As
a result, the D-hall is
experimenting with new
vegetable combinations for
the last eight week period of
school.
The honor advisory board
tried to decide "what
probation should mean." at its
last meeting. Martin said.
The SGA and Co-op
constitutions were approved
by the student sercices
committee. Harris said.
Possible
topics
for
discussion at the March 12
joint faculty student dinner
were
honor
council,
grievances, the chapel,
academic
advising,
attendance policies. Duke's
grill policies and forming a
pub, Pile said.

Debate team advances
The
James
Madison
University varsity debate
team of Bill Mitchell and
Steve Nunn advanced to the
semifinals of the 17th annual
Liberty Bell Invitational
Debate Tournament in
Philadelphia. Pa., recently
before losing to a team from
George Washington

University.
Mitchell received a trophy
for eighth place in the
individual competition.
Three other JMU varsity
debate teams competed in the
tournament which was
sponsored by the University of
Pennsylvania.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAMP AIRY & CAMP LOUISE
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY, MARCH 22nd
CAREER & PLACEMENT OFFICE
OR
WRITE
5750 Park Heights Ave.
Baltimore, Maryland 21215

fOOD

BRING
YOUR FOOD
TO LIFE!

Ever heard the old adage, you are what you eat? Well,
liven up your diet, eliminate some of the chemicals and
dead animals. Try sprouting some of our seeds and
grains, taste our organically grown fruits. We even
have wholesome, natural potato chips, pretzels from
whole wheat flour, and sodas made with honey. Many
of these foods are in bulk so they cost you less, and allow
vou to buv as little oras much as you like.
CHECK 'EM OUT:
Pitted Dates 1 16 lb
Organic Raisins 1.99 lb.
Shelled Rsted Peanuts .80 lb.
Cashews 1.93 lb.
Sunflower Seeds 88 lb.
Rolled Oats 28 lb
Local Whole Wheat Flour .20 lb.
Popcorn 25 lb.
Wild Flower Honey 75 lb.. 8.25 gal.
Cream jCheese I 32 lb
Muenster Cheese 1 88 lb
DO YOUR BODY A FAVOR AND COME SEE US.

ftainfctw Ftri UmpM
Locatad on Route 43,2 miles north of Harrfsonboro.
Next to Bradbum's Powtr & Equip. Co.
PtontOUffl
Open 10-5 Monday-Saturday
a
hV7 Friday
Food Stamp* Walcamt
Brin§ Yaw Own Cwitahttn Aajj lay*.
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Classifieds

Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury

For Sale
CRADIATING*
TRANSFERRING? Take a
lasting remembrance of your
friends and lovers with you.
Natural portraits in color or
black and white by New
Creations. You'll be surprised
at the very reasonable rates
Phone 434-6264 or P.O. Box
M3.
Harrisonburg
TYPING
SERVICE
Research, term, and theme
papers, anything! Pica type at
$65 per page. Call Denise at
433-OIR5 after 6:00 p.m.
FOR SALE: Hitachi D2330
Stereo cassette deck with
Dolby Noise Reduction.
Excellent condition. Only $80.
Call Gary at 433-7174.
FXPFRIFNCFO TYPIST
$.70 per page includes paper.
Call 433-2247 after 5:30 p.m.
Ask for Leslie.
ELECTRIC Gl'ITAR: Fender
Stratocaster 1978 model.
Black finish with Alembic
Stratoblaster kit and Anuil
case Call 1-2464)693

For Rent
SUBI,FT 3 bed room Holly
Court apartment for summer
session. Call 4131 or 4033 (on
HOUSE FOR RFNT for 4 or 5
people. Partially furnished, S
bedrooms. 2 kitchens. 2 baths,
livingroom and dining room,
plus large, private yard, 1.7
miles from campus. Excellent
living quarters for small
group of students with
common interests. Leases and
security deposits required.
Available June 1. Call 6238 (or
433-2304 after 5 p.m.)

SUBLEASE 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT May-August.
All utilities. Air conditioning.
cable
television,
pool,
laundry, patio included. Rent
negotiable. Call 433-8834:
write JMU 2984. Karen.
APARTMENT
Residential
Neighborhood -older
Clapboard Home with Charm.
1 bedroom. Living Room,
Bath. Large. Eat-in Kitchen.
Water. Disposal. Sewer. Stove
and Refridgerator supplied. 3
blocks from Madison $150
per
month.
Available
immediately - Phone 433-1584
after 5 p.m.

MIDWAY
MARKET
. across from campus

Ice cream Factory

Busch 6 pk. 2.00
Budweiser 2.10
Miller 6 pk. 2.00
Michelob 2.30
Golden Ale 6 pk, 2.69
Old Mill 6 pk. 1.69 case 6.49
check other specials

Now Open For Season

Back of McDonald's

March 14 th
Regular Hours
%

98 Kenrnore Street

Lost
l-OST: Two rings in the gym a peridot birthstone ring and a
JMU 1979 pearl class ring degree and name inscribed
inside: Generous Reward
offered.
Karen
4923
LOST:
UVA
Ring.
Aquamarine stone, initials RS
inscribed inside. Reward
offered. Call Division of
University Relations. 6163.

Wanted
CAMP
FOR
THE
MENTALLY RETARDED
CHILDREN
NEEDS
Counselors. WSI. riding
instructor. Sign up for
interviews on Wednesday.
March 2lst during Camp
Placement Day at the Warren
University Union - or write
Camp Shenandoah. Mountain
Falls Route. Winchester,
Y i rg..i n.i a.._
2 2 601
(Continued

MI

Pace 25)

PIZZA INN

Friday Night
Student Night
10:00-12:00p.m.
All Varieties of Pizza and Sandwiches
Also
DRAFTS .35
(With Student ID and Pizza Purchase)

1588 S. Main St.

•("'I
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By David Hagen

Fool n' Me
SURC, J KAVC A>» ADVM4^QC
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Roommates
W/5 /5 HOPELESS!
I'm &ot/o& ro
FWA/M THIS TEST,

By Tom Arvis
POSITIVE m
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Classifieds '
(Continued from Page 24 >
"REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED for promotion of
international bus lines in
Europe and Asia. Expeditions
in Africa and South America.
Camping tours. Educational
tours. Almost any travel
arrangement organized.
Magic Bus, Damrak 87,
Amsterdam.
Holland."

!'ntmit"iui'Miiiintuti(iuiittaiiii(Uf//Mh

WANTED BLACK LIGHTS:
Would like to borrow or rent
black lights. Preferably 3 ft.
or longer. Call Julie 7485.

Personals
sTH
FLOOR
OWING:
Welcome back! Hope all had a
great vacation. SWIFTY

JONFSY...you are one hell of
a big bro.'.we make quite a
team...you can bet your
MUNCIIKIN: Maybe next
time it will work out better.
Let's hope so anyway. Are you
still my cohort??! I.OVE,
SAN.
MOLECULE: What a break!
We ran out of gas but not
steam!
I.OVE,
ATOM.

ALL
.IMC
MALES
RFTl'RNING
FROM
FLORIDA:
BEWARE!!
Inhabitants of Eagle's
Penthouse will hug you. .kiss
you and pinch your ass
because we can' t resist a tan!
Consider yourself warned...
ATTENTION .IMC: The letter
has been sent to Donna so all
we can do now is hope for the
best. Keep watching! A.IK

.

••'•• •

'.»|tf

I-;'

1

PRINCESS:Wanna take a
Slow Ride in a Duster? Don't
forget, Sunday is our seventh!
LOVE ALWAYS. JOHN
CANDIDATE SAYLOR: We
must someday write.a book
entitled: "Campaigning for
Fun and
Profit"... just
remember to always use
front-end budgeting: set up
that outside account: bring
out Mom and the kids: and
never tell 'em you're the only
one running! -THE RAKER"
MISSISSIPPI WILD BUNCH:
One hell of a team! Good job!
Chandler Fans.
BLOOD: No I ain't mad.
Guts
"0 SON OF MAN'For
-everything there is a sign. The
sign of love is fortitude under
My decree and patience under
My trials." Baha'u'llah.
Baha'i Club. Box 4175
TO THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS. UNIVERSITY
OF NARNIA: You are
cordially invited to Dining
Hall "1". Monday. March 19,
at 5:00. University policy
will
be
discussed.
TO ALL DICK FANS: The
magnificant
ducks
on
Newman Lake have been
christened. From here on you
will refer to them by their
respective names. Sugar
Plum and Sugar Cane since
they travel in pairs.
Shameface since she keeps
her head down. Rosetta
Newman, someone must be
named after the lake and
Disco Kid: keep those wings
fluttering. No. l Roto Rooter.
Trouble Shooter Nl EVE
JUNIOR IN SIGMA PI- I
really had a good time that
Thursday night-glad I got to
know
you!
Repeat
performance?? PRINCESS
CHARMING

1

BQBJTJXDN

iMrtriziBKyex
Gamby's Distributors, Mt. Crawford
-—
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UPB PRESENTS

THE OUTLAWS
with Special Guest Molly Hatchet
Godwin Hall 8 pm
Saturday March 24, 1979
ADVANCE GENERAL ADMISSION

$5.00 w/ED
$6.00 public
$7.00 day of show
Tickets on sale UPB Box Office
11-4

m-f

UPCOMING EVENTS
••••••••••••••••••
Coffeehouse March 20
JOHN JACKSON
Lecture March 26
FRED STORASKA
"How to say no to a rapist and survive"

JACK WHITE'S BILLARDS CLINIC
& EXHIBITION
March 26-30
Coffeehouse March 30
THE CRITTOM HOLLOW SPRING BAND

Concerts
John Prine April 6
Tom Chapin & The Unknown Comic
April 19

.-■*.

1
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'Satellite f ceremony the

ll\ IMW ItOTFI.FR
It seems to me. after
perusing the various articles
and editorials which have
appeared in The Breeze, that
neither graduation en masse
nor the more tradtional mode
is in order
The only logical, atnd
reasonable, for that matter,
solution to the problem is the
so railed
"satellite"
era dilation
For those quasi-informed,
this
means
separate
ceremonies for separate
schools, lasting two days
Now if you were a parent,
would yon want to watch a
hundred Rusiness graduates

receive their diplomas before
vour child, an English or
Special Education major?
Would you want vour reward
for spending thousands of
dollars on his or her education
to be sitting in the hot May sun
for hours, ruining your fancy
suit or dress that vou may pay
twenty dollars to get dry
cleaned9
Let's be realistic. Parents
want to se their kids get a
diploma Rut parents are also
human They did us a favor.
Why not return the favor bv
saving them the miserable
hours of sitting through
graduation ceremonies?
The satellite proposal gives

them what they want:
nominal sweat and good
photos
And you. the graduate: do
vou want to watch a thousand
other students parade around
getting diplomas for majors
vou couldn't care less about?

IWftp-

HKK

Sure
everybody
that
survives four years of college
deserves some recognition,
but why not let It come from
those who really care?
Separate ceremonies for
separate schools is the best
known method for graduating

large numbers
There are
wen universities which are
Division I in football that use
satellite graduations.
Why not give both students
and parents a break and do it
here'
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En masse option 'bribery'
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To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world li Indebted
lor ail the triumphs which have gained by reason and humanity over error
and oppression ■•
James Madison
The Breeze is published every Tuesday' and Friday except where
otherwise noted
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeie. Wine Price
Building. James Madison University. Harrlsonburg, Virginia 22807
Letters to the editor are encouraged All letters must be typed, signed,
and include the author's address and telephone number Letters longer
man sno words may be used as guestspots at the discretion ol the editor
unsigned letters and editorials will not be used
All material will be edited at the discretion ol the editor
AM letters, columns, reviews and guestspols reflect the opinions ol their
authors and not necessarily those of the editors of The Breeze or the
students, faculty and stall ol James Madison .University
Unsigned
editorials are the opinion ol the editors of The Breeze
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be directed to the
eri.tor ol The Breeze Further complaints ran be directed to Dr Donald
McConkey. chairman ol The Breeze Publication Board

To the editor:
It appears that nearly every
senior at James Madison
University has expressed an
opinion regarding this year's
graduation Although I am
only a sophomore. I too have
an opinion which I would like
to express
In a news story in The
Breeze ("Feb. 9>. it was stated
that if JMU seniors chose en
masse graduation, they would
be given a picnic and a dance
sponsored by the school. But
if they chose to graduate
individually, a picnic would be
questionable and a dance
would only be possible if the
senior class sponsored it
itself
This is obviously bribery on
the part of the Administration.
If the school can afford a
dance
for
en
masse
graduation, why can't they
finance one for a traditional
graduation?
In a survey conducted by
The Breeze before Spring
Rreak. it was determined that

four out of five seniors
surveyed were opposed to en
masse graduation for various
reasons. I. as a sophomore,
also dislike the idea of en
masse graduation.
Further I believe that if this
year's seniors graduate en
masse, it will become
increasingly difficult for
future graduates to become
individually recognized at
their graduations Because of
my own course of study. I will
be here for at least three more
years When I do graduate
i after five years of hard
work i. I wili want my socalled "moment of glory." I
think I'll have earned it.
I object to the fact that a
proposal made in an editorial
in The Breeze (Feb. 6) was
totally ignored in the news
story of which I speak This
editorial
proposed a
"satellite" graduation which
would placate both the
Administration and the
students.
For those who missed that

Madisonman and JiMmy U

editorial.
a
satellite
graduation would call for the
seniors to gather en masse for
speeches
and
other
formalities They would then
be individually awarded
diplomas by President
Carrier in a separate
ceremony for each of the five
schools-Business. Education.
Fine Arts and
Communication. Letters and
Sciences, and Graduate.
Graduation would last two
days and would include the
dances, picnics and the like.
This alternative would
save lots of people lots of time,
and each graduate would
receive his or her hard-earned
"moment of glory."
The "satellite" proposal
should have been included in
the list of choices offered to
seniors in the vote they took to
determine the type of
graduation this year. Why
wasn't it?
Delia Amari
Huff man Mall

By Scott Worner

**
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Resident UUfloC'
advisers:
0*

^
-

_

Mutual respect helps make the job easier

*»

HIANDI.FR R .A. Sherrie Hermann keeps her residents informed
through signs pasted on the dorm hulletin hoard. ^ ^^ pMU>w

R.A.S not expected
to be detectives

4tik

Rv PATTI Tl'LLY
'
"Unfortunately, many students think of their resident advisers
as mainly rule enforcers. But really this is only about one quarter
of what they do,"according to the director of residence halls.
In addition to policy enforcement, an R.A. also plays a
counseling or helping role, a community building role, and an
administrative role, said Mike Webb.
In terms of enforcing policy," we don't expect our R.A. s to be
sheriffs or detectives* Webb said. "We simply ask them to deal
with situations they might run across in the course of normal
living in a dorm.
.... ,
j
"Our main consideration is with the people living in a dorm.
One student may be doing something that is causing another a
problem.andwewantourR.A.'stoactasmediators.
In order to perform a counseling or helping role, all R.A. s
participate in ten hours of training in the spring before their next
vear as an R.A. In addition, they receive a week's orientation and
training at the end of the summer and 30 hours of classes in the
fall. Webb said
. _u. -r
An R.A.'s role is not to become a counselor, but his or her job is
to cope with the initial problem and , if necessary, refer the
person to the counseling center where they can get further help.
he said.
•«*,..
Community building also is a responsibility of all R.A. s.
according to Webb
"The heart of what we're trying to do m residence halls is to
give students there a sense of belonging. We want residents who
were strangers when they moved in to develop^ a sense of
community so they become identifiable as a unit."
An R.A. helps make a dorm more of a community by providing
programming. Webb said The programs R.A.'s set up may vary
from social events to educational ones. R.A.'s like to get JMU
professors to come and speak to residents on non-academic
subjects. Webb said. "This gets students involved with faculty."
he said, "and residents like interacting with faculty on their own
ground."
At the beginning of school last fall, one R.A. in Eagle got an idea
to take her freshmen residents on a campus tour when she
realized they didn't know where their classes were. Webb said.
This. too. is a form of programming.he said.
Administrative duties of an R.A. include work orders, key
replacements, surveys, dorm closing instructions, and clearance
forms. Webb said This kind of work is heavy at the beginning and
end of the year. Webb said, and R.A.'s often have deadlines to
Webb described the ideal R.A. as a person who is concerned
with others, warm, outgoing.stimulating, empathetic.
independent, self-confident and having leadership qualities.
"Of course no R.A. has all of these qualities, but we try to staff
buildings so R.A.'s compliment each other" Webb said. "One
R.A. might be better at programming, but less organized, while
another may be just the opposite. This allows the staff as a unit to
provide for the needs of students."
Being an R.A. is a growth producing experience. Webb said.
"Our R.A.'s assume a lot of responsibility and encounter many
situations that most students don't have to deal with They learn
to be part of an organization, and if» a privilege to ww* with

really down about school ai
and
problems at home
Not
realizing the situation,
another resident played a
prank on him and he
completely broke down He
told me he'd rather be dead. I
talked with him till after 5
a m and by the end of it we
were hugging each other and
crying together Now the guy
is fine. He just needed to know
somebody cared." Douglas
said
Another R.A is particularly
proud of a case in which he
helped a student adjust
socially
"A guy came to me almost
in tears one night, and told me
he really wanted a girlfriend,
but couldn't find one. He also
was having problems with his
roommate and suitemates
who thought he was weird. I
spent a lot of time talking to
him about the girlfriend
problem and tried to reassure
him that it would work out. I
also talked to his suitemates
and asked them to help me
keep him in the suite From
that point on. they sort of took
him under their wings and
made a genuine effort to
include him
Now he's
adjusted everybody knows
him. and he's well liked."%
R.A.'s also may be faced
with much more serious
problems
One R.A. has worked ^vith
several
students
who
appeared to be contemplating
suicide In helping the person,
the R.A. said she would spend
a lot of time talking to the
resident
"I guess the most important
thing in dealing with someone
who might be contemplating
suicide is to show them that
vou care " said the R.A. who
has three years experience
working for a hotline.
"It's also important to talk
about suicide, and depending
on the situation, to discuss
whv
they
might
be
considering it People who
consider suicide are afraid,
and it's important to show
them that you're not Most
people considering suicide
need to know that their
situation isn't really as bad as
thev think "
Another R.A. has counseled
female residents who were
considering or had decided to
have abortions
"A resident came to me and
told me she was pregnant and
had decided to have an
abortion She had come to me
for
support-mainly
in
reassuring herself that,
despite her decision, she was
still an okay person I talked
to her on several occasions,
and also referred her to the
counseling center I went with
her and her roommate when
she went to have the abortion,
and since that time have
talked with her about birth
control methods."
Despite the problems they
mav encounter, most R.A.'s
said they really like their jobs
and enjoy helping people
"I think the majority of
people who become resident
advisers do it out of a sincere
desire to help people, said
Korosec
Scott Williams, an R.A.in
White Hall, said he thinks it's
a "great job"'
Helping other people is very
rewarding personally."
Williams said "It's a good
JJF.VT.INr, .ttfiOm.FMS in. Chandler.kf,cp*. R \ DavU .Hoar. feeling, and the job is worth
T.».»:wd^.w»jw:wtfHsa^^
♦■♦.♦ * ♦AM***" ••*'*"•*
__. :
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Being a resident adviser
means ( learning not to
sacrifice friendships for
authority, according to
several R.A.'s here who have
their own reasoas of hitting
that median.
"It really does bother you
when people don't like you
because you're an R.A," said
Phil Douglas, a Spotswood
Hall R.A. "The best way I've
found to handle it is to form a
rapport or mutual respect
with the guys on the hall. It's
a matter of asking them not to
break the rules rather than
telling them "
Barb
Korosec.
head
resident adviser in Logan
Hall, agreed that the best way
is to get to know residents so
they will respect her and her
job.
"I and my staff had to get to
know people, and let them get
to know us. and that way we
can enforce rules out of a
general respect for those
people
When I enforce
university policies, I'm also
asking them to have respect
for me as a person and a
friend."
Tammy Estep. an R.A in
Wayland Hall, said that in
addition to taking time to talk
to residents, she had a bread
and cheese party for he hall
residents at the beginning of
the year. The party gave
everyone on the hall a chance
to get to know her and each
other, she said.
In terms of enforcing policy,
most R.A.'s emphasized that
it is important to strive for
consistency and also to
consider the circumstances
under which rules might be
broken.
"My last resort is an
incident
report."
said
Douglas. "Some R.A.'s might
threaten residents with
incident reports, but if you do
that, you put yourself in a

hMiHm where
,.,wo vou
vmi have to
position
write them If you don t you
lose their respect. Usually T
think it's best to appeal to
residents' personalities', be
fair and coasistent
Then
again, you can't let friendship
interfere with what you have
to do."
Mark Warner, head resident
adviser in Haason says he
believes many problems can
be worked out by just talking
to students.
"Whenever an incident
comes up. a lot of people go
straight from the book. We
(Warner and his staff) try to
handle every situation in
terms of its circumstances.
It's important that residents
have tneir say. and many
times we're able to work it out
between ourselves."
When it is necessary to
write up a student for a
violation. Warner believes it is
also important to spend time
talking to the student about
whv that action is being taken.
"When we write up a
resident we explain to him
where he messed up and whyhe's being written up. We feel
our role more than anything
else is an educational one. and
we're trying to teach him how
to act."
A resident's willingness to
cooperate with an R.A. also is
very important. Warner said.
"People sometimes don't
realize that if they're
uncooperative with an R.A.
it's gomg to hurt them When
we write an incident report we
note whether the person was
cooperative or not.and if he
was it will probably help him
to get a lighter penalty."
Aside from enforcing
university policies an R.A.
can be a good person to talk to
about personal problems.
Douglas can remember
staying up til after 5a.m. with
an' upset and depressed
resident.
A guv on my hall was

Phot* bv S»n*v *—***
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Fine arts have their own school
\

Enhances visibility of performing arts
Kv IHRRIF Y\RI>
There is an "element of
communication in all of the
fine arts and an element of art
in
every
act
of
communication."according to
the dean of James Madison
University's school of fine arts
and communication
Because of this unique
parallel, the departments of
art. communication arts, and
music are "natural allies."
for n school of this type, said
Or Donald McConkey
Rventually. the dance
program may he incorporated
into the school, hut for the
present, those involved with it
seem to he content to remain
in the physical education
department, said Dr Thomas
Stanton, vice-president for
academic affairs.
"It may he because we are
providing
training
in
education for dance majors,
not preparing them for the
New York stage." he said.
Dr Earlynn Miller of the
dance
faculty
had
no
comment on a possible move
to the school of fine arts and
communication

•

'Natural affinity1
The concept for the school of
fine arts and communication

at JMU was formulated about
four vears ago when
administrators noticed the
"natural affinity" among the
different arts, according to
Stanton
A second and concurrent
factor to this idea. Stanton
said, was the style of
management used at JMIJ.
which states that the
"administration is stronger
when natural processes are
allowed to work "
With these two philosopies
in mind, a school of fine arts
and communication, similiar
to the ones at Southern Illinois
University. Memphis State
University, the University of
Houston.
and
Bradley
University, was soon in the
planning stages, according to
McConkey
The school's primary
purpose at that time was the
"enhancement and increased
visibility of the performing
arts." according to Dr. Jay
Funston a member of the
English department and thenchairman of the academic
policies committee. iThe
Breeze. Oct. 25.1977»
The Board of Visitors
approved JMU's fifth school
on Nov 11. 1977
The school's formation was
questioned
by
various

academic departments on the
grounds of its validity,
expense, and lack of tradition
Supporters argued that the
departments
of
art,
communication arts and
music would he better able to
keep up with the growth in
their respective fields in this
type of school (The Breeze.
Nov 22. 1977*
The school was officially
established July 1. 197K
McConkey. then head of the
communication
arts
department, was named the
first dean
The school of fine arts and
communication has not yet
written its own "mission
statement." according to
McConkev "This statement
is something that should be
written
carefully
and
thoughtfully " he said
"It will he more meaningful
if we let the faculty think
about such a statement while
they are interacting and
discovering their, own identity
in the school "
High visibility
McConkey stressed the high
visibility of the school. "Other
than athletics, we are
probably the most highly
Continued on Page 3

Fine arts graduate must alter
degree to fit job market
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.
Reing a fine arts graduate in todays job
market means altering that bachelor's degree
to fit anv circumstance
Theater majors may find themselves
working in Hollywood, or managing a theater
box office
Music grads mav hold down a variety of
jobs, including teaching full-time and directing
a church or community choir.
Art grads may work in commercial design or
advertising and sell handicrafts on the side.
jDance majors may find themselves
establishing their own dance studio or studying
dance in another country
It all depends on how motivated the graduate
is when looking for a job. according to Tom
Nardi. director of the Office for Career
Planning and Placement
"Liberal arts graduates have to translate
their abilities to the language of the market
place." he said "Creative people think a little
differently They're not as-geared to job
bunting "
Fine arts students often are involved in
extra-curricular activities related to their
fields, so thev don't have the time to look for
iobs while they are still in school, according to
Nardi
Fine arts grads take a bit longer than other
grads to fine jobs, but they place themselves in
their careers, he said Many businesses
conduct personnel interviews on campus to
recruit grads from other majors, he said.
"A fine arts major needs to use the creative
talents in job hunting the same way he does in
his field." Nardi said
Theater
In theater, a student not only learns
professional acting and management, but also
organization, according to Dr Thomas Arthur,
coordinator of the theater concentration in the
communication arts department
••Theater is for people who are not content to
do
thinus entirely in theorv It's an excellent
v
* wT" To' geT TfioeraTafls Vdueafion?' ^Inur '

•aid "The great virtue of theater is that you
really have to work with people and you have
to he organized "
Although the theater program is only six
vears old. about half of its graduates are
finding iohs in their fields. Arthur said
There are approximately R5 students in the
theater program now. with 12 graduating this
scar Some of those grads will go into
professional work, while others will seek
(management positions. Arthur said
A |<V75 graduate. Marilyn McAvoy. is
working in Hollywood She was the understudy
for Lee Grant in one film and now is waiting to
act in a movie that is having budget problems.
One graduate is working her way into
theater through the USO in Iceland She is
working on a talent show for the program
there
\nother graduate. Dottie Kassem. is
working in the box office at the Virginia
Museum Theatre, while another is managing
the box nrfice in an off-Broadway theater.
Between in and 15 graduates are working in
New York City, according to Arthur. Some are
taking acting lessons, and at least one is
working in commercials
Arthur said he doesn't hear much rrom tne
graduates who didn't find jobs in the field.
Music
The music department here is concerned
with both the professional and personal needs
of the students, according to Dr Joseph
Fstock department head
"We're not only interested in getting
■ Indents here, we're showing them how to
•nuke themselves marketable in music." he
>,,id

■;

.

\ .'lass "Music as a Profession." used to be
offered to freshman within the department
Now meetings and workshops are held to
leach ioh opportunities in the- field. Estock
.-aid
Roth traditional and notvtraditional job
opportunities are available to music
......(Continued on. Page 23)
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* School
(Continued from Page 2)
visible clement of the
institution," he said "This is
not to he derogatory to the
other schools hut it is difficult
to publicize things that happen
in the history or math
department unless they are
particularly
newsworthy"
In the school of fine arts and
communication, there are 27
performing groups in the
music department, faculty,
departmental and student art
callerv projects, two theatres,
a summer dinner theatre, a biweekly newspaper, a feature
magazine and a literary
magazine, a radio station and
a television-film production
center
The hreodth of the school is
tremendous
and
new
programs for the school are in
the
planning
stages.
McCnnkey said
However,
since
the
school
was
estahlished at the beginning of
a "no-growth" period, these
new programs must be looked
at "pretty carefully "
"It's a big challenge to see
how
we
can
combine
programs we have now into
new and useful configurations
so
they
don't
demand
additional resources." he
said
Music 'comfortable'
The music department was
initially opposed to the idea of
the new sch ol since it-had
preferred a separate school of
music. "This <the creation of
a new school of fine arts and
communication^ will not help
the music department...music
people
are
completely
different from other people.
we educate students to think
creatively
instead • of
critically.' a music instructor
said iThe Breeze. Nov.22.
1<177>
"The music department will
not he able to function under
its own philosophy
of
education until it has its own
school." the instructor then
said
Most of the music faculty
are now more comfortable
with
the
present
arrangement, according to
Dr Joseph Estock. music
department head.
The
department would still like its
own school of music because
of the prestige involved, he
^aid
Prospective students and
faculty recognize the prestige

inherent in a separate school
of music. Estock said, adding
that "not having one right
here might inhibit the
publicity, growth, and quality
of our department "
Although .JMU athletics get
the most press. "Madison is
not only a jock school." he
said "Neither is it the old
teachers college it used to be.
It is a liberal arts university in
which music is a very viable
and important part."
Estock stressed the amount
of opportunity that exists with
the present combination of
departments within the
school, although, he said,
some of the possibilities may
he non-traditional The use of
the media, such as television
in relation to music is one
possibility
"We had already worked
with WMRA before the
departments
of
communication arts and
music were combined under
one school, hut now that we
are together, there is an even
greater
interest."
he
explained "The departments
are starting to feel a part of
each other."
Inter-disciplinary
programs, such as a music
and theatre concentration or
an opera-theatre program are
also possibilities, but "until a
philosophy is established and
an
appropriate
budget
provided, no more can be done
hut talking and
planning.'Estock said.
"When new programs are
developed, you eventually
reach a point where you run
out of space." he continued.
"We have quite a problem of
inadequate and inferior space
here Five to ten years age
these
facilities
were
satisfactory." but they're too
small now.
The various
departments are having to
compete for space.
"We have had to stop the
growth of our orchestra
because we can't fit any more
people on stage in Wilson
Hall"
W ampler
Building.
Master's Hoase and Steele
House are also examples of
inadequate space
Wilson
Hall may be renovated in the
future, but that won't solve the
problems of inadequate space,
he said
A study is currently being
done by the office of
institutional research to
determine
how
much

Dent HbCuduy
inadequate space exists at
JMU.
Fine arts building
A fine arts building is the
next construction priority on
campus after the library
addition.
according
to
McConkey.
Alan
Lyndrup.
a
communication arts faculty
member and the chairman of
the JMU facilities and
equipment committee, said
"we can justify one right now
since we are working with
about W.ono square feet of
substandard space. But there
is nothing I can talk about in
terms of specific plans for a
fine arts building."
JMU President Ronald
Carrier has a tremendous
commitment to the arts.
Estock said, but other things
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are more important right now.
Dr. David Diller, art
department head, also noted
the need for a new building.
"Before
the
present
administration, there were
plans for an additional
building into which the art
department was tentatively
scheduled to move." he said.
Howere. he said, those plans
went "down the drain."
because of other priorities.
The art department. like
music, is also in need of more
space.
The communication arts,
depatment. however, is better
off now in terms of space than
it ever has been, according to
Rex Fuller, department head.
"We could always use more
space, but what we have now
is functional-our program is
not being seriously inhibited
by any lack of space. It's not a
critical issue."
The major problem is the
lack of storage space, he
noted, saying that "There is a
rea I need for storage and work
space in the theatre program.
"The loading dock behind
the Latimer-Schaeffer
Theatre in Duke is an eyesore,
and it's bad for the program,
had for the university, but
there's no place to put all the
lumber and scenery pieces."
In terms-of other facilities,
the school, of fine arts and
communication is in a very
"enviable position." Fuller
said
"Music and art are in more
need of additional space than
we are and that need will be
taken into consideration when
a fine arts building is
constructed." he said. .
Fuller, who became head of
the communication arts
department when McConkey
became dean of the new
school, said that he may have
a better feel for the change the
faculty feels since he was not
a department head in the old >

school.
The change to the new
school is beneficial in terms of
both administrative and
education, he said lit has also
been very important to the
school, he said, because "We
now have a stronger feeling of
unity "
The move from the school of
arts and sciences to a school of
fine arts and communications
is proving to be the move that
should have been made.
Fuller said.
"These departments were
kind of lost in the school of
arts and sciences," he
explained, "causing us to
identify ourselves as a
separate unity has made us
feel special."
Diller.
meanwhile,
is
looking toward next year and
a possible inter-disciplinary
program with the business
department
in
arts
management.
"The business department
is presently in the process of
accreditation.
so
that
program is being put off until
that's a little clearer,"Diller
confirmed.
The art department is
currently involved in working
with the other departments of
the school. Diller said, citing
the Arts Festival, held in
March, as an example. An
arts calendar for all of arts is
another project in the works.
Masters rejected
JMU has attempted to get a
masters programs in fine
arts, communications and
music for the past several
years, but all three have been
turned down by the State
Council for Higher Education
in Virginia.
The Council said they would
not approve any
new
programs that result from the
formation of the new school.
(Continued on Page 18)
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Are sports funded more than fine arts ?
'We're at the threshold of going 'Division I' in music'
Rv BRITF OSBORNF
Are the fine arts at James Madison
University overshadowed by athletics
in terms of funding?
In the three chief fields of fine arts
here-theater. art and music-only
music seems to be roughly equal to
athletics as far as funding goes. Even
this collation, however, is like
"comparing horses and cows."
according to Dr. Joseph Estock.
music department head.
There are no black and white
answers in this analysis, but one way
to compare these two aspects of JMU
is by comparing the amount in
scholarships each area receives.
In order to compete at the Division I
level the football team will grant 80 to
85 scholarships during the next four
years.
'
In other major sports at JMU.
men's
basketball
gave out
approximately $40,000 in scholarships
last year, women'sN^basketball
granted three full scholarships and
baseball awarded ll) partial
scholarships totalling $11
On the other hand, theater, part of
the communication arte'departmeroV^
offers no scholarsJttnsr^Eha---art
department awarded its first
scholarships this year to two students.
The amount of this scholarship will
vary, but may be as much as $2,500 for
a single year, said Dr. David Diller,
art department head.
Music is the only area which lends
itself to a comparison with athletics.
However, "it's unrealistic to say we
should have the same amount of
money as athletics." Estock said.
Scholarship money is available for
music majors. The total package
ranges between $20,000-30,000, and
has been either donated through
private estates or offered by the state
government.
Approximately 40 music students
are on scholarship now. Next year,
Estock hopes to initate small
scholarships for members of certain
performing groups, such as the pep
band.
"I think we get treated fairly." he
said. "I would guess that the music
department budget here is closer to
their (athletics') budget than music at
many other schools."
Further defining this analogy,
Estock guessed JMU was probably in
the top 50 percent of schools in the
country when music budgets are
compared to those in athletics

IK
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"We're getting as much support as
the athletic department is," he said.
But Estock's appraisal of the music
department's treatment applies only
to the present and past.
As for the future. JMU msic is
directly comparable to JMU football,
he said
"I'm a little worried. We're at the
threshold of going 'Division I* in
music. We need about 20 to 30 more
majors, which means more money,
ana we'll be in the top 10 percent" of
music schools in the nation. Estock
said.

"I think we're going to get adequate
support, but the next few years are
going to be critical in determining
what happeas and where we're going .
. We need a lot more money in the
next year or two just to catch up, then
it wiil level off.
"I believe (JMU President Ronald)
Carrier's commitment to diversity
won't let this program slip. Maybe
I'm more optimistic than the next
guy"
One problem that may arise as a
side effect of the gridiron's divisional
climb is a lack of visibility and

publicity for the fine arts at JMU.
Estock said.
"The kev to success in any business
is promotion." he said. Because of the
practice here of combining public and
sports information into one office, the
arts are not promoted as well as
sports.
Since football is being upgraded, its
promotion must be expanded too, and
Estock fears "the arts are going to get
lost in the shuffle "
"I certainly appreciate his
(Estock's) concern" about the arts
(Continued on Page 17)

In a survey of Va. schools:

JAAU's fine arts program ranks with others
Rv MAIRFFN RII.FY

James Madison University's undergraduate fine
arts program ranks favorably with programs at
other Virginia state colleges and universities.
Through surveys and telephone interviews. The
Breeze compared JMU's music, art and theatre
programs with six other schools: University of
Virginia. University of Richmond. Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State Universtiy. Old
Dominion University. Virginia Commonwealth
University, and the College of William and Mary.

'/ personally feel Madison
has the best music program
In the state'

Music
Of the college music departments surveyed. JMU
has the most music majors ODU, with 114 music
majors, came closest to JMU's 314
Considering school sizes. JMU does not have an
unusually large number of students involved in
theatre JMU does hot offer theatre as a major.
Instead, it is offered as a concentration within the
communication arts department.
JMU offers three undergraduate art degrees,
including the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. Only
two other schools surveyed offered more than one
undergraduate art degree
JMU's music program offers the Bachelor of
Music degree and Bachelor of Music Education
Concentrations Iff the-Bachelor of Music program

include vocal, piano, organ, instrumental, tneory
;ind romposition. and music management The
Rachelor of Music Education degree offers vocal
and instrumental concentrations
Virginia Tech has about 70 music majors seeking
the Bachelor of Arts degree
CV;i has a total of 2« students enrolled in their
music program "The undergraduate program
consists of the same courses, no matter what the
students primary interest is." said Dr Walter Ross.
chairman of UVa 's music department
However, elective courses beyond major
requirements allow students to study his main
musical interest. Ross said UVa offers a BA in

Thirtv five students are music majors at
Richmond It's Bachelor of Arts degree offers
historv-theory and performance concentrations.
Under the Bachelor of Music degree offered at UR.
students can concentrate in history-theory,
performance or music education.
The most popular concentration "historically has
he.en music education, although there now seems to
he" a trend for greater interest in performance."
according to Dr Homer Rudolf, chairman of
Richmond's music department.
The most popular concentration at William and
Mary is Music Education The 20 muSk majors at
William and Mary can also concentrate in applied
music, music historv and theory, and romposition.
within the Bachelor of Arts degree, according to Dr
Frank I,endrim. chairman of the music department
there
ODU is unique in that it is the only school
• urvevcrl that offers a Bachelor of Science in
Kemndarv Education Thjat is the most popular for
music majors, according to Dr Gary Rubin.
assistant dean of the ODU School of Arts and
Letters
"All music majors receive basic courses in
theorv literature ear training and music history."
Rubin said
"1 personally feel Madison has the best music
(Continued on Page 22)
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Artworks
Gallery becomes student showpl ace
Itv I INUSFY RfVrFI.FR
R doesn't look like much at first,
.lust n room, devoid of furniture, as if
nothinc hod moved in after it had
ceased being a professor's office.
Rut up Hose it's a very different
>torv Paintings decorate the. walls, or
there may bo displays or pottery or
weaving or any other artistic
medium Hundreds of students.
profess"oYs and townspeople make the
trek acrW Main Street to Zirkle
House \
Yet lihere was no Student
Artworks^/Gallery until Cathy
Flaherty came along
Flaherty, a senior art major here.
hid boon looking for an honors project
whim a professor at Carnegie-Melon
';iieeosted she set up an student art
KiJIerv The professor told her that
IMU art students had little chance of
netting into graduate school because
Ihev had no exhibition record. And
without it. an artist really couldn't be
considered serious
So Flaherty found the honors
project she was looking for and
started planning

CfOtting approval from her advisor
was simple and even the head of the
art department was enthusiastic. The
problem came, however, when
Flaherty went to the administration
for a space for the art gallery.
"First 1 asked the administrators
for a space and they said they couldn't
give it to me on campus." she said.
"so I asked if they would allow it if I
cot a space and they said yes.
"I think the- administration was
unwilling to give me the space
because they didn't think I could pull
it off, because it was too much
responsibility "
After several tries to find space on
her own she came up empty handed.
It finally worked out than art
professor Kenneth Beer donated his
office space for the proposed gallery.
It was a small room on the first floor
of Zirkle House It was a space, but
not oolite ready for displaying art The

lighting was had and the walls needed
painting All of which meant money.
Kappa Pi, the- honorary art
fraternity, donated $200 and a
weekend of their time to paint the
room Jean Simmons, a Women's
Club member, solicited donations
from the community.
The university maintenance crew
installed a track-lighting system on
the ceiling and the gallerywas ready.
One year after the idea was
suggested to her. Flaherty was
accepting artwork from students to be
exhibited The process involves
judging the work mainly on its
readiness for display
"T always look for quality first in
the work itself." said Flaherty, but
also "quality on the presentation.

some people are not into exhibiting,
that they're more into just producing
their artwork." said Flaherty, "but to
me. that's just a cop-out because if
you're really an artist, you will want
to exhibit because that pushes you
forward to produce more artwork and
higher quality. In music, they have
performances and it's crazy for a
music major to say, 'well. I can't
perform because I'm too busy
practicing.'"
Most of the artists here, she said,
have been practicing since an early
age. and if they're not ready to
per orm publicly now. then they're
just scared to
The Student Artworks Gallery,
however, is a new and as a result,
some people are skeptical. Flaherty

Student Cathy Flaherty overcomes
administrative skepticism
to complete honors project
which is whether it is matted, glassed,
framed, with acetate, is it neat, is it
ready to be hung for gallery showing,
does it look good enough to be on a
wall so that I wouldn't be
embarrassed having it in the gallery
and- the artist wouldn't be
embarrassed."
Most artists, according to Flaherty,
have been good about giving a
professional presentation, but some
have been rejected solely because the
presentation was not adequate.
The gallery opened last October,
and had four shows before the end of
the semester Support from the art
students has been mostly positive,
Flaherty said.
"I have gotten the comment that
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said. Other people are excited about it
and see it as an opportunity to build up
their resumes and develop a good
exhibition record.
Flaherty is currently the gallery
coordinator, and works with nine
student interns. This semester the
interns have alternated as acting
coordinator with Flaherty as a
general overseer.
A year ago the administration
questioned Flaherty's ability to
handle a project as large as the
artworks gallery. Since then vice
president for academic affairs. Dr.
Thomas Stanton. one of the original
skeptics, sent Flaherty a leter of
congratulations for the gallery's
success.
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Boy finds Rubens portrait in attic
Now art collector
Hv IWAYNE YANCEY
CHARLOTTESVILLE
The
17—year—old
boy
crawled into the attic of a
Mexico City art gallery just to
see what was there When he
came back out. he carried
with him a blackened canvas.
For no particular reason, he
had taken a fancy to it
The curator was only too
happy to get rid of the dirty
old painting He charged the
hoy $12 and sent him on his
way.
It turned out to be a Rubens.
Not only was it a Rubens,
but it may be the last portrait
the Flemish artist ever
painted To say it's • a
collector's item would be a
gross understatement.
"I figured if I can do it
once."the boy said years
later, "I can do it again."
And so he did Many times
over
That boy was Horace Burr,
a retired James Madison
University
communication
arts professor and now
university curator. Beginning
with his $12 Rubens, he put
together what is now one of
the most extensive private art
collections in the country, if
not the world.
He has pursued his hobby
through more than 100
countries, from
small
towns in Indiana to the black
market in Shanghai.
His home in ChaTlottesville
is a virtual museum. Every
room is so chocked full of
treasures that it resembles
the Louvre in miniature.
Even a simple task like
going to answer the phone "is
like going through a gallery."
Burr said.
The Rubens enjoys a
Firominent position in the
iving room. It is almost
overshadoweaV though, by a
collection of Chinese porcelain
from the Tang dynasty (618—
907) that Burr described as
"probably as good as there is
anywhere."
Or a piece of porcelain that
once belonged to Frederick
the Great.
Or
a
rare
urn
commemorating Napoleon
that has been the subject of
two doctoral dissertations.
Or an early American
painting Burr termed "one of
the most important pieces of
American art."
And that's just in one room.
In others, one literally cannot
turn around without bumping
into some type of valuable art
object.
Even the kitchen and
bathroom are galleries. Six
chairs Thomas Jefferson
designed for use during his
patio concerts, and other bits
of Americana, are in the
kitchen. A replica of a statue
found in the Vatican and gold
wallpaper
from
Japan
decorate the bathroom
On a quick tour of his
"live—in museum'' Burr
casually pointed out pieces
that would make any other art
collector turn green with
envy
Two elaborately—decorated
vases once owned by Louis
XIV The first pianoforte
Britain's George III ever
owned. A coronation portrait
of Spain's Phillip V. An oak
cupboard that once belonged
to the Holy Roman Emperor
Maximillian II

Most of Burr's collection,
however, is Oriental art. As a
child, he was so fascinated by
the Far East that he wanted a
Chinese brother He even
waited patiently outside the
house of a neighbor who was
expecting her fourth child
because he had read that
"every fourth child born in the
world is Chinese"
Among his many Oriental
pieces are paintings from the
Ming dynasty (1368-1644). a
wine vessel dating back to the
Han dynasty (206 B C-220
A.D.i and more Chinese
porcelain than one can
imagine
Burr also singled out one
painting "This is the best
piece of Japanese scroll
painting in America. The
Tokyo Museum has been
trying to buy it for years."
The granddaddy of his
entire collection, though, is a
massive piece of Japanese
porcelain ironically known as
"the Jefferson punchbowl."
"It's the most famous piece
of porcelain in America."
Burr said.
Six feet in circumference
and with a capacity of nine
gallons, the bowl was
originally made about 1680 as
a gift to a Japanese prince.
It eventually found its way.
via Holland or England, to
America where it became a
colonial conversation piece.
William Randolph once sold
Thomas Jefferson's father 200
acres in return for enough
(Continued on Page 10)
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Burr has led
'terribly full life'

A byiulHum i« Bam't haute
,w*v

Bv IW'AYNF VANCFY
CHARLOTTCSVILLE-He went to school with Walt Disney.
He studied privately with George Bernard Shaw.
He lived with Carl Sandburg one summer.
He was a Hollywood actor.
He sang in the chorus of the Metropolitan Opera.
He once directed on Broadway.
He once directed Lee Marvin.
He received the Medal of Honor from Emperor Hirohito.
He's listed in Who's Who as a sculptor.
He's got one of the country's best private art collections.
Only a handful of people can claim to have done any one of the
above items. But Horace Burr, a retired James Madison
University communication arts professor and now university
. curator, has done them all. And more.
When Burr says "it's been a terribly full life" he isn't kidding.
After growing up in Indiana and graduating from tiny DePauw
University. Burr set his sights on a theatre career and a master's
degree from the University of Southern California. "I thought
while I was studying drama, why not be a couple minutes from
Hollywood?"
The move paid off.
Movies were in their infancy then and whenever film makers
needed extras or special characters, they'd call up the USC
theatre department. Burr was one of those frequently used. His
first film was "Yank at Oxford." starring Robert Taylor who
later was Greta Garbo's leading man in "Camille."
"For many years. I didn't see a movie where I didn't know the
people in it." he said.
One of Burr's classmates at USC was Walt Disney. "We'd go out
for coffee after class." he said.
Burr won a theatre scholarship entitling him to a year's study
at Oxford University in England While there he worked with the
Nobel-prize winning playwright George Bernard Shaw.
After USC. Burr acted and directed in civic and professional
theatres throughout America. His trail took him to one summer
theatre in North Carolina.
"! had just arrived." Burr said, "and was being shown around.
We came onto this old mangy character stretched out under a
tree I shook his hand and after we had passed I asked my guide
'what was that?' He said, 'that's your leading man.' I thought 'oh,
no."
"I cast him as an old drunken sea captain. I told him I thought
he should be a character actor and give up trying to play leading
men roles. He was furious.
"But you know. I get a note of thanks from him each year. His
an me is Lee Marvin."
< Confined on Page lt>
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Children express their feelings through art
'I believe art must help people mentally'
By DENNIS SMITH
While walking down the
hall. I noticed a piece of white
construction paper hung on
the carolina-blue cinderblock
wall .Sand was glued to it in a
series of curious, geometric
shapes.
Later I passed a drawing of
a tree, which in its own blunt
style, reached out and seemed
to pull me closer. Beside it
was another piece of paper
with a green stick figure
walking toward a white blob,
distantly resembling an igloo.
This was Harriosnburg's
Spotswood Elementary School
and these drawings and
paintings were created by
artists from 6 to 12 years old.
They don't fall under any
particular movement, instead
they're simply
labeled
"Children's Art."
After seven years of
working
in
recreation
programs. I knew what
children's art looked like, but
I never really took a close
look.
I became interested with
this naive art, drawn by
original, naive artists.
I
began thinking how original
these works were, and
although they all involved
similar
media.
the
compositions and emotions
were expressed so differently.
I decided that if I didn't
know much about this type of
art. a person with less
exposure to it would know
nothing about it.
Ultimately. I came up with
five ideas, or devices, you
must understand to even
begin to consider yourself a
"children's art connoisseur."
This is for all the parents,
brothers, sisters, friends of
the family, and anyone else
who has been faced with
decoding what looks to you
like abstract, meaningless
images, into real live objects.
1 Limited skills Remember
children's artistic skills are
just beginning to develop, both
physically arid mentally. This
is what to look for if you're
. faced with the problem of
guessing what a child has
depicted.
Look for the most obvious
features of both the piece of
art and the object depicted.
For example, if the creature
has two large humps
anywhere near its back, it's
most likely a camel.
Children's eyes are not
trained to pick out the same
amount or types of details that
adults' are Look at the work
and decide which features are
the most apparent, then think
of what is around the child.
Children often exaggerate the
most obvious features.
However, this theory may
backfire What may be most
obvious to you. may not be the
most apparent to them.
Children are attracted by
different aspects of objects
than are adults. So try to
think like you would if you
were that child.
2Simpllcity-One thing that
may make it easier to
understand a child's creation
is the concept of simplicity.
No
matter
how
sophisticated today's youth
have become, they are still
children. A seven year old is
not going to depict an abstract
thought, although it may look

JOAN
EDWARDS,
STUDENT ART
TEACHER at Spotswood Elementary School.
gives aid to a young Picasso of the future.
Edwards believes that 'almost anything can be

used as materials in art these days ' and often
assigns projects where her students can 1»ring
in household items to use
Photo by Lawrence Emerson

as if he is trying to. "The
whole idea is to look at a work
by a child and take it for what
it is." said JMU art professor
Dr. Philip James. "They're
only children, and they have
limited knowledge of things,
so vou must respect that
fact"
Children are
greatly
affected by what they see
around them • It's wise to
consider what is readily
available to them. If that
fails, consider what they may
he watching on television.
3 Any medium gnes-In this
century, art has been exposed
to many new media. Almost
any type of material can be
used to create many different
effects
While observing Joan
Edwards, Spotwood's student
art teacher by way of JMU. I
.discovered just how .many
.different materials, can . be?.

used She taught three classes
and used different media in
each
She used scraps of paper
and waterpaints glued to
construction paper for her
second graders' project Her
mentally retarded, but
trainable. children worked
with sand and glue to form
different geometric shapes on
paper (they were studying
different geometric shapes in
their math class*
Finally, her fifth graders
used colored chalk and
detergent to make scenes of
eskimos, which coincided with
other class studies. The chalk
was used to form the scene,
while the detergent was mixed
lightly with water, forming a
white, pasty substance for the
snow.
Creativeness is the name of
this tune Almost anything
faying around your house can
helped.in *ppe project such

ns magazines and old
newspapers
Any kind of
granular substance can be
used to give texture to a work
Yes. even those old cans,
removed of all sharp edges, of
course, can be used in 3-D
works
"Almost anything can be
used as materials in art these
days." said Edwards. "With
the limited budgets in today's
schools, you almost have to
have projects that kids can
bring things from home to use,
or find things that aren't being
used hy the school."
If you're thinking of having
your child do art projects at
home, here are some ideas
Always have an emergency
box of glue, string, paper'cups
nnd plates, construction
paper, salt or sugar, some
dark, granular substance,
noodles, and scissors. These
are an endless amount of
things vou can create with, just
the* ten items

If your child is having a
birthday party, you could
have all the children make
their own party hats All it
requires is glue, paper cups,
string, water paints, and
noodles
(as decorative
devices)
The only thing that's
required is to be creative.
I^ook around the house and
find objects you've never
thought could be used in art.
and then experiment
A Expressiveness Children
learn to express their inner
dreams and emotions through
art. not words They find it
much easier to convey their
world when using tangible
materials, like paints and
scraps of paper
"It's very hard for children
to
express
themselves
verbally." said James "They
haven't
developed
the
vocabulary required to fully
express their feelings
''Vc&ti.* on P.ge *.
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s photography art? Who cares!
'It's like asking how many angels are onjthe head of a pin'
KRIS CMM.SON
Six prints in sequence, most out of
focus The subjects, a man and a
woman who are attacking each other
and knocking over furniture,
disappear by the last frame
It is
titled "People Eat People."
Another picture, this one life size
The photographer. Lynton Wells, has
printed his image on a human-size
linen, turning the photograph into a
sculpture
MY

A photograph of a corner in a room.
A photograph of a sunset.
A photograph of a bathroom
showing different values of the color
ereen
A photograph of the sun through
trees.
This is photography, but is it art?
Basically. yes The much debated

question of whether photography is
art is actually no longer relevant. On
might argue that an individual piture
is not art. but the argument through
time has transcended the debate over
whether the medium itself is art And
rightfully so
Artists, photographers, and critics
.dike agree that photography can be
art
"It's like painting." Dr. David
Diller. James Madison University art
department head said
"House
painters are not regarded as artists,
while other painters are artists. It's
not the medium, but rather the
handling of the medium that
determines if it is art."
"I consider it art." Diller said, "it is
offered in the art department."
"It is the general consensus that
photography is art." JMU art

instructor Steven Zapton said. "JMU
;ind Harrisonburg still don't believe
that, because they're 20 years behind.
Even in this department we may have
some antiquated people who think
that photography isn't art.
"It is, however, truly respected by
the people that count: major critics,
artists, aestheticians. museums and
gallery directors, and important
collectors."
The Metropolitan Museum of art in
New York City has a graphic art
department diplaying photography,
and the museums of Modern Art in the
same city has had a Department of
Photography since 1940.
Even a few years ago. a Chicago art
collector paid $35,000 for. a
daguerreotype (early photograph) of
Edgar Allan Poe.
Today, some
valuable photographs can command
up to $200,000. according to a 1974
article in Newsweek Magazine.
"The question is photography art
doesn't really make any difference
any more." Zapton said.
"If a
photograph connects and affects us on
a lot of different levels, it is art."
JMU art instructor Michael
Brodsky agrees with Zapton's "who
care?" attitude.
"Thequestion is photography art?*
is probably asked by someone who is
confused as to the nature of art. or
who is confused to what their
conceptions of what the naturte of art
is." Brodsky said "It's like asking
how,many angels are on a head of a

art critics and museum and gallery
directors try to decide the question for
the photographer and general public
alike
And here the symbolic
photograph wins the debate.
The pictures that win critical
awards and that hang on museum and
gallery walls are the ones that deal
with ideas and symbolic messages, as
opposed to "pretty" decoration. The
proof is on the walls.
The reason for the conflict of
opinion between the "art elite" and
the general public over what is art,
according to Zapton, is that the
general public is usually about 20 to 30
years behind the elites in accepting
something as art.
The history of photgraphy clearly
illustrates Zapton's theory
the
general public eventually catches up
to what the elites consider art, but
always long after the fact.
Art photography can be seen as
developing in three major trends,
according to many art historians: the
relating of esthetic photography to
other artistic mediums, especially
painting: recognition of the basic
qualities of photography and the use
of these qualities: and. the use of
photography as "an equivalent" of
the artist's thoughts ana emotions.
At the turn of the century, the
American photographer Arthur
Stieglitz launched a crusade to
convince both fellow photographers
and the public of the artistic
capabilities of the camara. Stieglitz

'It's not the medium, but the handling of
the medium that determines If It Is art'
pin? It's much more interesting to
ask what good art is about."
And that is where the argument is
today——whether an individual
picute is a work of art, instead of a
debate on the medium itself. Is a
photograph of people on a subway
art?, or is the picture of a setting sun
art?, or are both art?
"Sometimes it really disgusts me
when people try to push some things
off as art." JMU Public Information
Photographer Tommy Thompson
said
"I was beat out this one contest by
a photograph of a corner, Thompson
said "But, an artistic photograph
should say something to you without
the photographer having to explain
it"
"My view on art photography is if I
can understand it. I like it,"
Thompson said "It must appeal to
me in color and content."
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Other photographers, however,
may have somewhat broader
definitions of what an artistic
photograph is.
"An artist is concerned with more
than mere recording." Zapton said.
"He is interested in saying something
about the world and today: the image
expresses more of what we're about.
The artist is not concerned with the
ease of taking the picture, but with the
content "
"Too many people think things
should be classified." Zapton said.
"You can't classify a photograph as
art just one. two. three, four. The only
way people can realy learn what is art
is involvement in what art is all
about."
"And to understand art. one has to
.make deep confrontations with
oneself, something a lot of people
can't handle, he said. "Basically, art
is up to individual perceptions."
While photographers argue over the
"Pretty picture" photograph versus
mV'SWmhoftf mes&ge^VphoWgraphr

founded his own magazineand gallery
to diplay his work and that of his
colleagues, since conventional
establishments refused to accept the
photograph as art.
Of course 30 years later, when the
public had finally accepted the
"painterly" photographs of Stieglitz
as art, photographers such as Walker
Evans and Dorthea Lange had
already turned to the innate
characteristics of the camera to
produce art. and were recording the
"plight of Americans" during the
depression and World War II This
was also the beginning of the era of
Life and Look magazines.
In the late 1950's and the 60's. with
life being accepted as an artistic
showcase, photographers like Robert
Frank, Diane Arbus, and Ralph
Gibson had once again forged ahead*
of the general public by delving into
the profound, stark, and emotional
photograph
In the last 10 to 15 years, the first
photographs were allowed entrance
into many of the popular museums
and galleries, and the pictures of
Arbus and Frank are just now really
being considered art by the general
Today one thing is certain,
however, and that is that photography
can be art. The only point for debate
now is whether a certain photograph
is good art or not.
By this debate, photography has
truly reached the level of the other
artistic mediums, since even they
must continually defend their estetic
innovations to the general public.
Even the work of Vincent Van Gogh
was no appreciated until after his
death, and that is the rule, not the
exception.
Brodsky has perhaps the definitive
guide for us in judging what is art:
"Successful art is a combination of
both concept ^jnA craft .regardless, of.
'••oMhe medium' used
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Nude models present a challenge to artists
'No one wanted to admit to being embarrassed'
Bv SUSAN TERPAY
A class of drawing students
is scattered in a semi—circle
about the room, sitting or
standing at their easels. Light
streams through the windows
as the professor wanders
about, choosing certain
drawings and remarking on
them.
A model walks in and poses
as if she is reaching into the
air to catch something. The 16
students flip to the next sheet
and begin working on the new
pose
The model is nude.
Nude models are a common
sight today in many drawing
classes.
Linda Harding, a junior art
education major at James
Madison University described
herself as "startled, slightly
embarrassed" when first
called upon to draw a nude
model.
"No one wanted to admit
that thev were embarrassed
by the models." she said. "We
were trying to act grown—up.
pretending it was no big deal.
"But vou get over it. When
a model gets up there, it loses
its personality and becomes a
mass of curves and planes, an
object to be drawn. Not a
nude body—just a body."
The JMU art department

began using nude models in
1971
"Most large universities
with large art departments
use nude models in their
painting
and
drawing
classes."
according
to
Kenneth
Szmagaj.
an
assistant art professor here.
The art department has
about 30 active nude models
on file. They are often found
through classified ads in The
Breeze and the Harrisonburg
Daily News-Record.
The department advertises
off—campus in order to find
models with different type
bodies, according to art
professor Jerry Coulter.
"Most students, or at least
those who want to model, have
the same kind of build." he
said "We want old people and
fat people. We'd do offcampus even if we had more
than enough student models."
Student models this year
are paid $2.50 per hour and
off—campus models are paid
$3 5fl The department hopes
to pay all models $4.50 per
hour next year. Coulter said.
About half the models
.JMU uses are students.
Others are artists, dancers, or
townspeople. Most model for
only a short time in order to
earn money Keeping a steady

flow of models is thus a
problem
for
the
art
depart fnent
One model is JMU senior
Pam Treakle. who began
modeling in Massachusets at
17 to earn 'extra money." She
said she did not feel
uncomfortable the first time
she modeled
Treakle
said
the
atmosphere at JMU is
"completely academic in the
classroom No one has ever
come up to me and said
anything after class."
According to Szmagaj, nude
models are used because they
"present a challenge."
"It is a figure with a great
deal of complexities and
subtleties." he said.
In his drawing classes,
Szmagaj uses 30—second
gestures or scribble drawings.
The idea is to get a form.
Definite lines are not used.
Sometimes the students watch
the pose for 10 seconds and
then close their eyes to draw—
-just to get a feel for the
movement in the drawing.
"Nude modelr, help to teach
muscle structure," said
Harding."Drawing nudes
increases your ability to draw
a clothed figure. You learn
what the body is doing on the
figure underneath."

* Collection
(Continued from Page «)
punch to fill the bowl: hence
its name.
William Henry Harrison
inherited the "greatte basin"
and took it with him to the
Northwest Territory where
the Indians drank from it to
ratify treaties with the white
man.
The bowl went to the White
House
when
"Old
Tippecanoe"
became
president in 1841 and returned
there with his grandson
Benjamin
(1889—1893).
Afterwards, though, it was
relegated to an heir's attic
and obscurity.
Burr chanced upon it one
Sunday afternoon in an
antique shop in his native
Indiana and gleefully added it
to his collection.
Since then, the historic bowl
has been a much soughtafter commodity, by both
governments and museums.
"The White House has
wanted it for some time."
Burr said. "Jacqueline
Kennedy wanted it and
President Nixon wrote me
about it." And Japan wanted
to buy it to present to the
United - States
as
a
bicentennial gift.
He mused that someday the
bowl probably will end up in
the White House But for the
present it's his.
Burr's interest In art began
at an earfy age.
As a boy. he lived across the
street for two old ladies. But
these were not ordinary
spinsters
one was a
painter,
the
other
a sculptor
v
and some of their works could
be found in 4he Louvre and
- National Hall of Fame.
They fostered the young

Burr's appreciation for art
and helped him determine the
authenticity of the Rubens he
brought back from Mexico
City
"That
started
my
downfall," laughed Burr.
Ever since then he's been
coHecting.
The thrill of collecting. Burr
said, is finding something
valuable and being able to
recognize it. The recognition
requires many hours of study
but the finding involves
mostly luck.
"They say every shop has
one great bargain." Burr said.
"I think it's fun to try to find
it"
Sometimes that search has
taken him well off the beaten
track followed by many art
collectors.
Although requesting that
values not be printed, he noted
that some of his best pieces
were bought at ridiculously
low prices in back street shops
in Shanghai.
Like the punchbowl, the
shop owners didn't realize just
how valuable the pieces were.
But Burr did.
"It was just available." he
said. "That's the secret to any
collection, Be at the right
place at the right time "
Like China before World
Wnr II That's when he bought
many of his more famous
Oriental pieces
China was off the gold
standard then and anxious for
American dollars Taking
advantage of this. Burr was
able to parlay $30 m American
money on the Shanghai black
market into enough cash to
hring back eight trunks.at
valuable Oriental antiques.
That's why Burr finds the

joy of collecting to be more
than simply knowing he has a
valuable piece of art.
"Whenever you look at a
piece, you th nk of where you
got it. who yi u were with, and
what funny thing happened
bringing it back." he said.
"Almost every piece has a
long story behind it"
Part of the reason Burr's
collection is so impressive is
the philosophy he has about
the hobby—always try to
buv the best
"I've bought things I had no
business buying or things I
didn't especially want." he
said, "but because I knew it

was the best. I bought it "
* Burr noted that there's one
big catch about collecting—'
the cost. At one time, he said.
it was possible to buy
important pieces relatively
cheaply because dealers often
didn't realize how valuable
they were. That has changed
andinflation has also taken its
toll
"Now even small things are
terribly expensive," he said.
"Peopie are being cheated out
of the thrill of collecting."
The danger of theft also
confronts art collectors.
Although he has sought to
maintain a low public profile.

Burr is well-known is art
circles Art associations and
historical societies frequently
tour his house and the Rolls
Royce Club will stop by during
its spring garden week
pilgrammage
To foil would-be art thieves,
Burr has his entire collection
scrupulously catalogued and
registered with national
associations
So far, he's been the target
of two burglaries but said
nothing of consequence was
lost either time.
Said Burr. "I've always
thought I've had better taste
than burglars."

on "3fi Centuries of the
Japanese Nation."
The Japanese government
shipped Burr an "entire
library" to work from.
Emperor Hirohito sent
Burr the Japanese Medal of
Honor for his efforts--17 days
hefore Pearl Harbor. "Never
have I gotten so little from
anything as I did that
medal." Burr said
In the 1950s Burr decided to
take up sculpting He took
private lessons from a New
York artist "He said I had
talent and that 1 should study
in Europe." Burr said
So at an age when most
men .ire looking toward
retirement. Burr headed off
for the Fine Arts Academy in
Italy Today, he's listed in
Who's.,Who.fnti hjsj Opting
His wife Helen, a former
Brojidwav actress, is also

listed in Who's Who-and
twelve other types of Who's
Who
In 1955. Burr and his wife
moved to Charlottesville.
where she taught at the
University of Virginia.
Burr soon became head of
the local art association and
set about rounding up "the
most impressive honorary
hoard ever assembled "
Among its members were
Herbert
Hoover. John
Kennedy Pablo Cassals.
William
Faulkner, and the
Kim1 and Queen of Sikkim. a
tinv Himalayan nation since
;innr\ed by India They used
to sond Burr a Christmas
twosont every year and even
invited him to a special
.,mi\iver,sary. relehratynn
"It's Keen an interesting
life " Burr said Yes. it has

t

* Burr
(Continued from Page 7)
One
summer.
while
teaching at New York
University. Burr asked the
Metropolitan Opera director
if he could sit in on rehearsal
to study his technique.
The director frowned on a
stranger watching rehearsal
hut invited Burr to audition
for the chorus.
So he did, even though he
had never sung before. He
just moved his lips and the
director never noticed he
wasn't making any sound He
was cast and wasn't
discovered until three years
later
On one of his many trip to
the Orient. Burr once lived
with the Japanese Secretary
nf Culture Impressed with
^bwjflnest's knowJedge nf the
Far East, the secretary
asked Kurr to write a thesis
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Problems of building a theatrical set:

Lack of time, experience plague 'techies'
B> STFVF SNVDER
"Right now we're just
letting the basic construction
of the set wit of the way We
haven't had any big problems,
just minor ones
We've
established Fehrunry !»th as
the day the set will he
finished "
•lim Alexander Techniral
l> i r e e t o r
for
"Oklahoma VMstnuarv 2!».
I«r7»
"We've got more manpower
this year than we did last
vear We have a very good
chance of having the set up by
next weekend "
Sue Senita. Set Designer for
"Oklahoma!" Fehruary *-.
I!»7«»
At 5:00 p.m.. the set for this
year's musical. "Oklahoma!"
was completely finished. AH
he scenery was built and inplace. and all the finishing
touches had been added.
Unfortunately, the date was
February 20 and the show
would open only three hours
later
This meant that all the
technical workers (commonly
referred to as "techies") for
the show, plus actors and
actresses from the cast who
had been drafted into service,
had worked right up until the
last minute, including weekends and several all-nighters.
Where had the plans gone
awry?
"Actually.
that
was
normal." said Technical
Director Alexander, following
the completion of the show.
"Every show I've worked, on
here has gone right down to
the wire We haven't had a
really finished-looking set
since I've been here."

unscathed
Another major problem that
the
technical
crew
encountered early was the
construction of the large
house that was on stage
during most of the show. The
problem began with bad
lumber.
"We built the house in
different stages, from the

bottom up."explained
Alexander. "We had to work
with warped lumber on the
bottom part, so we couldn't
square it properly.
As a
result, we had to make more
compromises on each ensuing
level and it took a lot of time.
We could have finished that
house in one-third the time it
took if we had been able to
square the bottom part."
Those who saw the show will
recall that the scenery wjs
moveable. and that all the set
changes between the scenes
were done by cast members,
right in front of the audience
This was Senita's idea
because. "I can't stand a
curtain 'going down between
every scene). It slows down
the pace of the show. Every
set piece is either on casters
i rolling wheels) or hung from
the fly system. We can move
anything at will and that
makes . construction a lot
easier."
The'moveable scenery
contributed heavily to the
unrealistic look of the show as
a whole Alexander agreed
with Senita's unrealistic
concept, saying that "it was
the only way to make the show
work The production itself is
unrealistic, so we just made a
joke of it. played along with
that feeling People (in the

wouldn't want that. We could
probably use an experienced
person whose sole job is to
supervise the scene shop and
set construction. Then again,
that would lessen the practical
experience of the student
technical directors."
Whatever the solution, the
inexperience of the scene shop
workers is obvious.
"We had to rebuild just
about every set piece from
"Oklahoma!" because things
weren't
done
right
originally."
continued
Alexander.
"There were
problems with inexperienced
people following plans. I know
when I was the technical
director for "La Perichole"
last year. I was a lot less
experienced than I am now.

And it shows. This set looked
a lot better than that one did."
Although seemingly an
unsolvable problem.
Alexander sees hope next
school year, when the theatre
department gains tighter
control of Latimer-Sehaeffer
Theatre, leading to more and
better shop hours. This year
the shop hours were 9-12
Monday. Wednesday and
Friday." and 12-7 Tuesday and
Thursday.
"Under
that
system,
Monday. Wednesday and
Friday were wasted days,"
Alexander said,
a
bit
disgusted. "By the time you
got something built, it was
time to cleanup and get out of
there." .
He savors the tentative

prospect of a 12-7 workday,
each day of the week next
year, saying" that will give us
about an extra week-and-ahalf for each set. and that's all
we'll need. It'll give us more
time to play, more time to
make mistakes, and to learn
from our mistakes, instead of
just being told how to do
something.
"The way it is now, we're
told how to build things the
one particular way that fits
the situation, and we often
don't understand why or have
time to learn the alternatives.
When you get out in the real
world, you have to know all
the alternatives, and which
one fits the situation you're
in."

'We haven't had a finished
looking set since I've been here'
I first spoke to Alexander in
January, as the building of the
set was just commencing.
They had already been slowed
somewhat by the Edward
Albee
presentations
in
Latimer-Sehaeffer Theatre,
but Alexander said they were
"getting limited things done,
enough to keep the shop
assistants and technical
theatre students busy "
He noted the arbitrary
deadline date, stating that
"we want to give Sue plenty of
time to put on the finishing
touches "
Shortly thereafter. I began
hearing rumors of a near-fatal
accident during the set
construction, which left a shop
assistant
dangling
Krecariously above the stage,
anging by a piece of rope.
The rope had been attached to
the massive (17 ft. by 44 ft..400
lbs ) tree drop that formed the
back of the set. which had
fallen to the LatimerSehaeffer stage.
"What caused that is a basic
problem we have here with
our fly system." theorized
Alexander. "It's not easy to
transfer a 4on lb. unit from one
battan to another. But it could
happen with any piece of
Wenery ."
The tree drop just wasn't
ed
on
the
battan
jht "stated Senita. "and the
brake on the fly sustem let go.
We just patched it up."
Fortunately, the dangling
shop
assistant
escaped

audience) tend not to question
a show like this aesthetically,
if it is presented in an
unrealistic manner. Sure, we
may have gone out on a limb,
but we're here to take chances
and learn things."
Learn things? Ah yes. this
is an institution of higher
learning.
but
within
Alexander's last statement
lies the Catch-22 type of
problem that faces the
technical directors and their
crews More experienced help
is needed to prevent the
slowdown of set construction,
but more experienced help
would limit the number of
students who get to learn by
doing, and might just make
student technical directors
and set designers obsolete.
"Most everyone's still being
trained while we're building
the
set."
Alexander
reiterated, "and we've got
five things going on at once.
When a spontaneous problem
arises, who do you ask? Me?
Sue? Phil (Grayson, facultymember head of the scene
shop and technical director
for the WHOLE school)?
There's seldom a general
consensus of how to solve a
spontaneous problem.
An
inexperienced shop assistant
might be told to fix a problem
one way by one person, and
then someone else comes
along and says 'What are you
doing?'
"You almost have to have
parental guidance, but we

TIIF WORK IS ENDLESS, as .IMU students
work diligently to get the 'Oklahoma!' set up

hy opening night.
Photo by Lawrenco E
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Davey Marlon Jones trades tact for style
By DEAN HONEYCl'TT
Davey Marlon Jones has what it
takes to be eccentric.
He looks at you with Barney Google
eyeballs framed by fat black glasses
and a weirdo hairdo that makes you
wonder: Does he or doesn't he? He
sports a Groucho mustache and a
Twainish suit with a slept-in look. And
that voice. It sounds like his larynx
went through a garbage disposal
while
undergoing
hormone
treatments

Afceue, %*m ftfcito a
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He's a packrat for trivia and he's
enviably comfortable with obscure
references. He drops names like
bombs.
His smile, which sort of creeps its
way around his mustache, usually
accompanies some blunt and abrasive
remark.
He's a critic. Tact is not a critic's
strongest selling point. Style is.
Jones certainly has this, and although
he's not eccentric, he's definitely
different. Different enough to bug the

hell out of a lot of people
Jones gets in to 20 letters a week,
some to his cramped Washington
office in the WDVM studio on 40th and
Brandywine, but mostly to WDIV, a
Detroit television station owned by
Post-Newsweek. "I would guess in
Detroit there has been no opportunity
to get used to me yet." he speculates.
"There is the same kind of'the
Martians have invaded' reaction to us
here
"But usually the people who hate
you will not write you. They will write
someone else
"One woman," he
remembers."wrote a letter that said
'Fire him. He disagrees with me.'
Back in the old days, when I first
started working for Post-Newsweek,
my stuff was syndicated to their
station in Florida, and I used to get
loads of hate mail every time I panned
John Wayne
"And in Detroit i did a very brief
review-very short even by television
standards-talking about the fact that
I thought the orangutan named Clyde
was better than the actor named
Clint. And I got. I guess, 35 hate
letters out of it."
Davey Marlon Jones doesn't just
review a film He holds it up to the
light. And. like any other critic, he
sometimes burns it. Unlike other
critcs, he has been known to write a
film title on an index card, tear it
asunder, and flip the pieces over the
shoulder with the nonchalance, and
expertise, of a magician
The cards don't flip and flutter to
the studio floor like crippled balsa
wood airplanes They fly like bullets.
It's something he learned as a
traveling magician Any critic knows
how to tear a performance to
pieces.but only a magician knows how
to make those pieces fly like bullets.
An outrage to some, his antics seem to
make his opinions more convincing
Jones started out while a high
school student in Winchester. Indiana.
His father helped him pack his magic
act and drove him to theatres, clubs
. and high schools up to 3nn miles away,
managing to get his son back in time
for school
"We traveled bv rocket," Jones

insists "Basically I just...did it."
'"Any child of seven can master this
in 15 minutes,'" the magic manuels
proclaimed, "and here I was. 11 years
old and it was taking me 13. 14 hours
The hands did not work naturally and
I didn't have a natural act. I didn't
know it at the time, but it turned out to
he a traveling comedy magic act
because people kept laughing at me. I
started making it look as if it were
planned that way
"The hand is not quicker than the
eye." he recites. "It just does things
the eye is not accustomed to
watching " If that sounds like it was
lifted out of a book, it probably was.
Jones' one and only book is about
magic, and he couldn't remember the
name of it.
"I went to college with the idea of
taking the rough edges off my magic

'Fire him,
he disagrees
with me'
act. and fell in love with the theatre.
And all during that period I would see,
for the sheer joy of it. a minimum of
three films a week " He's done this
since he was four years old. but he
really got "baptised" with the classic
films when he was at Antioch College
and Wayne State University, where he
could catch the ones he didn't have a
chance to see in Winchester.
And he never walked out on any of
them unless he had to.
"On moral principle," the critic
insists "No matter how rotten the
film, because somebody may do
something right in the last 38 seconds
and it may be worth talking about. On
the other hand, something that's
terrific and gliding along-one doesn't
walk out on that at the end of the first
hour and say 'Marvelous.'"
There isn't a lot to shout about in the
film business these days. "I think it's
an incredible state of flux,
particularly due to the fact that it's
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... Need for blockbusters greater
making so bloody much money right
now Monetarily, not quite the same
as economically, there is a bigger
cash turnover in the business than
there ever has been in the history of
film The profits, I think, for the big
movie maker? aren't up that much
because of a variety of reasons.
"The whole idea of turning out
many different films and each film
turning up a small profit died about
the same time that the release of
movies through the major chain
movie theatres was stopped by the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act Back in the
old days, you could be the worst actor
in the world and you'd know for a fact
that you'd play 526 movie houses. And
that's no longer the case.
"Consequently, the need for blockbusters becomes greater, and
consequwently they try to cover the
bets, and usually the way the bets are
covered is by their trying to repeat
whatever yesterday's success is. So
the sense of adventure isn't very
high"
"Lord of the Rings." for instance, is
a block-buster that should have
bombed, but didn't. "Oh, loathed it,
just loathed it. I'm rather fond of
what Tolkien tries to do. but I'm
rather upset with what I thought was
a kind of supermarket approach to try
to pull a lot of fast bucks. And they're
succeeding."
he
concludes,
flabbergasted
"I had the feeling word of mouth
was bad on it. but not bad enough to
kill it Because that's the toughest
critic of all. Yeah. boy. That's the one
that really matters The rest of us
come and go."
He claims 36 of them have come and
gone since 1971. when he began, by
happy accident, to work for PostNewsweek This media conglomerate
owned WDVM (WTOP) then, but had
to give it up when the Federal
Communications Commission began
regulating cross-media ownership.
Now Post-Newsweek owns a
television station in Detroit and pays
Jones to broadcast reviews. And he's
still working for WDVM. which had
»

■ ■

'

'

'

'

the good sense to hold onto him.
He was invited to take over the
station's criticism department by a
vice-president of Post-Newsweek.
who was a student of the Washington
Theatre Club where Jones teaches.
He ad-libbed a movie review and
was hired. It always seems to work
that way. and style or no. it was a
matter of being in the right place at
the
right
time.
It's been seven years. No other
Washington television critic has been

Add to that the buckets and gizmos
for prqps. the magical teasers, and a
showman's approach and you have an
outlandish mixture of criticism and
entertainment: happy-talk cynicism.
"Quite often you can get folks to
listen, and sometimes maybe even
think, through laughter. It means
that one can't when one is trying to
hand down stone tablets.
"Whatever I use on the air is an
extension of the living process, with
the actual act of putting it together, of

Quite often you can get folks to listen,
and sometimes maybe even think.,.
able to match Jones for staying
power. It is his energy, his tireless
devotion to film and the performing
arts, that has kept him on Washington
tubes for seven years. But he's rather
self-effacing when it comes to his
reputation
"One way or another, they just
haven't found me out yet. Just do it
with enough zing and zeal, and
continue to try and learn, and maybe
vou'll hang oh a while."
Jones never thinks of other critics
as competitors. "I mean, I really
don't My job is to do my job. and the
residual, really, is for people to watch
and care and maybe be touched by
what I say Not necessarily agree.
That is not the essence. What is of the
essence is that one way or another,
they not be indifferent. Because
indifference is the enemy of whatever
it is I'm trying to do."
And what does he do? Does he
criticize or entertain? His bald
statements and brutal metaphors on
the air should indicate that Jones is a
pretty good marksman as a critic.
You can't miss with a shotgun. But
because his statements are so bald,
and his metaphors so brutal, they are
naturally entertaining.
»■'■■".

———■——>■»——

editing the film, of choosing the
words, and that-I take that very
seriously. I really do not, on the other
hand, think I'm God's answer to
anything."
He still likes what Alexander Pope
said "a bunch of centuries ago," and
that is: "What are they doing? Do
they do it well? Is it worth doing?"
He adds with certainty: "So often I
think criticism doesn't answer the
first question of what event
transpired."
In answering that, "Ideally one
should talk some about what
environment the thing took place in. I
mean, dramas in the '60s took on a
very special aura simply because we
went
through
three
major
assasinations in five years. That had
a great deal to do with the way people
looked at things. In the two years that
followed the Nixon resignation there
were dozeas of films like "Airport
75" and "Towering Inferno" where
we are all in a disaster that somehow
is not our fault. The pilot is dead and
somehow Karen Black is going to
have to get us through it."
We've survived two world wars and
we live with the threat of a third
(Continued on Page 23)
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Music majors like foof ball players
Concentration, stamina required
By CTTTll ARMSTRONG
First there are try-outs. If you don't
get cut. there's lots of practice. If
you're good enough, you may get a
starting position. But you can't relax,
because there's always some rookie
behind you. waiting to steal your job.
Sound like the thoughts of a varsity
football player?
Actually, it's the kind of
atmosphere found in the music
department at JMU.
Although JMU music majors do not
go through the physical contact that
football players must endure,
musicians require an equal amount of
concentration and stamina while
honing their craft.
Plus the
competition for positions is fiercer
than with their football counterparts,
and the rewards are less obvious.
Music majors do not wear varsity
jackets.
The rigors of being a music major
begin before the student is .even
accepted at JMU.
To be accepted as music majors,
potential JMU students mast apply
for an audition appointment This
application requests information such
as the applicant's major and minor
areas of performance, the number of
years experience in each area, the
number of years of private
instruction, names of private music
teachers, performance experience
and repertoire.
Applicants are required to
demonstrate their musical potential
and ability through an audition in
their musical concentration, as well
as by passing a musical aptitude test
and piano placement evaluation.
Students granted an audition for
JMU's music department must follow
one of four groups of guidelines,
depending upon their musical
concentration
According to the department's
student handbook, all voice majors
must have two musical selections
prepared, "of contrasting styles and
character at a comfortable level of
difficulty." It is also recommended
that these selections be classical in
nature.
Instrumental students are required
to fulfill the same guidelines as voice
students, with their respective
instruments.
Piano students mast demonstrate
their ability in a moderately fast
tempo of either major scales, minor
scales, or major arpeggios. They
must also be able to play portions
from such selections as Bach's
"Inventions." dementi's
"Sonatinas." and some of the easier
pieces of Chopin and Debussy, as well
as contemporary piano pieces.
Finally, prospective piano majors
must perform a sight reading
exercise.
Organ majors must go through the
same steps as piano majors. Their
repertoire must include at least one
piece from Bach, as well as a piece of
contrasting style. The contrasting
[liece mast be chosen from a specified
ist
Keep in mind that all this is before a
music applicant is even accepted at
JMU
Upon acceptance, masic majors
work toward the Bachelor of Music or
Bachelor of Music Education degree.
A Music Concentration or a Music
Minor are available to Elementary
Education majors or students with
other majors, respectively.
All JMU music majors must
complete the 43-hour general studies
program and a 27-hour core program
of music courses common to both the
Bachelor of Music degree and the
Bachelor of Music Education degree.
The remaining hours are specified
under the various concentrations.
Only three hours are available for
elective credit.
The Bachelor of Music .degree is,
specifically designed for students in

JTfcKic
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three
specialized
areas:
performance.
theory
and
composition, and music management.
The Bachelor of Music Education
degree is primarily for those
preparing to teach instrumental or
vocal music in -elementary and
secondary schools.
Its broad
background makes this degree also
applicable to church music, private
lessons, work in the music industry,
and graduate music study.
Students who intend to earn either.
of the above-mentioned degrees take
courses during their freshman year

on to a Masters degree in either
special education and music, or music
therapy
Students desiring to take a music
minor are required to take 33 credit
hours This includes the three hour
general studies requirement of Music
200 (Music in General Culture) or
Music 201 (Introduction to Music
Literature) While a minor in music
will prove helpful to any education
students, the minor does not qualify a
student to teach music in Virginia
public schools

present a private performance
examination at the end of each
semester
The performance
examination will consist of a
comprehensive review of prepared
literature displaying the student's
current level of performing ability
and musicianship
"A faculty jury will evaluate the
student's progress and correlate the
performance with the
-recommendations of the Academic
Review Committee
From this,
suggestions will be made in reference
to the student's future potential as a

Applicants are required to demonstrate
their

potential and ability through

an audition in their musical concentration,
as well as by passing a musical aptitude test
and piano placement evaluation
that are common to both degrees.
Consequently, the courses are basic
music core requirements'and general
studies classes.
At the end of the first year, these
students are able to apply for
admission to either of the degree
programs. They are then evaluated
on the basis of "performance, talent,
and promise for future success as a
performer, college-level teacher,
composer or music-basiness person,"
according to the handbook.
Music education majors will find
available jobs in the special education
and therapy fields, should they minor
in specjaI education They can ajso go

In addition to a fine Music Minor
program, the JMU music department
offers a graduate degree program.
Like the undergraduate school, the
graduate school is fully accredited by
the National Association of Schools of
Music Students planning to major in
music for their graduate degree must
have majored in music while earning
their undergraduate degree.
Likewise, graduate music minors are
expected to have minored in music in
undergraduate school
The handbook also states that "all
music majors taking lessons in their
major applied area and primary
minor applied area are required to

music major or minor, and written
evaluations will become a part of the
student's permanent record "
The Academic Review Committee
chooses to approve or disapprove the
■•Indents* application, or place the
•Indent on probation Students placed
on probation may not take advanced
courses, except in applied music. If a
•indent remains on probation for
more than two semesters, he or she
will not be permitted to continue as a
■music major
Students whose
applications are disapproved may not
continue as music majors However,
they may appeal for reconsideration.
(Continued on Page 22)
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From 'tipple-flute' to synthesizer
School sports variety of unusual musical instruments
By KRIS CARLSON
They sound as strange as they look, and they are
as uncommonly heard as they are seen. They
haunt the music of today with notes from the past.
They represent an unusual side of the music
department here, a side that is obscured in
cobwebs of old: a side of hand-built pianos and
ancient instruments.
These unusual instruments, used for teaching,
performances, and personal enjoyment, serve as
models of the changes of musical instruments from
the Renaissance until today. From the recorder to
the Rarnque flute to the forte-piano to the
synthesizer of today-they produce a harmony
from the notes of musical history for the students
and faculty of ,IMU.
'Fipple-flute'
The oldest instrument here is the 'fipple-flute.' or
recorder This Renaissance instrument is not
taught to students or used in any class, although
several students here, along with a few professors,
own recorders
The recorder looks like a long whistle and is
usually made of rosewood or boxwood, although
some are plastic. It usually has seven holes
underneath and one on the bottom. To play it, it is
held to the mouth perpendicular to the body. The
sound it produces is "soft, mellow and round,"
according to Dr. Roddy Amenta of the geology
department, who has been playing the recorder
since 1971.
Amenta said he plays the recorder for personal
enijoyment and because he likes "ancient musicMedieval. Renaissance, and Raroque."
An inexpensive plastic recorder can be bought
for Sin, wrrile professional recorders made from
exotic woods range up to $150, according to

l.»R. STFVF BCCIIWW of the music
departineni^ispla^s^lhe^fJM-tr piano tn» tattle

Amenta, who owas two recorders of his own
Dr Robert Atkins of the chemistry department,
also plays the recorder < he was introduced to it by
Amenta*
He also has a fondness for Renaissance and
Raroque music, and feels that the best way to
listen to music of that era is on one of the
instruments it was clayed on then.
The flute gradually took the place of the
recorder, a more powerfully projecting
instrument
The early ones, known as
"Transverse flutes." were also made of boxwood
or rosewood, but were held across the player's
body transversely
This past August, the JMU music department
purchased a replica of a Baroque flute in order to
expose students to an instrument from the 16501750's. and for performance and practice of music
from that period
Carol Kneibusch. flute instructor, taught herself
to play it originally, and now instructs students in
its use. as well as performing on it in the JMU
Baroque Arts Trio
This flute is made of boxwood, crafted by a flutemaker, and cost about $350 (a silver flute today
costs $1500-$2000). The entire fingering system of
the Raroque flute is different, since it has only one
kev. and is played by merely covering different
holes to produce the different notes.
It is also different in that it has two "corps de
change." or middle joints. The second middle joint
produces a different pitch, and was needed
because pitch was not standardized until 1917,
whereas traveling flautists of old had to be able to
play different pitches in different towns.
Although it can't be played with any real speed,
the sound of the Baroque flute is much more

from a kit
i i

mellow than a modern flute. The flute would sound
strange playing a modem composition, so it is
basically limited to music of that era.
"It's like if you walk downtown now with a superduper mini-skirt on, that's out of style now,"
Kneibusch said "And this flute is a whole two
centuries out of style."
The resurgence in interest in the Baroque flute is
due to the recent translation of a German book on
how to play it into English
llsind-huilt piano
The next oldest unusual instrument here is the
replica of a 17R4 Stein forte-piano, hand-built bv
Dr Steve Buchannan of the music department.
The piano was invented in 1709 and was
originally similiar to the harpsichord, which had
been invented in the 14th century.
The lorte-piano, the piano used by Mozart, is
much smaller than a modern piano. It is about
seven feet wide, has only five octaves and a
keyboard only H-9 inches tall.
the sound of the forte-piano is closer to that of
the harpsichord: the notes are soft and thin, and
don't last very long. They are "fragile and
metallic." and have an "energetic brilliance," not
found in regular pianos, said Buchanan.
Buchanan built his forte-piano from a kit, which
virtually anyone can order, costing about $1400,
plus packing and shipping costs. The kit contains a
"large pile of lumber." plans and diagrams, and
the keyboards and strings. Various kits are
available, with some having more of the work
already completed than others.
"Most of it is just cabinet making," Buchanan
said. "It boils down to taking funny-angled joints,
planning and filing, and fitting them together. It's
painstaking and it takes a long time."
Buchanan recently finished his forte-piano, after
two years of building, and is just now learning how
to play it It has some "bizarre and peculiar
properties." he said, one of which being that it has
only one pedal, which is attached beneath the
keyboard and must be played with the knee.
Forte-pianos are'quite rare,"Buchanan said,
and ' are a whole new area of "practice
performance." or playing a dated piece of music
on the instrument it was originally written on for.
Harpsichords are not as rare today as the fortepiano, and are usually built from kits,
too.Buchanan is currently building a replica of a
Flemish harpsichord-his third hand-built
harpsichord.
Oboe
While all of Buchanan's instruments are
replicas, the oboe owned by Dr. Ben Wright of the
music department is an original from the turn of
this century
Although the oboe can't be played because of a
large crack in it. Wright still uses it as a display
teaching tool, since the fingering system on it is
different from the modern oboe.
"In performance, its value is zip," Wright said.
"As an antique and teaching apparatus, it is
invaluable."
Synthesizer
For another unusual instrument used here,one
can jump to the electronic synthesizer,invented in
the late 1950's, to aid musicians in composing.
JMU has several synthesizers, and although it is
required only for music composition students,
many other students learn to play it on their own
The synthesizer comes in several varieties,
ranging from sophisticated to simple, and from
composer-oriented to performance-oriented. JMU,
has "in-between" models, according to Dr. James
Kurtz, coordinator of instrumental music here,
who teaches the synthesizer to students.
Kurtz first brought the synthesizer to JMU about
five years ago, and has since built an electronic
music studio around them, which consists of the
synthesizers, tape recorders, amplifiers, monitors,
and speaker; to compose and record music
Synthesizers can create a variety of sounmds by
using the basic elements of tonal quality and mixing
themtogether. They can duplicate almost any
sounds: sirens, ocean birds, water dripping, or
other musical instruments; or they can create new
sounds or "colors" of sounds, Kurtz said.
For performance playing, they are used often by
rock groups, and sometimes in classical chamber
music, (music meant for a relatively small room).
The original purpose of the synthesizer, however,
was for composing and it is still used very much for
that.
The history of music of course contains many
more nstruments than these few, and undoubtedly
more Unusual ones. However these instruments are
from a different side of the musical line than the
ordinary instruments of the JMU Marching Dukes,
and they do deserve recognition for their value in
exposing
JMU students and faculty to notes of the
1
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Guitars
For dabblers or virtuosos
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By IH AN IIONFYCFTT
"After you've been playing
for 15 years, you just sort of
pick it up and just sort of step
right into the groove, you
know what I mean?"
That's
Pete
Miller
explaining what it's like to
teach a classical guitar
student how to handle a run. to
give beginning jazz guitarists
a feel for the fretboard, and to
guide a strumming horde of
early childhood education
majors through a really slow
version of some Pete Seeger
ballad, all in one day
James
Madison
University's guitar
curriculum is one of the ten
most comprehensive in the
country, according to Miller
Going on its third year, it's
one of the youngest, too.
Guitar is the most popular
instrument here, with over 1(10
■Indents learning to play it for
credit or "more than any
other applied instrument at
this school," he says
And that includes, piano
"Rv far,'* he says,'gesturing
"ith huge, calloused hands

"It's the most popular
instrument in the world "
"Yeah, there's a certain
romanticism
about
the
guitar." Miller explains
excitedly with fast, clipped
sentences "There's a certain
personification within the
guitar, because it enjoys such
a state of vogue, you know?
And the guitar has enjoyed so
many different styles in the
last two decades.
Yeah,
there's a certain romanticism
ahouf it Rut there's a certain
disillusionment, too
"Kids really get turned on to
the guitar 'Ah. listen! lean
be John Denver tomorrow
morning." you know? Or 'Gee.
listen to Jimmv Page plav
lhat lick By God, that turns
me on '
"So they run down to the
local music store and buy
themselves an instrument and
v.n
out
to
get
some
professional,
or
semiprofessional, help to learn
^d what does it turn out to
he"' It turns nut to be hard
Work' 'Basically And not a
process that takes six months.

or even a vear. to accomplish
well
"It takes years and vears of
diligent, diligent, hard, hard
work "
Miller can't make you do it
His students want to do it
"Its not like History mi or
English
Pomp.
where
everybody's there because
they have to take it as a
degree requirement, right?
Hey, they come to me and we
have a good time We literally
have a good time "
Miller, who spent two years
playing Top-M) in Holiday Inns
with
a
hand
named
"Bushwack." and studied
classical guitar for five years
at three universities, has a
pretty good idea of the model
gtlitnr program
It includes
classical training for degreeseeking guitarists, a guitar
ensemble
("which
all
guitarists
should
experience").
and
an
education curriculum for
"nnn guitarists." people who
have never looked at a guitar
before' nr only rlnhble with a
(Continued on Page 17)
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JMU students find
jobs through
music class
r.\ Hi.IF KI'MMFRS
One James Madison University graduate now works
in Hollywood as a- concert booking agent.
Nnother JMU grad sells acts to colleges and
universities in the Carolina*
Craig Sencindiver. Hummer Davis, along with
several other .IMF grads. have found careers
i-omhining music and business, as a result of a new
program created by Dr Joseph Estock. music
department head, and instructor Larry Tynes.
Under the Bachelor of Music degree, students can
major in music and minor in business to achieve a
concentration in music merchandising
The idea of a music merchandising concentration
was introduced by F.stock when he came to JMU in
l'lTfi He had seen such degrees offered in other
schools
According to Tynes. who has been at JMU in years,
(here have been many students here interested in
music hut majoring in business because it was more

practical

"One student's father was a musician but told him to
major in business because it was more secure. He was
an excellent guitar player but I doubt he ever got to do
anything with it." Tynes said.
Two specific courses are taught by Tynes which
directly relate music to business The first, taught in
the fall semester, is Music Merchandising The goal of
the course, according to the JMU catalog, is ". . . to
lead the student through a variety of learning
experiences in the profit.-making area of the music
business
such topics covered as: the recording
business and radio, copyright, music publishing.
performing rights licensing and the retail-wholesale
music business "
The second course, taught in the spring, is Music
Administration and Management According to the
catalog, "this course emphasises the not-for-profit
sector of the music business, focusing on the
administration and management careers in such areas
as orchestra, dance, opera, theatre and museum
management."
'The classes are designed to inform students of the
career possibilities and what they entail. The students
themselves make their own opportunities." Tynes
said
"I learned a lot from my first classes of students,"
he said. "They developed their own contacts and that's
why they are where they are now.
"This is a contact business It's the student's ability
and initiative that gets the job These courses are to
help the student move in the right direction."

* Guitars
(Continued from Page IB)
couple of chords
Miller actually prefers
those fretboard illiterates to
more experienced guitarists
who have spent a lifetime
developing had habits
If you're a guitarist, and you
think you have bad habits
'Miller will confirm it if you
suspect ih.
you might
consider breaking them in one
of the elective courses offered
under
the
education
curriculum
These are
beginning classes in folk, jazz
and classical -guitar geared
toward a degree in music
education, where guitar can
he chosen as a second
instrument, requiring only
five hours of applied credit
As a major instrument. 16
hours of applied credit are
required The degree certifies
von to Teach in Virginia public
schools, hut its course
offerings are open to
everybody
The music department has
eight classical and six steel
string guitars available for
student use
If you're a good guitarist,
but you don't think you have
the chutzpah to make it on the
concert stage < "It's not highly
likely that the student is going
to he successful at that,"
Miller warns i. then you might
go for a Bachelor of Music
with a concentration in Music
Merchandising This degree
program requires proficiency
in one instrument, and wiil
qualify you to do promotion
work for recording industries,
act as sales,representative to
music companies, or manage
a music store like Steve Rowe,
Miller's first graduate, does in
Virginia Beach
There isn't another degree
like it anvwhere. according to
Miller
If you're really good, so
good that people actually
listen to you and like what
they hear, you might try for
one of the two or three slots
Miller fills each year for the
Bachelor of Music program.

with an emphasis on
performance This is very
selective," Miller says "It's
very hard to get into "
If you graduate with a
sheepskin like this, you will be
qualified to perform on the
concert stage or go on to
complete post graduate work
"When they graduate from
here." Miller says of his top
students "I'm sort of putting
my name on ,the line, saying
thai they can play guitar."
For the first two years of the
program Miller wasn't as
selective as he would have
liked to have been "Last year
I needed numbers, so I took
five of the six applicants. This
year 1 had eight applicants
and 1 took two I took the two

.host plavers "

program
is classically
oriented
An advanced
student can't expect Miller to
accept heavy metal binges
Miller himself had to make a
choice between jazz and
classical at Eastern Michigan
t'niversity,
when
his
instructor berated him for
fooling around with a dance
bind '"Hey, you gotta'quit
doing that!'" he would say
"Play this'"
But if you really want to
play what you really want to
play. Miller can still take you
on The guitar program is
designed for everyone from
dabblers to virtuosos Miller
wanted it that way He made
it that way
"There's not any other
place in the continental U. S.
that 1 can walk into a brand

When I walked in, Dr. Estock
said 'You do what you
want to do to build a program"
Although
he
prefers
prospective guitar majors to
audition with a classical
piece, he can't demand it Not
all talented guitarists have
classical backgrounds And of
those who do. many have poor
technique
"I.had one guy come in who
played a rather fluent jazz
styie." Miller remembers
"His hands moved very well.
Very dexterous So I took
him
"On the other hand. I've had
a couple of players this year
come in and audition on the
classical guitar, and they had
had technique It probably
would have taken me two
years to correct the problems
they already had So I didn't
take them "
All training in this advanced

new program, just getting off
the ground, and have the kind
of support that I've had from
this administration
Dr.
Estock (head of (he music
department l said, when I
walked in, 'You do what you
want to do to build a
program ' Just as simple as
that And anything I have
suggested doing, he has gone
along with, and found the
funds, and found the support,
and just given me a free hand,
literally, to build this program
how I see best."
It's not Berkeley, with 600
guitar majors, or USC at Los
Angelas.
with
"the
reputation," but it's here and
it's working "I want to do
exactly what I am doing right
now." Miller says "I don't
want to do anything else."

* Funding
(Continued from Page 4)
being neglected because of Divison I
football, said Rich Murray, director of
public and sports information here.
"I think that we would certainly be
careful to not let that happen," he
said
"Our fine arts program here is
extensive, and we certainly want to do
what we can for them," but
unfortunately, not nearly as much
space is allocated by newspapers for
fine arts as is devoted to sports, and
"that makes a difference." Murray
added
Estock would like to see a separate
sports information office so the public
information office could give more
emphasis to the arts.
Murray's solution to the promotion
crunch is to add one or two staff
members to his office
"We're still trying to catch up" with
JMU's rapid growth, he said.
Estock has been trying to catch up
ever since he came here five years
ago In 1974. the JMU music
department consisted of 15 faculty
members and 150 majors Today the
department fields 31 teachers and 315
majors
Estock draws other parallels
between football and musje.

if we want the music program to
parallel the athletic program, it's
going to cost a lot of money ... We
compete for oboe players just like
(JMU head football coach Challace)
McMillan
competes
for
quarterbacks "
Recruiting musicians involves
finding out where the good bands are
located, talking to high school
teachers and taking the JMU bands to
perform in the areas where the good
musicians are, he said
In the second phase of recruiting,
letters or phone calls are used to
contact good prospects. Finally,
interested candidates must audition
and scholarships are awarded to the
best performers
Musical recruiters are different
from athletic recruiters in that they
don't have to fret about any
restrictions, such as those imposed by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association
"We're not caught up in red tape,
hut we're ethical." he said.
There would be nothing illegal
about offering a musician a
scholarship which exceeded tuition,
or offering a musician tuition, an
apartment and a car. Estock said.
.However., even, if the. music

keeping in touch with high school art
supervisors and sending out JMU art
brochures to in and out-of-state high
schools.
In
theater.
two
"minor"
scholarships were given to students a
couple of years ago. but the students
decided to change their majors, so the
scholarships were terminated.
"I just didn't have the heart after
that to ask for more money
immediately,"explained Dr. Tom
Arthur, theater area head.
"We're a relatively new program,
only six years old." he said. "I'm sure
we're the newest of the programs in
the arts "
In theater, as well as art,
"assistantships." or work-study
programs, are given to several
students. In theater, the assistants
help in costuming, office work, set
construction, and management.
"Weare under-facultied. so we do it
this way." Arthur said.
Returning to the original question,
it seems that, although the fine arts
don't receive nearly as much money
as athletics beyond the regular
budget, to say the fine arts are
"overshadowed" may be misleading.
As Estock puts it: "This is not a
jock school. I believe that JM is a
liberal arts institution, and therefore
the fine arts are important "

department here was in the finanacial
position to make these extravagent
offers, it wouldn't be done because of
ethics, he hastily added
The music department needs to
develop more sources of scholarship
money in the local community.
Estock said He is "talking to a couple
of possible sources," but is worried
that conflicts could develop between
music officials trying to drum up
financial support and sports
personnel doing the same.
"To really pump up a full-fledged
program, we would have to work
closely with (vice president for
university relations Dr. Ray)
Sonner's office to help avoid conflicts
of interest." he said.
Art department and theater
officials don't have nearly as much to
worry about when it domes to
spending money not included in the,
deparmental budget
"I wish we did have some nice
money windfalls coming into the art
department from somewhere," Diller
said jokingly.
The art department receives
"gifts" every so often in the form of
art works, such as the Sawhill
Collection, he said.
Art recruiting is done mainly by
'
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Folk Dance
Ensemble brings traditional dances to life
RvKFVINMIIXFR
nmi MAIRFFN Rll.FV
Folklore is passed down through the
generations in countries throughout
the world
At James Madison University, the
cultures of many countries are
expressed by 34 hard working
dancers.
By performing here and all over the
East Coast, "we're explaining
someone's culture through dance."
said Ed Howard, director of JMU's
Folk Ensemble.
Folk dance is "the dance of the
people." Howard said.
Like the
Western square dances of America,
every country has a traditional dance
known and practiced by it's people for
enjoyment and recreation.
JMU students have brought many
of these traditional dances to life on
stage as members of the Folk
Ensemble of the JMU Dance Theatre.
Each semester the members
presents a series of international
dances in a performance for JMU
students. The traditional music and
unique costumes identify the various
cultures the dances repiesei't.
Dances from Mexico. Israel.
Germany and the Ukraine a •« most
commonly performed by thv Folk
Ensemble.
But
what
makes
these
performances unique involves much
more than just a well-tuned
production.
Dances and costume designs are
learned from visiting foreign
instructors and through extensive
research of each culture.
This
detailed and comprehensive study
makes the JMU ensemble one of the
better groups of its kind in the
country.
Visiting foreign instructors have
included mexican and Israili folk
dance experts, according to Dr.
Earlynn Miller, dance theatre
director.
Individual research, however, has
accounted for the majority of what is
learned by the ensemble. In addition
to directing. Howard spends a lot of
time researching the costumes,
cultures and dances of other
countries. Recently, he traveled to
Pennsylvania for "intensive study" of
Hungarian dances to bring back to the
ensemble.
A job opportunity to teach English

*V

in Japan offered Greg Forbes, a
former ensemble member, the chance
to learn Japanese folk dance firsthand
"My job was my means of money,
but I went over there to study dance,"
Forbes said.
The ensemble is
currently practicing the dances he
learned
for
an
upcoming
performance.
The costumes used for these dances
will he made by the Ensemble
members Vividly-colored Mexican
panchos, as well as German
literhosen and dirndles are examples
of the handiwork the group members
display
Every costume is designed and
constructed by the ensemble
members.
The ability of the ensemble to
accurately recreate a countries
culture through costumes and dance
makes them very much in demand.
"We have many more requests to
perform than we can fill," Miller said.

* School
(Continued from Page 3)
according to McConkey
Fuller added that the
graduate
program
in
communication arts was
rejected by the State Council
because of Southern Regional
Educational Board data which
states that the demand for
persons with a masters degree
in communication arts will
decline in the coming years.
The State Council believes
"that in light of the
uncertainty of the labor
market, institutions not
already offering master's
level
programs
in
communications should not do
so"
Another reason for the
rejection is that the council
believes a masters program in
communication arts belong in
an urban area where a student
would have more access to the
media. McConkey said.
"I would argue that we have
a surprising amount of access
to the media here." said
MvConkev" "The" local' fddio

and television stations, as well
as the newspapers, are filled
with JMU graduates We may
even have better media
access than some programs in
the city "
The master's proposal
can he resuhmitted in about
in months, he observed.
When the appropriate time
comes to appeal the rejection
of these programs. McConkey
said that he will argue that the
graduate programs were in
the planning stages long
before the establishment of
the school.
Since the school is only
about six months old, no real
accomplishments can be
cited, explained McConkey
However, he said, he is
pleased with the support he
has received from all those
involved with the school and
with the cooperation between
departments.
"It's fun. exciting and
gratifying to see such a school
develop from scratch." he

"Our priorities are based on how
much a group will benefits from our
performance, as well as how much we
will benefit."
Competition with other folk
ensembles is not part of JMU's
program "That's not the purpose of
dance." said Howard
"I think we're unique. So many
other groups are so performance
oriented that they forget about other
aspects we think are important," he
said "The most important aspect is
education"
Through workshops,
research, and performance, "people
arc learning on both sides of the
stage," Howard said
Students receive some education
academically through repertory
courses. These two credit include
direction, performance,
choreography, reconstruction of old
old dances, and technical dance
theater
*Jnsf nble member's education and
expeitnees have enabled them to
utilize these talents in other areas.
For example. "The Old Country,"
Busch Garden's
international
entertainment center, "has been
saturated with Madison students,"
according to Tony Credico, veteran
ensemble member.
Although Busch Garden's audition
extend to New York, they draw
heavily from JMU
In Busch
Garden's first year, one-half of the
dancers accepted were from here,
said Miller
"They seem tickled to have our
students
because
of
their
ehoreographical experience," she
said
Other former ensemble members
have also continued in dance Ed
Howard JMU faculty member and
current ensemble director was a
dancer here when the Folk Ensemble
originated in 1969
While most former ensemble
dancers don't teach strictly dance
"many are now physical education
teachers who teach sections of
dance.'' said Howard
Howard received his undergraduate
degree in 1973. as well as his Master's
decree in dance in 197K.
He was "one of the original
memhers" of the Madison Dance
Theater to perform folk dancing in
i%9 By 1971V an organized Folk
Ensemble was formed
Dr Miller was the organizer of the
'Folk.Ensemble.' WJjiPh she came to,

what was then Madison College, she
found "a very active dance group"
called the Madison Dance Theatre.
Thcv performed and practiced many
types of dance, folk dance being but
one of them After Miller aroused an
interest in Folk dance, the Folk
Ensemble eventually grew out of the
Madison Dance Theater
Folk dancing was not as popular as
it is today "The activity itself is
perpetuating itself." Miller said A
certain uniqueness enables the dances
to have survived this long and make
them enchanting to people who watch
them she said
"These dances have been around
for 200 vears. so they've got to have
some vigor to them to last this long
That's why they so look fun." Miller
said

'We're explaining
someone's culture
through dance'
And folk dancing is fun, but a lot of
hard work too. said several members
of the ensemble Imagine a schedule
including a minimal 3 hours per week
practice, several weekend-long
workshops, costume construction and
committee duties, and you can
understand why a love for history and
dance are essential for any ensemble
member
•'It's very time consuming,
especially around concert time," said
Rick Goode. who has been with the
ensemble a year
"Sometimes, near concert time. I
have to give up other extracurricular
activities to save my energy for
dancing." said another ensemble
member
Member's enjoy the ensemble
because of the chance to meet people.
to perform and to learn so much about
foreign cultures
These students alternate practices
even dm* in the third floor dance
'■tudio in Godwin Hall. So next time
vou hear rvthmic foot-stomping to
unusual music, while pumping iron in
the weight room or whde playing
racquetball. don't ignore it: you may
learn something about some other
,, country'*; culture.. .. ,
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Todd Zeiss: poet of the English department
'A poem has to be just right or it doesn't work.'
By .Hi.lF rm\F
"To say something so expressively, so beautifully
that whoever reads it will have to pause and catch
his breath before he can begin to argue."
As his goal as a poet, Todd Zeiss of the English
Department here believes his poem "Usurpation",
a poem about poets, touches this ideal in the second
stanza:
Ascendng like clouds.
They let sift
Their crystalline lines,
Unique.
Delicate as snowflakes.

To catch on the sleeves
And lips of the living
Sittng in his Keezell Hall office, his posture, the
result of a broken back, is painfully erect. Dressed
cassually, he looks like a middle-aged college
professor with a touch of poet in his face. His
blondisn hair is accompanied by a slightly darker
full beard. Brown rimmed glasses shadow rich
eyes that seem to absorb all he sees and reflect his
thoughts
In Zeiss' second year of college, an English
professor took an interest in his scholarship and
suggested he pursue college teaching. He gave
Zeiss no real encouragement to write creatively,
however. That inclination came fromhis
Midwestern family's tradition of story telling. He
remembers his father and grandfather relating
tales of the past, of early Chicago and Milwaukee.
"Literature has never lost its fascination. I like to
talk about
it. But not write about it," he
added
Trying to pick his best work is difficult,
"because each is different in form and intent. I
enjoy the added embellishment of working with
formed structure. The elements of meter and
rhyme give music to the language that is not in free
verse." said Zeiss.
Rhyme and meter make writing a poem much
more .difficult, a sonnet being one of the most
dificult "I have struggled with a dozen or so
sonnets, but feel only one or two are done well or
marginally." said Zeiss
Metaphors are a key to good poetry, he said. "
'Usurpation' is a minimal statement of an idea
using two metaphors as briefly as possible and still
making it <the comparison) work."
Another Zeiss poem. "We See Only Hawks"
develops one major metaphor, the hawk, fully with
two brief metaphors, the bee and beaver, at the end.
We forgive the earnest hoe his fo\ glove
blundering*
Praise his honeycomb
Admire the ingenious heaver at his dam

ItU 3fi*a...pl to etwibe UutuutU* |u« Mi lomtfcj'd buMlm $k fttag tott*
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Wo never see him with h is mate and kitts.
frozon
Trapped and starving in his den

'I enjoy working with formed
structure. The elements of
meter and rhyme give music
to the language that is not
in free verse.'
"Hawks" contiaas allusions to other poems, Zeiss
said, which makes him uncertain where it puts the
poem in terms of strong or weak.
If the reader is able to follow the outline of the
metaphor in "Topography of pain." then the last
lines are very strong The poem is a description of
the pan Zeiss suffered with his back using the body
as a map to point out the areas of distress and
agony The poem concludes:
Within me

Silent as an assumption
Waits an avalanche
"I write two kinds of poems," Zeiss.
"'Usurpation.' 'Hawks.' and 'Topography' I feel
deeply about and take the subject matter seriously.
Then there are my humorous, tongue in cheek
poems, such as 'Levels of Discours' " which
reduces a lovers' quarrel to a rhetorical metaphor.
"These poems are witty and clever, but not
original or perceptive." Zeiss said "They are on a
second level ana will never become great. The
others have hope." said Zeiss confidently.
"A poem has to be just right or it doesn't work A
poet struggles toward that perfection." he said. "I
struggled with the endfhijHo 'Topography' for a teng

<

time I wrote about five and couldn't decide." The
ending he chose was a rewrite of one of the five.
He often asks associates for their opinions of his
work In that sense, the academic atmosphere is
"intellectually and artistically stimulating," said
Zeiss. However, a university is also limiting
because of the "academic mileu."
JMU is
relatively small so there is opportunity to meet
people from different disciplines. "At a large
university your contacts are narrow and you tend to
associate just within your department."
Time demands are also limiting
"College
teaching is a 10—12 hour per day job. minimum.
Maybe one hour can be devoted to writing or
preparation for writing." he said.
"Teaching poetry writing is often distressing,
Zeiss said There are some teachers who dispell
knowledge by laying out the information in such a
well organized, coherent manner that the student
cannot help but learn. Others have such fascinating
personalities that a student learns as much from the
approach as he does the information.
"I fall somewhere in between." said Zeiss.
"Some things have to be explained carefully, such
as what a poem, novel or short story is and how it
can be made to work It is tedious and dull,
perhaps, but if the student has an interest, the
material is interesting. Other times my sheer
enthusiasm about a poem breaks through," he said
shrugging
His interest in literature was stimulated as a
sophomore at Lawrence University in Wisconsin
Zeiss said He started his college caeer at Purdue
concentrating in math and then pre-med. But he
became disillusioned with science and Lawrence
University stressed-the humanities.
"I took a survey of British literature and certain
poems caught my attention at the right time.
Yeatts, Auden and Milton have influenced his
poetry ever since.
Zeiss wrote stories first, one of which, "The Owl,
was a criticism of the snobbishness of the students
at the University of Virginia where he began his
graduate work
He was not accepted by the
students because he was a Midwesterner, so he
transferred to the University of Iowa.
There he took a class in the form and theory of
oetry and began writing poems. In 1967 his first
poem was published, outside of academic
publications, in "Poet and Critic." It was two
couplets entitled, "Portrait of a Poet as a Young
Dog " "It was clever, but not especially good." he
said.
,
Presently Zeiss is working on a group of poems
and a novel that has "become an albatross," he said
shaking his head with a sigh. So far it has been
three vears in developing and is moving more
slowly than he wishes. "I work at it and work at it,
and.then I'll get an idea for a poem, Jt/slike robbing „,
11
Peter to'pay Paul'"
' '

i

The novel is a satire that suggests that colleges
and universities are "becoming distracted from
true goals." he said.
A college should be
"transfusing knowledge" and "developing
intellectual capacity." Instead they are getting
"caught up in creating a campus built with
distractions more attractive than goals.
"The key is with faculty. Department by
department and course by course we need to define
goals and establish a level of performance and then
insist that that level be met by students and
faculty." Zeiss said
He is concerned because compared to his own
educational experiences, college students today are
lacking the skills Zeiss acquired in high school. _
The freshman writing level here is comparable to
his ninth grade class and only 10-20 percent ever
become good writers, according to Zeiss. "Most of
the rest. I hope, are competent." That is. their

'We need to define goals
and establish a level of
performance and then insist
that students and faculty
meet that level'
writing is "clear and free of major errors," as
opposed to a good writer who has "increased
flexibility of style and a more imaginative
perception of the subject matter." said Zeiss. •
"I didn"t have any special talent or advantages
when I was in school I think the difference is that
we helieved in education as a worthy goal for more
than economic reasons." he said.
Today college is seen as a "necessity for
maintaining or gaining an economic standard,"
Zeiss said with a slight frown.'
"I know as a teacher I am critical and
demanding," but students must learn to struggle
too and understand the rewards of their work.
"When students discover that I have written poetry
and fiction myself they are surprised," he said. But
perhaps this gives his students some comfort to
know that he is struggling too.
"I have a group of poems and a story in the mail
and two stories that will be published within a
year." he said
Ideas, words and experiences are always working
in his mind and "I write whenever 1 have the time."
His works are all "so different in form and style no

^oap,can ever say.<^atto.%3efrftsU^,JMiW.flpd.
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Novelists
Lori Magai creates a fantasy world...
By DWAYNE YANCEY
One summer two years ago
Lori Magai had nothing to do.
So she started writing a book.
By the time she was
finished, Magai couldn't
complain about being bored.
For her, writing a book has
meant more than filling up
nearly 1000 sheets of paper
with prose.
It has meant taking up
fencing, learning to calculate
sidereal time and skin a deer,
and inventing her own
language and geography.
Not to mention having to
draw a chart to keep track of
the more than 200 characters
she has created.
Out
of
midsummer
boredom, Magai, now a junior
here, has created her own
Tolkienesque world of elves,
men and magic.
"Teramin," which she
hopes to edit down to 500 pages
by the end of the summer, is
"sort of a take-off of a
medieval romance."
Her hero is half-man, halfelf, and must struggle against
prejudice from both groups.
He's the son of a king but
can't acknowledge it because
his mother was human. His
mission is to help a group of
people, yet they regard elves
as "completely evil"
Consequently, Magai said,
"he has to sacrifice
everything he has-his wife,
personal dignity, and his
daughter. He's a most
reluctant hero."
Toward the end, the hero
starts
"losing
the
underpinnings of his mind. He
doubts his sanity and becomes
very morose."
Magai was 17 and still in
high school when "Teramin"
was born. She was taking a
summer school class in order
to graduate early and was
unable to find a summer job
that fit her hours.
"Out of desperation for
something to do, I started
writing," she said. Magai was
no stranger to writing, but
most of her work during high
school had been short poems.

Rbfjaft Mfckw totte id Ita aMiat tiftUtiuj iuk
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"The first idea came out of a
dream I had," Magai said. "I
saw a whipping in a
marketplace. Straight out of
Victor Hugo. I wrote it down
and it looked pretty good and
it took off. Most of the time it
wrote itself."
She had completed 200
pages by the time she entered
college in the fall-as an
English major.

Excerpts
from
•

. i

'Teramin

"When I got to Madison, I
felt very much on the outs. I
was a freshman and a day
student." said the Keezletown
resident. "So I was very
lonely all that year and by the
time I had the first draft
finished. I figured I couldn't
stop."
Sometimes
she
was
encouraged to, though.
High school teachers had

"What did he look like?" Pryde said suddenly.
"Who?"
"The elf."
"Oh." Loyallta paused. "He was tall -taller than
you. had real blonde hair, and was dressed funny."
"What do you mean?"
"Well, he had boots -l swear they were the
biggest things I ever saw. Came all the way up to
here." He touched his thigh several inches above
his knee. "Under them, he had. pants, they looked
brown, and a long shirt-blue. Went to here." He
touched his thigh several inches below his groin.
"Had a sword, and a bow almost as big as he was. I
think he had some arrows in a bag on his back."
"That all?"
I.oyalti thought a moment. "Oh. yes. His eyes."
"What about them?"

"Blue. The brightest blue I've ever seen. And the
coldest."
"Coldest?"
"Maybe it was just my imagination, but I swear,
he could freeze fire with those eyes."
Pryde hesitated. "Were you scared?"
I.oyalti was silent for a moment. Finally he

often asked her why she was
"wasting her time writing?"
Even some of her instructors
here have been "rather
patronizing." she said. "Most
say it's a phase, it'll pass" or
have given her the impression
that she'd be "better off
selling shoes than writing."
Part of that attitude stems
from "Teramin" being a
fantasy, a genre many people

don't consider to be a serious
art form.
But not everyone is
discouraging.
Dr. Lawrence Foley. an
English professor here who,
along with Magai's mother,
are the only persons to have
read the entire manuscript,
praised "Teramin" as a "very
sophisticated piece of work."
Magai was in a.class of his
when she asked him to read
her second draft.
"It was the first time
anyone has ever approached
me with a novel." Foley said.
"People with short stories or
outlines for novels are fairly
common but I've never seen a
novel that far along.
"I thought it was really
amazing that she had been
able to go far with so little
feedback was really amazing.
She's got real talent."
To make her book accurate,
however. Magai has had to
pick up more talents than just
the ability to write well. She
took a fencing class in order to
better describe the swordplay
in the book. Likewise deer
skinning.
And she had to learn how to
calculate sidereal time in
order to keep sunrises,
sunsets, constellations and
phases of the moon precise
over her wide-ranging fantasy
land.
She also developed her own
language and names, along
with the geography of her
ficticious countries.
"The
hardest
part,
however." Magai said, "was
to keep the characters
straight so I don't have one
fighting a battle over here and
sitting someplace else at the
same moment. I read
Tolkien's diary and it was
heartening to find that was
part of his problem too" with
his classic trilogy "Lord of the
RingsLiving at home has also
presented certain problems.
With her papers scattered
over the kitchen table, her
usual writing desk, "people
(Continued on Page 21 >

nodded. "You remember the stories they used to
tell us when we were kids?"
Th huh "
"I believe everv word of them."

The sun rose somewhat later than did the army of
tr.im that morning. Kindniss was roused by a rough
hand on his arm and a strange voice telling him to
wait at arms for further instructions, and there
were to be no breakfast fires Feeling excessively
foul, he munched on a piece of stale bread and
watched the sky "
In the morning's crispness. the stars shone doubly
brilliant. Slowly the utter blackness of night faded
to gray" and the stars brightened further, and began
to fall toward the horizon One star that he had
never before noticed blazed brightly above the
mountains surrounding them He did not know the
meaning of his fears, but he felt it was an omen, a
token of evil His seat already hard and cold, the
chill air causing his fingers to ache. Kindniss
bitterly wished for some news.

A
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Excerpfs
from
'Dancer
and Skye'

I sat gnawing at the steeringwheel. thinking over
our conversation. Things seemed to be looking up
for me and Harry. We had lots of things in common
and now I had insights to different points of his
personality. "You Just may pull it off this time, old
girl. Keep your fingers crossed." I told myself. I
saw Jacob emerge from the rest stop, so I started
the motor.
"The only thing," I said once we were under way
again "that I'm worried about is that I'll get
pregnant."
"What?" Jacob gave me a startled look. He
clearly had not been thinking of Harry.
"If I go to bed with Harry I bet you two thousand
I'll turn up pregnant. I mean, that's the way my
luck always runs. You're lucky. You don't have to
worry about that sort of thing."
"I did when I went to bed with Grace and Sheila."

I braked, throwing the car forward and the both of
us with It. "You did what?"
"Laurin. you really should learn to drive this
thing If you expect me to ride with you anymore."
Jacob picked himself up off the floor. "Don't look so
shocked. I never said I was totally gay. I've been to
bed with women before. Only two, but they still
count."
"Well why in the hell doesn't anybody ever tell me
anything?"
"Did you ever think of asking?"
"No. it never crossed my mind to bother. Nobody
else in the group is bisexual. So I certainly didn't
expect you to be."
"Sorry to disappoint you." Jacob looked offended.
"No disappointment. Shock, maybe. But no
disappointment. I'll just have to readjust my
thinking about you. . ."

... and Robin Jackson fakes on Anita Bryant
By DWAYNE YANCEY 1
In third grade, Robin
Jackson wrote her first short
story. It was three paragraphs
entitled "Miss Priss Finds a
Kitten."
"I got much praise for it,"
she said, adding with a smile,
"in third grade."
Miss Priss and her kitten
notwithstanding. Jackson is
still writing--and today her
output is somewhat more than
three paragraphs. She has
five short stories and a play to
her credit, and now the triple
major in history. English and
communication arts is
working on a novel, "Dancer
and Skye."
For someone who loves to
write, the book began almost
as an accident. The James
Madison University senior

was in the process of dropping
a class last fall and was in
desperate need of a substitute.
So she signed up for an
independent study project in
English. That project turned
out to be "Dancer and Skye."
"I got the idea for it in May
but it took me until October to
get up the gumption to write
it." she said: "I had the whole
first chapter in my head so I
just sat down and wrote it."
Within a month, half the
book had been written, a lot of
it while she was manning the
exit desk in the library. Her
pace has since slowed but not
her enthusiasm. She plans to
complete the three chapters
remaining by the end of the
semester.
"Dancer and Skye" is the
story of two college studentsa gay guy and a straight girl.

"It's the development of their
relationship and all the crazy
things that happen until the
end," Jackson said, "but I
don't want to give away the
end.
"Part of it is based on
experience and other parts
are based on incidents that I'd
blow out of proportion. And
other things are just totally
made up."
The gay angle is one which
appears in several of
Jackson's works, including
the play "Forever Yours,"
which she directed in
Wampler Experimental
Theatre this February.
"It's not that it's my
favorite theme or anything
but it just relates a lot in
today's world," she said.
"Plus, I know people who are
gay and they interest me."

Anita Bryant probably
wouldn't agree with the
philosophy found in "Dancer
and Skye." Jackson said.
"I think what I'm trying to
do is make a statement that it
doesn't make any difference
whether you're gay or
straight, bi or blue, or what,
people are people. They have
good times and bad times and
they fall in love. I guess I'm an
optimist at heart."
Jackson patterns her
writing after the likes of the
British novelist O. Henry.
"I always love surprise
endings," she said. "Most of
my short stories end with
some kind of twist. Some of
the older writers I've read,
like Dickens, have convinced
me which style I don't wantlots of exposition. I like lots of
dialogue, where things move.
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I hate reading six paragraphs
of description and then
somebody says a sentence."
Ironically, Jackson herself
is not particularly talkative.
"Writing is my basic way of
communicating," she said. "I
don't talk to people very well.
People get a lot more out of
me writing them a letter than
if I talk to them."
Her familiarity with the
written word goes back to
when she was a child. "Even
when I was three years old I
always had a book in my
hands," she said.
Now she'll soon have one of
her own in her hands.
In fact, she's even thinking
of the sequel.

* AAagai
(Continued from Page 20)
will walk by and think, 'on,
she's not doing anything, she's
just writing' and start to talk
and blow my train of
thought," Magai said.
"A lot of the distractions,
though, are my moods," she
said. As the hero becomes
very morose toward the end of
the novel, so Aid Magai as she
was writing it.
"The
characters' moods rub off on
me and slow me down," she
said.
But the author-character
relationship works the other
way too.
She noted how many of her
own prejudices have found
their way into the novel,
particularly her penchant for
teas and mulled wines, and
dragons and unicorns.
Since beginning "Teramin"
as classroom doodles at
Montevideo High School two
years ago, Magai has worked
almost relentlessly on the
project.
As a freshman here, she
tried to write an hour a day.
Now, with a more demanding
course load and other
activities (she's president of
the English Glub), her writing
time has been curtailed.
Thus, she plans to torego
summer school this year in
order to finish the book. Talk
, of getting her manuscript
published, though, brings a
laugh.
Published? "I don't know
how one goes about this."
But she's already made a
start-she's
found
a
calligrapher to do the art
work.

A
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Emphasis on structure, theme:

Student playwrights taught the basics

••v

By JULIE CRANF
"Drama is the imitation of
action, but most people think
of it as the written word." said
co-professor
of
the
playwriting class here, Dr.
Roger Hall.
'
Thus, one of the preliminary
exercises required in the class
is to write a scene for a silent
movie. "This teaches the
student to write action." Hall
said.
Other exercises, including
creating conflicts between
characters, and writing from
personal experience, are
performed before writing a
one-act play, the students'
major requirment in the class.
"The structure is probably
the most difficult aspect" of
writing a play. Hall said,
because
it
must
be
"concentrated and thus
characters brought together
under some pretext."
"Character development is
another difficult part of
Klaywriting in that they must
e believable in what they say
and do." Hall said.
Finally, "an interesting, but
not overt or obvious thematic
statement" is essential to a
good play, according to Hall.
A good play is one without
any apparent problems, but
an exceptional play has
something
"particularly
creative or imaginative about
it." Hall said.
"Not everyone can be a
good playwriter," said Dr.
Ralph Cohen, co-professor of
the class, "but they can
understand the mechanics of
how a play works.
"It is a success if you can

say you've written a play,
even if it was wretched." he
said.
Last semester Dr. Hall had
three classes in a row with the
playwriting class the last of
the day "I would go into the
class dragging, but inveriably
the quality of the stuff was of
such high quality that I'd get
caught up in how good it was,"
he said.
"We had some very
exceptional students who
were both bright
and
prolific." Hall said
There were a few people
who have taken the class that
"It would not be surprise me
to see achieve certain fame,"
Cohen said.
For the first time this year,
students of the playwriting
class have been able to take
their plays one step further
than the writing stage,
producing them in Wampler
Experimental Theatre. The
production of a student's play
is "additional to the class, but
necessary as the next step
toward a student furthering
his abilities." said Hall.
"Although none of the plays
would ever make it on
Broadway, off Broadway, or
anywhere, it is an invaluable
experience to see the whole
jjrocess, Cohen said.
Among the student-written
Rlays in Wampler this year
ave been "Down the Line."
by Georgia Stelluto, "Forever
Yours," by Robin Jackson,
"Sarabande." by Wayne
Tucker. "Encounters." by
Mary Ruberry. and next
weekend "Sentence." by
Dwayne Yancey.

Last October, one play from
the playwriting class became
the first student-written show
ever done in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre: "Fancies," by
Andrea Fisher.
It is unusual for a class to be
taught by two professors.
"But it has worked out
nicely." said Hall.
Hall is a theatre professor
and more concerned with the
"technical aspects" of
playwriting. while Cohen is an
English professor and worries

about the "images and unity."
Cohen said.
Both professors attend each
class but alternate getting
credit for teaching.
The first part of the
semester is spent working on
exercises to prepare the
students for writing their
play, and after that one class
period is devoted to a student
reading their play and the
class critiquing it, accoridng
to Hall.
"The students have the first

say in the critique sessions,"
Cohen said, and then Hall and
Cohen
make
their
suggestions. "By the time it
gets to us. everything
important has been said (by
the students), so we just
reinforce their ideas," he
said.
The playwriting class is
taught each spring semester
and is alternately listed under
theEnglishand
Communication Arts
department.
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* Comparison
(Continued from Page 4)
Krogram iriThe state. We are doing as well as, it not
etter than, the top 25 percent of colleges in the
nation." said Dr. Joseph Estock. head of JMU's
music department.
Art

/—

JMU's art department, however, is outranked by
the art department at VCU.
"All schools' art programs are compared with
VCU. because it has the best art program in the
East." according to Dr. David Diller. art
department head here.
VCU has 2,000 students majoring in art or music.
Of the 11 different departments in the School of the
Arts, nine are related to art. one to music and one to
theatre The communication arts and design
department has "nearly 300" of the students,
according to Dr Philip Meggs. department head.
Students are attracted to JMU's art program
because "our breadth and quality of faculty offer a
great deal to the students. Diller said.
JMU offers a BA degree for art history majors, a
BS for "students who want room in their programs
for non-art courses," and a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree, the newest program
The BFA is for students
interested in "professional production of their art."
Diller said.
The 160 current art majors can chose from 11 art
concentrations The most popular concentrations
are painting and drawing, interior design, ceramics
and comprehensive design. Diller said.
Three other Virginia schools. UVa.. ODU, and
William and Mary, offer majors mainly in art
history or studio art.
UVa.. with 98 art majors, offers at BA in studio
art and art history. Students can concentrate in
"any of the period fields in Western, or South or
East Asian art history." according to Malcolm Bell,
acting chairman of UVa.'s art department.
The BFA degree is the most popular for the 200

art majors at Old Dominion University. Students
can also receive a BA with studio art or art history
options, according to the assisant dean of the school
of arts and letters.
William and Mary has 60 students enrolled
equally in their art history and art programs,
according to Miles Chappell. chairman of the
department of fine arts.
Theater
Only three responses were received concerning
other schools' theater programs.
UVa has 60 theater majors under the Bachelor of
Arts degree Students can concentrate in acting.

* Music majors
(Continued from Page 14)
According to the handbook, applied music lessons
are "basic areas of study for all music majors and
minors." These applied music lessons must be
taken for credit. Permission to register for applied
music must be obtained from the coordinator of the
respective applied music area.
All music students have at least one lesson a
week. Music majors must take 2-4 credits of private
lessons per semester. Minors must take 1 hour per
semester. Furthermore, voice majors must minor
in an accompaniment instrument, and
instrumentalists must minor in voice.
Private instruction for voice, keyboard, string,
wind and percussion instruments cost students
money. Lesson fees cost $3 each, consisting of a
lesson and a practice session.
Music minors pay $45 per semester for one lesson
per week Music majors pay a flat fee of $70 per
semester whether they take two. three or four
applied music credits. Part-time music students
are required to pay additional fees.

directing, design, technical theatre, playwriting
and theatre history and criticism, according to
David Weiss, chairperson of UVa.'s drama
department
A Bachelor of Arts degree in theatre is also
offered at the University of Richmond. Fifty
students are enrolled in the speech and theatre arts
program there, according to the department head.
At JMU. about 85 students are concentrating in
theatre within the communication arts program,
seeking either a BA or BS.
Neither does ODU offer a theatre major. Students
there may concentrate in theatre while working
Inwards a RA in general speech.

Since "participation in performing organisations
is a vital element to a musician's development,"
music students are required to perform in some
type of department-sponsored ensemble. Students
choose from 18 different ensembles grouped into
three headings: instrumental, vocal and keyboard.
Students must register in at least one ensemble per
semester
In addition to ensemble participation, music
majors must attend an average of at least 15
recitals per semester for six semesters.
All music students must attend area seminars
rind master classes on alternate Wednesdays.
During area seminars, students wich play similar
instruments or those who sing, meet to perform
with each other.
Master classes are held in each teacher's studio,
consisting of that teacher's students. In the master
classes, the students again perform for one another.
Every Friday at 1 p.m.. a departmental seminar
is held All music students meet in LatimerShaeffer Theatre and perform for other students
and faculty All students are required to perform in
one area seminar per semester.

* Jones
(Continued from Page i:t>
We've survived Vietnam
We've
urvived the Nixon ordeal What does
it take to survive this guy's eriticism?
"I spent a lifetime developing my
verbal style, and nohody's ever told
mo that I can't say something because
I'm talking to parking lot attendents
rind can drivers " Two out of three, he
savs. exchange thoughts with him on
what he presents over the air
"The thine I find positive and
reassuring is that I get incredible
feedback in return from all those
people that the snobs say couldn't
possibly understand what's going on
That whole idea of 'talking down to
the audience' is really antithetical to
what 1 believe this bloody medium is
ill about "
It is surprising to hear a critic treat
television as lightly as Jones does.
His livelihood depends on it to a great
extent He has to be evasive to be
tactful, and to keep his job. "Like
everything else, it's a box," he
believes, "and its as good or as bad as

what you put inside it. It can be
terribly destructive, and something
has to be ground up to fill that time.
The Greeks, the collective works of
Shakespeare and Moliere wouldn't
cover this station for one full week
from nine 'til one We're talking
about 70 major lifetimes of great
work. And if we produced nothing but
great work, for those hours, we would
still have time left at the end of the
week and nothing to do with it.
"This isn't a justification for the
medium at all. because God. I think it
can do a lot more and go a lot further,
but still the minute that one says that
part of the priciple is having
something to sell advertising for.
between the crack of dawn, and the
middle of the night, then the miracle
is that anything decent ever arrives
on the bloody box "
If Jones' reviews strike you as
indecent, a tag they often get but
seldom deserve, then take heart in the
indecencies he has received. Having

directed over 300 plays in his lifetime,
mostly at the seventh largest
repertory theatre in the nation, the St.
Louis Luretto Hilton, and some at the
Washington Theatre Club at 23rd and
L. he has been the "recipient of some
of the worst notices since Judas
Iscariot
It comes with the
territory." he says, smiling slyly.
"The nice thing is that, if one
continues to survive in this business,
the minute that one doesn't take
critics seriously, or at least their
judgment seriously when they say
•that you are terrible in print, then it is
impossible to take them seriously
when they call you a genius.
"I think the individual's gotta be hip
enough, one way or another, to say
'that is pure fraud. I don't believe a
word of it. that is painful but may
have something to do with my work
but it doesn't help me in any way so
therefore I will ignore it. I don't
understand what this means, or
maybe in time I'll go back and if I

understand what it means and it can
help me. I'll use it. If it doen't. I
won't.'
"At least for me. it is impossible to
objectively view somebody else's
criticism of my work until I get away
from it for a while. And after that
show is no longer the most important
single thing in my life, go back and
read the notice and say. 'Son of a gun,
he got me dead to rights.' "
Davey Marlon Jones cannot
remember
the
review
of
"Tightwire."his first play performed
atAntioch He thinks that's "scary."
He also thinks the critic was mostly
wrong, anyway Like George Abbot
Broadway director. Jones thinks
"critics are usually right for the
wrong reasons." and, therefore,
they're still wrong. Sometimes.
"Yuh. I'm luckier than most folks
because while I'm shooting bullets,
I'm also the recipient of bullets, and
one likes to think that it teachs a
smidgen of humility
Temperance,
maybe?"

* Grads
(Continued from Page 2)
graduates The most traditional is the
Racholor of Music Education degree, a degree
so traditionnl that it's the only career in music
wliere people come to campus to conduct job
interviews, according to Estock.
The other traditional degree is in
performance
"There's all types of performance levels.
Most students are thinking about a star on a
marquee and we have to let them know how
thev rate." Estock said
"The problem is there's a lot of performance
people seeking careers and not finding them,
but it's good as a side job." he said.
Non-traditional opportunity include profit
and non-profit fields. Music management
students work in the profit sector for
instrument manufacturers, recording studios
and the like Non-profit fields include opera
hall work, summer program directorship, and
musical instrument demonstration.
Although the degrees offer different job
opportunities, most music grads c'ombine
those opportunities to develop a career,
according to Estock
"Music is a very diverse occupation It's not
an eight to five job." he said "People are
usually involved in other things. It's not
unusual for someone to teach school and hold a
full-time job as a church choir director "
Good performance students could teach
private lessons, charging anywhere from $5 to
S2P per half hour lesson, he said.
"It depends on where you are, how
marketable you make yourself and how good a
musician you are," according to Estock.
"So much of it has to do with musical skills.
\ lot of students get the education degree as an

insurance policy so they can teach later." he
said
Whatever the student decides to major in. he
will he trained as every other student in the
department-to he a polished performer.
Estock said

of the art students are trying to be independent
artists. They know that you're not going to
have success simply through sales. You have
to combine it with another job."

\rl

Creating an environment for dance is part of
the dance ma jor's career challenge, according
to Earlynn Miller, coordinator of the dance
major in the physical education and health
department.
Although dance has always been part of the
curriculum here, the major is only three years
old The minor began ten years ago, arid the
graduate program was established seven
years ago
"The dance program is a general
preparation but our uniqueness is the students
have the ability to develop performance skills
as well as choreographical and directional
skills in both modern dance and international
and American folk dance." Miller said.
Some grads are teaching, while others have
established dance studios or companies, she
said.
One grad studied folk dance in Japan for
more than two years and has returned to
campus to present a folk dance concert for his
master's thesis Another grad is studying folk
dance in the Dominican Republic.
Other grads are working in dance theaters or
in management. Miller said.
"There are many routes to gaining potential
as a creative artist." she said. "Different
people have different goals. Whatever best
achieves those goals is the best route to take.
"Some can find a job and some have to make
their job."

Of the 160 degree seekers in the art
department, one third to one half will seek
teaching jobs, according to Dr. David Diller.
art department head
The rest will seek jobs in commercial design
and advertising, printing, and graphics design,
and some become individual artists with
ceramics and weaving being the most popular
crafts
The department's smallest major-art
historv -graduates four or five students per
vear. Some of those graduates are Wording at
the Virginia Museum or the Smithsonian.
Several grads operate a local fiver shop
where they sell supplies and their creations.
Other grads are operating single businesses.
One jewelry student is working in a jewelry
store, making repairs and single creations.
Art careers are developed according to a
student's motivation, according to Diller. The
grads who haven't found jobs are either not
mobile or not as skilled as other grads.
"It iart> is not a particularly easy field to
find jobs in," he said. "You have to make your
own way except for agejicy-related jobs."
Although about two-thirds of all art grads
find jobs in the field, the careers are often
combined fields of interest, according to
Diller
"Quite a few are working in the profession
and doing art on the side," he said.. "One third

* Children
(Continued from Page 8)
"It's much easier for them
to express what they feel when
thev can use solid materials
thev can arrange
The
materials supply them with
the means of expression
Thev don't get frustrated and
thev really enjoy it "
\rt has a great deal of
therapeutic and recreational
values, because 'of its
expressiveness
Selfexpression is what everyone
wants and needs
People
become less high-strung and
ivrofo fulfilled when they are
allowed to convey their
feelings This is especially
true for children
"I'm no expert, hut 1 believe

art
must
help
people
mentallv." James said.
"Thev (children* don't have
to sit down and memorize
things They can learn facts
through enjoyable
experiences
Children are
more eager to learn, when
learning is fun "
What's important here is to
develop projects, which give
children freedom to express
themselves Often what they
can say. they can write
,5 1.1'iirnini! device Art is a
powerful learning instrument
for children They must look
at an object closely in order to
paint it The child can learn
facts about an "object through
practical experience, instead

Dance

——

of having to memorize them.
"We i the teachers' can use
art to teach children just
about anything," James said.
"They don't have to sit down
and merqorize things. They
can learn facts through
enjoyahle experiences.
Children are more eager to
learn, when learning is fun.
An instructor's main job is
to guide children down the
path of creativity Don't tell a
vouth how to depict and create
certain objects By doing this.
von can cut off all creativity
and inventiveness
"A good teacher doesn't tell
the students how to do
things." .lames continued
"The teacher provides the

materials and some direction,
hut leaves the creative
process to the students.
"I bring "in the materials
and give my students the main
topic they are to consider.
They have no problem
creating art themselves. I'm
there just to give them
suggestions and to keep
order "
The conclusions appear to
he obvious-first, keep an open
mind toward children's art
There's often more to it than
meets the eye
Second, art is very useful in
the normal development of a
child
The expressional
values are endless
Third

don't trv to tell a

child what to paint and how to
do it Creativity is probably
the most important asset of
art
As a final note, let me say
that I'm not the only one who
believes that children's art is
important The world famed
Solomon R Guggenheim Art
Museum currently has a
children's art show, done in
cooperation with the New
York City school system.
Works by elementary school
students hang beside works of
some of the greats of modern
art
It seems fitting that they
should be hanging side by
side.
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Fine Arts Festival features 'Non-Western Art'
By KFVIN MII.I.FK
A world-famous Indian
violinist. Indonesian dancers,
and a Japanese kite-flying
contest will highlight this
vear's Fine Arts Festival.
"Non-Western Art" is the
theme of this vear's Fine Arts
Week
The "top professionals in
their fields" will perform
Indonesian dances and Indian
music, according to Michael
Brodsky, who has personally
contacted these performers.
Brodsky. a JMU art teacher
spent six months in Indonesia
and three in India, and
arranged
for
Dr.
L.
Subramaniam. a worldfamous violinist, to play here
Suhramaniam (pronounced
Super-Maniam), who has
toured and recorded albums
with George Harrison and
Ravi Shankar. will perform in
Wilson Hall at 8 pm
Thursday. March 22.
His
music is lively and similar to
Shankar's. with a lot of
"interplay with the drummers
in his band." said Brodsky.
Indonesian dancers from
Java and Bali will conduct a
dance demonstration at 2
p.m . Wednesday. March 21.
in Godwin 356. and will
perform traditional Javanese
dances that night at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall
A Japanese kite-flying
contest and a student film
festival will offer students the
opportunity
to actively
participate in this year's Fine
Arts week
"Kite flying is big in
Japan." according to Hall.
The Japanese use it as
entertainment and as a means
of expressing folk culture.
Students will be able to
compete in a kite flying
contest on the quad at noon,
Monday. March 19. Prizes
will be awarded in four
categories: best homemade.
best ready made, most
original, arid most beautiful
kite, according to Hall.
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Friday
Oriental \rt
Madison
Memorial Library Book
Display March 16-23.
Japanese Gardens
Sawhill
Gallerv Photograph Exhibit.
March 12-17
.IMF Oanec Theatre K p.m.
I^atimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
Indonesian Art Duke Display
Cases. March 16-23

Saturday

17
.IMF DaRCf Theatre
I^timer-Shaeffer Theatre
pm

8

Monday

Tuegday

Thursday

19

20

22

(era mir I lemons I rat ion
Toshiko Takaezu
Duke A4
Ceramics Studio
9 am noon 1 p.m.-3.
Kite living Contest
Noon

18
"Rnshamnn" Harrison 206. 4
pm
Javanese Shadow Puppets
Duke Art 100. 7 p.m.

«k

••Ikiru" Harrison 206

WMI

8 p.m.

Percussion
Fnsemhle
Warren Union Noon

Quad

Bonsai Lecture Dr. David
Dillar Sawhill Gallerv. Duke
3pm

"\friean \rl and Politics:
Traditional
and
Contemporary Aspects "
Kojo Fosu Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre 3pm

Indian
Music
Dr
Subramaniam Wilson Hall. 8
p.m.

"Yffeteti "

Harrison 206

8

pm

The IMF Folk Fnsemble
Suite of Japanese Folk
Dances Front of Duke. 4
p m Warren Union Patio.
4:45 p m

Wednesday

21

Harrison 206

Percussion Fnsemhle Front
of Duke Noon
Indonesian
It a n <- e
Demonstration Godwin Hall
356 2 pm

'Sawhill Gallery Opening
Works of Toshiko Takaezu and
Yuko Nii Duke 7pm
Feramies Slide l.eetiire
Toshiko Takaezu
LatimerShaeffer Theatre 8 p.m.

Friday

23
Student Film Festival
Harrison 206 2 p.m.

Indonesian
I) a n e e
Performance Wilson Hall. 8
pm

"Throne of p.mod " Harrison
2TO5 9pm
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Percussion Fnsemhle Quad.
12 noon

Jody
12:30

Itatik Demonstration
Hess Warren Union.
pm -3

Films "Gardens of Japan "
"Kai
Higashayama:
Traditional
Japanese
Painter"
"The Path"
(Japanese Tea Ceremony).
Duke A100. 3:30 p.m.

" Yojimho "
i 30 p m

Sunday

Original films of any subject
matter will also be eligible for
prizes Student-made films of
nnV format <8-35 mm), that
;ire 25 minutes or less can be
submitted to Dr. Ralph Cohen
of the English department by
Pridav March 16
\f 2 p.m the following
Friday, nil student films
entered will he shown in
Harrison 206
Prizes of
turn 00. $50 00. and $25.00 will
he awarded for the first,
second and third place films,
according to Cohen
A series of Japanese films
will be shown throughout the
week in Harrison 206 and
Duke A100. and a display of
Oriental art will be in the
library
Speakers that week will
discuss a wide variety of
topics ranging from Oriental
Bonsai trees to Javanese
Shadow Puppets
Brodsky will demonstrate
how
Javenese
Shadow
Puppets
were
"the
forerunners of television." He
will manipulate authentic
Javenese puppets behind a
screen and explain how their
movements express*a story
with a plot and characters.
The
James
Madison
University Folk Ensemble
will perform a suite of dances
from Japan on March 19.
Gregg Forbes, who spent two
sears in Japan learning folk
dances, has choreographed
these dances The suite will
also be included ip the
ensemble's
annual
performance. March 29—31.
Hall noted that "we geF
minimal exposure to anything
other than Western Art from
the Greeks on "
If
people
miss
this
opportunity to "bridge the gap
between what is currently
presented here and these
upcoming unexplored art
forms." said Brodsky. "they
are
really
depriving
themselves of a complete
education."

••The Burmese Harp "
Harrison 206 8 p.m.
».».».*.*. *,
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